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INTRODUCTION
This report provides a historic context for the historic brickworks component of 36AL480
and presents information to help refine the research goals specified in the Data Recovery
Plan for the archaeological excavation of this component. The Data Recovery Plan identified
the location within 36AL480 where brickworks-related activities were focused.
In July 2000, a comprehensive literature search was undertaken for information that would
place the brick factory component in its context. The goal of the research project was to
document the specific history of the site and to provide information on both the Harmony
Society and the brick industry in the Pittsburgh area during the early nineteenth through the
early twentieth centuries.
The project team consulted a broad range of source material. For specific information on the
Harmony Society, the team contacted the Old Economy Village State Historic Site near
Ambridge, Pennsylvania. This historic village was the Harmony Society’s residential
settlement from 1825 until the dissolution of the Society in 1905. The research team used the
site library to consult reports associated with previous research on the Harmony Society. The
team also interviewed Raymond Shepherd, Old Economy historian and the former historic
site director. Researchers located additional information on the Harmony Society from
microfilmed records kept at Old Economy Village and at the Pennsylvania State Archives.
These microfilm reels contained correspondence and records of production, shipping, and
financial transactions related to the Harmony Brickworks.
The team also consulted local libraries and governmental repositories in the Pittsburgh area.
These resources included public libraries in Ambridge and Sewickley, and the Carnegie
Library in Pittsburgh. These repositories hold information such as historic atlases; Sanborn
maps; histories of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, and Leetsdale; industrial directories and
gazettes of the Pittsburgh area; and sources on the brick industry in Pittsburgh and western
Pennsylvania.
Additional background information was gathered at the Pennsylvania State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) and at the Pennsylvania State Archives in Harrisburg. These
resources included archaeological site files and National Register nominations consulted at
the SHPO, while the state archives now own the personal papers of Harmony Society leader
John Duss. Finally, information was collected on the function of kilns and other brickmaking
structures in the nineteenth century. These resources are located at The Ohio State University
Library, the Ohio Historical Society Library, and the library of the American Ceramic
Society in Westerville, Ohio. The materials on brickmaking included modern and nineteenthcentury books on kilns, accounts of brick factory operation, and articles and advertisements
from brick trade journals published during the time when the brick factory was in operation.

PROJECT LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The proposed Leetsdale Casting Basin Facility will occupy a complex alluvial formation on
the east bank of the Ohio River. The future project area extends over portions of three
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floodplain terraces and two relict back channel segments (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). These alluvial
landforms are situated roughly parallel to the Ohio River.
A relict back channel of the Ohio River runs beyond the eastern and northern sides of the
site. Portions of the back channel were filled in the nineteenth century to create roads for the
Harmony Brickworks. Nineteenth-century fill deposits, which were examined during the
Phase I survey, were 15 feet deep in some sections of the relict back channel.
Once the brickworks closed in 1901 and the factory was demolished ca. 1902–1906, the
project area reverted to woodland. In February 2000, Phase II archaeological examination
and geomorphological deep testing were conducted in areas peripheral to the proposed
casting basin.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Christine Davis Consultants, Inc. (CDC) conducted a Phase I and partial Phase II
archaeological study of the proposed casting basin from September 13 to December 24,
1999. The Phase I/II study encountered stratified prehistoric components and subsurface
remains of the Harmony Brickworks. During the Phase I survey, CDC excavated 15
geomorphology trenches, 53 archaeology trenches, and 60 excavation units measuring 1m by
1m (Department of Defense, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [DOD, USACE] 2000:7). With
regard to the Harmony Brickworks, the Phase I survey identified a clay pit, a dumping area,
part of a structural foundation, two possible kiln locations, and part of the nineteenth-century
road system through the brickworks (DOD, USACE 2000:9).
The Harmony Brickworks component of Site 36AL480 was recommended as eligible for
inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion B for its association
with a religious sect, and under Criterion D for its potential to yield significant information
on nineteenth-century industry. The prehistoric component of the site was also recommended
as eligible for the National Register under Criterion D (DOD, USACE 2000:9).
An initial Data Recovery Plan, designed to coordinate future archaeological inquiry, was
proposed in accordance with the Programmatic Agreement among the USACE, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), and the Pennsylvania SHPO. The Data Recovery
Plan called for the construction of fencing around Areas 1, 2, and 3 to delineate and protect
those areas for further archaeological investigations. Area 1 enclosed a portion of the historic
brick factory component and is located a short distance east of the proposed basin
construction area. Areas 1, 2, and 3 include portions of the site with prehistoric components.
Proposed research goals for the historic brick factory component as part of the Data
Recovery Plan included:
•

Investigation of the chain of title for the site.

•

Discussion of the brickworks industry in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
in terms of location, layout, building types, manufacturing processes, products, and
transportation.
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•

Study of production at the Harmony Society Brickworks, including manufacturing
processes, products, and transportation.

•

Description of building types at the Harmony Society Brickworks using photographs,
maps, and other records.

•

Discussion of the economic viability of the Harmony Society Brickworks in terms of
annual production, market, expenses, and value of assets.

•

Explanation for the closing of the brickworks.

•

Clarification of how the brick factory fit into the Harmony Society, and discussion of
the relations between the Harmonists and brickworks employees.

This report provides comprehensive coverage of the documentary sources that relate to the
historic component of the site. The study uncovered extensive information on many aspects
of the Harmony Brickworks operations and facilities. In other cases, information obtained
through archaeological field investigation of the Harmony Brickworks site answered a
number of questions that this literature investigation did not fully address.

Historical Overview of the Leetsdale Area
The Delaware Indians occupied much of the area of present-day Leetsdale before EuroAmerican settlement in the region. In 1779, the Delawares offered a large tract of land to
Colonel George Morgan, a Native American agent from Fort Pitt whom they felt worked
honestly on their behalf. Morgan declined the gift, however, and the area remained primarily
untouched by settlers (Leet Township Centennial Committee [LTCC] 1969:8). This
undisturbed state did not last, since the Pennsylvania General Assembly would soon use this
land to compensate Revolutionary War soldiers. By the 1780s, settlers flowed into the area,
and the new arrivals quickly displaced the resident Native Americans.
Allegheny County was formed in 1788 from parts of Washington and Westmoreland
Counties. In 1800 Allegheny County shrank with the formation of Beaver County from parts
of Allegheny and Washington Counties. Because of the reshaping and reforming of
townships over time, the area known as Sewickley Bottom was initially part of Pitt
Township. Sewickley Bottom later belonged to Pine Township, before its inclusion in Ohio
Township in 1803. Sewickley Township was formed from the western part of Ohio
Township in 1854. In 1869, following resident petitions, a new township was formed from
Sewickley Bottom, the portion of Sewickley Township located directly adjacent to the Ohio
River. The area was named Leet Township after surveyor Jonathan Leet (LTCC 1969:6–8).
One writer in 1796 described the river bottoms as dominated by large numbers of rowdy
keelboat workers who lived in a series of log cabins. A few years later, more permanent
settlers began moving into the area. The new inhabitants constructed a small wood-frame
chapel for Methodist services in 1812, and they built a log church in Sewickley in 1818.
Daniel Leet’s daughter Eliza married David Shields, who constructed a home in 1818 and
built a small brick schoolhouse in 1826. A post office was established at Sewickley Bottom
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in 1824 with Shields as first postmaster, but this post office closed in 1857. The settlers built
Leetsdale Presbyterian Church in 1868, and they founded a stone Baptist church in 1877
(Beaver Valley Topographical [BVT] 1954:5).
In the second half of the nineteenth century, a number of Pittsburgh residents constructed
large country homes in the area, and economic development expanded with the building in
1851 of the Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad. This railroad company, known after 1856 as the
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Chicago Railroad, also built a roundhouse in Leetsdale near
First Street. Gazzam’s development plan was laid out in the 1870s in an area of Leetsdale
between Ferry Avenue and Rapp Street (Figure 4.3). This area was developed in association
with the International Building and Loan Association. Numbered streets were laid out in
Leetsdale between the Ohio River and the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Chicago Railroad
(BVT 1954:6). The 1876 G. M. Hopkins Atlas of Allegheny County shows a series of
residences along Beaver Pike in the Leetsdale area, with denser settlement clustered along
the northern edge of Sewickley (Figure 4.4). The portion of Leetsdale closest to the Ohio
River featured a series of residences, a store, a wagon shop, and a brick kiln, although one
account indicates that Leetsdale was still largely agricultural in character as late as the 1880s
(BVT 1954:5).
Industrial development increased by the 1890s. Oil and gas wells appeared in the area by the
1890s, and clay deposits along the Ohio River attracted two brick companies. The Penn
Brickworks was founded in 1892 on Ferry Street in Leetsdale, and the Harmony Brickworks
was established in 1889 on the site of the old Hugh Bevington Brickworks on Leet Street. In
addition to developing the brickworks, the Harmony Society also established the community
of New Harmony, which consisted of a series of residences along Beaver Street from
Division Street to Rapp Street and a number of dwellings on Broad Street. Sources indicate
that the Harmonists leased these houses for $4.00–$6.00 a month (BVT 1954:24).
Other industries soon located to the newly developing area. As the Harmony Brickworks was
closing in 1901, the Riter-Conley Company began building an industrial plant in the area,
and the Tate Jones Company brought its gas and oil furnace factory to Leetsdale at the same
time (BVT 1954:5). The construction of the American Bridge Company plant in nearby
Ambridge in 1903–1904 also encouraged development. By 1906, Leetsdale featured hotels,
restaurants, and a variety of stores. Additional industries included a brush factory, a cider
mill, and an ice plant (BVT 1954:5). In January 1903, 95 area residents signed a petition to
establish Leetsdale Borough, and after a series of legal conflicts, the Borough of Leetsdale
received its charter in November 1904 (BVT 1954:9).
The Borough of Leetsdale pursued urban development in the early twentieth century. A fire
department was established in 1904, streetcar service reached Leetsdale in 1907, and in 1909
a contract was approved to pave the borough’s streets. Leetsdale remained a relatively small
residential community with a modest industrial base through the 1920s and 1930s. The 1936
flood of the upper Ohio River resulted in the abandonment of many residences in the
borough’s low-lying areas (BVT 1954:17). Leetsdale remains a residential community today,
and Leetsdale Industrial Park continues to attract new industrial development.
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Chain of Title for the Harmony Brickworks Land
This section of the report explains the history of ownership of the factory property from the
Revolutionary War period to the present day (Table 4.1). This section of the report also
discusses some of the property surrounding the brickworks, to clarify how Tracts 10 and 11
of the Depreciation Lands became the site for the brickworks. This discussion also outlines
the history of Tracts 12, 13, 14, and 40. While no part of the future brickworks was located
on these parcels, Harmonist financial officer Frederick Rapp purchased them at the same
time that he acquired Tracts 10 and 11, the future site of the Harmonists’ brick factory.

Depreciation Tracts 1783–1825
Soldiers of the Revolutionary War were paid in Continental currency that was issued in such
large quantities that it quickly depreciated in value. As a result, revolutionary soldiers
became discontented, a situation that some feared might endanger the war’s outcome. To
remedy the situation, the Pennsylvania General Assembly passed an act on December 18,
1780, to more fairly compensate the troops. Among other provisions, the act provided the
soldiers with Certificates of Depreciation that could be used to purchase land in undeveloped
territories (BVT 1954:3). These lands came to be called the Depreciation Lands. The land on
which Harmony Brickworks buildings stood from 1889–1901 was once part of Tracts 10 and
11 of the Depreciation Lands.
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TABLE 4.1. HARMONY BRICKWORKS LAND—CHAIN OF TITLE
GRANTOR

GRANTEE

DATE

BOOK

VOLUME

PAGE

Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania

John Richards

1-4-1786

Patent Book

5

39

John Richards

Robert Morris

11-111794

Not Available (NA)

NA

NA

Robert Morris

William White &
Ephraim Blaine

4-28-1795

D

392

William White

John Reynell Coates

9-16-1805

S-18

76

John Reynell Coates

William Vicary

5-5-1812

S-18

78

William Vicary

Frederick Rapp
(Harmony Society)

11-8-1825

2G-32

200

Harmony Society
Trustees

William C. Dunn

9-29-1851

99

144

William McCormick

8-11-1851

175

558

Hugh Bevington

8-12-1864

174

498

W. J. & Mary Meek

8-17-1868

232

474

248

500

Hugh Bevington

11-111869

280

402

600

300

600

369

1200

111

1935

307

William C. Dunn

William McCormick
W. J. & Mary Meek

NA

Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book
Allegheny County
Deed Book

Hugh Bevington

Real Estate Savings Bank

7-15-1878

Real Estate
Savings Bank
Union Company
(Harmony Society)

Jacob Henrici, et al.
(Harmony Society)

2-21-1888

James Oliver

7-3-1902

McClintock Marshall
Construction Company

7-29-1918

Kenilworth Land
Company

11-1-1919

Allegheny County
Deed Book

2011

93

9-1-1931

Allegheny County
Deed Book

4301

575

10-271986

Allegheny County
Deed Book

7423

233

8-3-1999

Allegheny County
Deed Book

10554

362

James Oliver
McClintock Marshall
Construction
Company
Kenilworth Land
Company
Bethlehem Steel
Chartiers Valley

Bethlehem Steel Realty
Company
Chartiers Valley Ind. &
Comm. Development
Authority
Leetsdale Industrial II

Note: Information compiled from the Allegheny County Auditor, Deed and Mortgage Records. Allegheny County Courthouse,
Pittsburgh, PA.
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On March 12, 1783, the assembly passed an act calling for the sale of certain lands north and
west of the Ohio and Allegheny Rivers. The proceeds of these sales would then be used to
redeem the Certificates of Depreciation. This legislation ushered settlers into the area,
especially into the flatlands along the Ohio River, and the new arrivals frequently conflicted
with Native Americans who were living in the region. General Anthony Wayne was sent to
the area, and the Native Americans were forcibly evicted in 1794. In treaties executed in
1784 and 1785 at Forts Stanwix and MacIntosh, the Native Americans officially relinquished
their lands in this area of Pennsylvania. A few Native Americans lingered behind during the
first years of the nineteenth century (LTCC 1969:8).
John Richards of Philadelphia purchased Patent Tracts 10 (John’s Fancy), 11 (Picardy), and
40 (Abbeville) at auction in Philadelphia on January 4, 1786 (Allegheny County Courthouse
[ACC]: Patent Book [PB] 5:39). John Richards, Jr. and his wife Mary, also of Philadelphia,
then sold this tract on November 11, 1794, to the Honorable Robert Morris, one of the
signers of the Declaration of Independence, with the intent to record this transaction. Morris
was a prominent Philadelphia merchant who was born in Liverpool, England. He was
involved in opposition to the Stamp Act in 1764, and he was a delegate to the 1775
Continental Congress. Although Morris voted against independence on July 1, 1776, he
signed the Declaration of Independence in August 1776. Morris was instrumental in
supplying money and materials to the Continental Army, and he was appointed
Superintendent of Finance for the Continental Congress. Morris served in the U.S. Senate
from 1789–1795, and he speculated heavily in undeveloped land (Barthelmas 1997:187–
189). He owned Tracts 10, 11, and 40 for only a few months, and on April 28, 1795, he sold
the land for $1,306.66 to the Right Reverend William White, D.D., Bishop of the Episcopal
Church in Philadelphia, and Ephraim Blain of Carlisle, Cumberland County, as tenants in
common (ACC:Deed Book [DB] D:392).
William White was born in Philadelphia in 1748 and was consecrated Bishop of Philadelphia
in 1787. White was also married to Robert Morris’ sister (Prichard 1997:8–10). Ephraim
Blain was Commissary General of the Continental Army during the Revolutionary War, and
he attained the rank of colonel (Boatner 1974:80). Blain is credited in one source for keeping
the Continental Army supplied during its winter at Valley Forge (Shenk 1932:54). The
property was described as three parcels in the Daniel Leet Depreciations Lands District Two
on the northwestern side of the Ohio River, including Tract 10 (228 acres on the river), Tract
11 (222 acres on the river), and Tract 40 (334 acres inland). White and Blain also purchased
Tracts 12, 13, and 14 on the northern side of Big Sewickley Creek as tenants in common.
On September 16, 1805, White sold his half interest on these six tracts to John Reynell
Coates of Philadelphia for $3,034 U.S. silver (ACC:DB S-18:76). On May 5, 1812, John
Reynell Coates and his wife Sarah passed their half right in these tracts to William Vicary of
Philadelphia for $5,306 (ACC:DB S-18:78). William Vicary was a sea captain whose
homeport was Philadelphia. After retiring from the sea, he and his family moved to
Sewickley Bottom, so he may have been the first owner to live on the property.
An agreement to the division of the six patent tracts was filed on July 16, 1814 (ACC:DB T19:453). William Vicary, then a resident of Columbiana in Lancaster County, received the
portion to the south, including Tracts 10, 11, and 40 in Allegheny County and part of Tract
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12 in Beaver County. James Blaine of Brownsville in Fayette County and Robert Blain [sic]
of Carlisle, Cumberland County, were tenants in common and the heirs of Ephraim Blaine by
will dated February 11, 1800, in Cumberland County and letters granted April 27, 1804.
They received the northern portion, which consisted of Tracts 12, 13, and 14 in Beaver
County. No survey was recorded, and a blank was left in the deed book where a fee amount
would have normally been entered.

Frederick Rapp and the Harmony Society, 1825–1851
On November 8, 1825, William Vicary sold his property to Frederick Rapp, financial
manager of the Harmony Society, for $13,000 (ACC:DB 2G-32:200). The land was bought
in the name of Frederick Rapp only, with no mention of the Harmony Society, and consisted
of Tracts 10 (228 acres), 11 (272 acres), 40 (334 acres), and 12 (78 acres).
The Trustees of the Harmony Society had this land surveyed in November 1850, and a copy
of this survey is preserved in their archives. This was pursuant to an agreement of July 8,
1850, between the Trustees and William C. Dunn, in which approximately 350 acres of
property were sold for $50 an acre (ACC:DB 91:594). This was the first document to
mention some of the improvements on the property, namely a sawmill, oil mill, and stone
quarry. The deed dated September 29, 1851, between Romelius L. Baker and Jacob Henrici,
Trustees of the Harmony Society, formalized this agreement (ACC:DB 99:144). Mr. Dunn
paid the Society $16,650 for 333 acres 36.72 perches, part of Tracts 10, 11, and 12 in Daniel
Leet’s district. Therefore, the land that the Harmony Brickworks would later occupy was
transferred out of the hands of the Harmony Society at this time.

William Dunn’s Plan, 1851–1868
On October 4, 1851, William C. Dunn’s Plan of Lots on the Big Sewickley Bottom was
recorded at the Allegheny County Courthouse in Pittsburgh. This plan was surveyed on
August 28–29, 1851, by R. E. McGowan. The plan divided the Allegheny County property
into 19 lots, which Dunn then sold. The right-of-way for a new railroad crossed the northern
portion of Dunn’s Plan. On October 1, 1851, Dunn and his wife Maria sold Lots 15 and 16
(10 acres 25 perches exclusive of the river beach that was included) to Reverend Edward
Birkett of Pittsburgh for $1,584.37 (ACC:DB 99:156). On October 12, 1857, Birkett and his
wife Elizabeth sold Lot 16, containing 5 acres 153.48 perches, back to William C. Dunn for
$900 (ACC:DB 130:250). This was to satisfy the mortgage and give clear title to Lot 15. The
Birketts, then of Steubenville, Ohio, sold Lot 15 (4 acres 30.6 perches) in Dunn’s Plan to
Morgan Day of Sewickley Township on August 1, 1864, for $800 (ACC:DB 175:555). Nine
days later, Day and his wife Elizabeth Ann sold the lot to William McCormick for $1,000
(ACC:DB 175:556).
On August 11, 1851, the Dunns sold three parcels of land to William McCormick, including
1 acre north of the railroad, Lots 7 and 8 (6 acres 120 perches), and Lot 16 (5 acres 154.48
perches). All were located in Dunn’s Plan and were sold for $2,468.75 (ACC:DB 175:558).
Captain McCormick was a riverboat pilot, and an 1876 atlas of Sewickley and Leet
Townships showed his residence on this land. The Dunns sold Lots 14 and 17 (9 acres 70.56
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perches) in Dunn’s Plan on October 1, 1851, to John Cummings for $1,501.06. Cummings
and his wife Henrietta sold the lots back to William Dunn on December 16, 1863, for $1,500
(ACC:DB 171:19). Mary E. Meek, wife of W. J., bought a number of parcels from William
Dunn on August 17, 1868, for $6,954.59 (ACC:DB 232:474). This included a 1-acre 97perch parcel north of the railroad, Lots 11, 12, and 19, and Lots 13 (4 acres 32 perches) and
18 (4 acres 87.92 perches).

Hugh Bevington and the Real Estate Savings Bank, 1864–1886
Hugh Bevington, a river pilot from Ohio, began accumulating lots in Dunn’s Plan in 1864.
On August 12, he purchased Lots 14 and 17 (9 acres 70.56 perches), and a small plot north of
the railroad (112 perches), from William C. and Maria A. Dunn for $2,028 (ACC:DB
174:498). On November 11, 1869, William and Eliza McCormick sold a portion of their
property on the riverside to Hugh Bevington for $7,000 (ACC:DB 248:500). This land
consisted of Lots 15 and 16, and part of Lot 8, for a total of 11 acres 12 perches. Finally,
Hugh Bevington purchased Lots 12, 13, 18, and 19 from W. J. and Mary Meek for $6,667.85
(ACC:DB 280:402).
The Hugh Bevington residence appears near that of Captain McCormick in the 1876 atlas.
The Real Estate Savings Bank served papers to Hugh Bevington on February 4, 1877, in
consideration of a debt of $5,000. Improvements cited were two brick kilns and the bricks
therein, one wood-frame shed drying house, one wheelhouse, and a house on Lots 13 and 18.
Wood-frame buildings on Lots 15 and 16 included a two-story house, a blacksmith shop, an
icehouse, a stable, sheds, and outhouses. There was also a two-story brick dwelling on the
property. This land was seized on March 30, 1878. This bankruptcy suit ended July 15, 1878,
with the sheriff’s sale of Hugh Bevington’s property to the Real Estate Savings Bank for a
debt of $6,240, including interest and damages. The Real Estate Savings Bank also paid $5
for the small lot north of the railroad; $10 for Lots 14 and 17; $25 for Lots 15, 16, and part of
8; and $50 for Lots 13 and 18 (Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh Bevington 1878:3–5).
Hugh Bevington’s family remained in Leet Township, however, as indicated by their
inclusion in the 1880 census. The Real Estate Savings Bank was dissolved by expiration of
time on April 11, 1882. The Court of Common Pleas No. 2 reformed the bank as the Real
Estate Savings Bank, Ltd., on March 20, 1886. This action was in response to a petition by
the stockholders questioning the validity of the deeds, and to ratify the conveyances made
since dissolution (ACC:DB 600:369).

Harmony Society Ownership, 1888–1902
The Real Estate Savings Bank, Ltd., sold the property it had acquired from Bevington to
Jacob Henrici, et al., Trustees for the Harmony Society, on February 21, 1888 (ACC:DB
600:369) for $11,000. A mortgage for $10,000 held by the Real Estate Savings Bank was
noted as paid in full on December 28, 1892 (ACC:Mortgage Book [MB] 429:288). The
Harmony Society was the owner of this piece of property for a second time and soon was in
the brickmaking business. The Society named the new enterprise the Harmony Brickworks.
In addition to the Shields and Hugh Bevington properties, the Harmony Society continued to
buy property in what would become Leetsdale Borough.
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On April 11, 1894, the Society members formed the Union Company. Several reasons were
stated for this action, including the possible need for large sums of money for lawsuits
brought against the Society by the heirs of deceased members. The Society’s counsel also
advised that “the land of the Society…(could) be better managed as well as made more
valuable for the purposes of collateral security in case loans are to be effected, and in case of
sale a more satisfactory title can be given” (ACC:DB 1208:57). By this instrument, the lands
held by the Harmony Society passed to the ownership of the Union Company. The remaining
18 members of the Harmony Society, 5 men and 13 women, including John and Susie Duss,
signed this document. John Duss was President of the new Union Company, and the attorney
for the Society, Charles A. Dickson, was Secretary and Treasurer.

Twentieth-Century History of the Tract
The Harmony Brickworks ceased operation in late 1901. On July 3, 1902, the Union
Company sold two tracts of land to James B. Oliver for $65,000 (ACC:DB 1200:111). These
parcels were part of Lot 7 and all of Lots 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, for a total of 69.27
acres. This sale was subject to four outstanding rights and privileges: agreements with the
Point Gas Company, Charles Fowler, and the Southwestern Pennsylvania Pipe Lines for a
pipeline, and the leases of tenants. On October 14, 1902, James B. and Amelia S. Oliver filed
an agreement with their neighbors to the south, Thomas B. and Sophie Riter of Pittsburgh,
and John S. and May M. Craig of the City of Allegheny. By this agreement, each party
contributed 25 feet of property along their common line to create a street for public use. This
future avenue would be called Wayne Street. A 1906 atlas of the area indicated a plan of lots,
apparently for housing, titled the James B. Oliver Est. Plan (Figure 4.3). This plan, however,
was never filed in the Allegheny County Courthouse, and aside from some houses on
Washington Street, it was never sold or built. James B. Oliver died November 28, 1905, and
the development was never realized.
The Harmony Brickworks tract was one of four tracts of land (87.43 acres plus 8.26 acres of
river beach) that Amelia N. S. Oliver, et al. sold to McClintick Marshall Construction
Company of Pittsburgh on July 29, 1918, for $375,000 (ACC:DB 1935:307). On November
21, 1919, McClintick Marshall Construction sold the 87.43 plus 8.26 acres to Kenilworth
Land Company for $1 (ACC:DB 2011:93). This sale was subject to a mortgage lien filed July
29, 1918, securing the premises for $250,000, leaving a balance of $175,000, which the
Kenilworth Land Company assumed (ACC: Mortgage Lien Book [MLB] 1647:140).
On September 1, 1931, the Kenilworth Land Company, a corporation of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, sold 22 parcels of property, real and other, in Allegheny, Chester, and
Montgomery Counties to Bethlehem Steel Realty Company. The former Harmony
Brickworks tract was included in Parcel 4. Bethlehem Steel Realty Company merged with
Bethlehem Steel Company on June 12, 1940, which in turn merged with Bethlehem Steel
Corporation on December 31, 1964. The Borough of Leetsdale vacated certain streets within
their property on September 17, 1965 (ACC:DB 4301:575).
On October 27, 1986, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, a Delaware corporation, sold the
property to Chartiers Valley Industrial and Commercial Development Authority, a public
body, for $1,500,000 (ACC:DB 7423:233). This sale was for two tracts of land in Leetsdale,
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the first of which contained 125.858 acres that included the Harmony Brickworks parcel, and
the second of which was a tract of 0.148 acres along First Street. Numerous rights,
easements, and agreements were listed, including the lease of a juvenile playground. On
August 3, 1999, Chartiers Valley Industrial and Commercial Development Authority, an
instrument of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sold all this property, plus a 32.708-acre
tract, to the Pennsylvania general partnership Leetsdale Industrial II for $1 and the
assumption of three mortgages (ACC:DB 10554:362). The fair market value was listed as
$2,311,637.50. The mortgages totaled $2,018,671.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND—HARMONY SOCIETY HISTORY
The origins of the Harmony Society can be traced to the village of Iptingen near
Würtemburg, Germany, where George Johann Rapp first professed his beliefs that would
form the basis of a new religious group. Rapp was born in Würtemburg in 1757, and his
father raised a farm and a vineyard. He was spiritually inclined from an early age and turned
to the Separatists after becoming dissatisfied with the Lutheran Church. By the age of 30
Rapp was preaching his own sermons and promoting the practice of a primitive Christianity
as described in the Bible (Tate 1925:3; Baumann 1983:1). Soon Rapp built a loyal following
who believed that the conventional church was corrupt and preoccupied with worldly
matters. The views of Rapp and his followers were unpopular with most of the Würtemburg
population, and the group suffered frequent harassment. Rapp and his disciples endured
discrimination and antagonism for several years before fleeing to America (Larner
1962:116).
In 1803 Rapp, his son John, Doctor Friedrich Haller, and Doctor Christoph Müller left for
America to find a place where the Rappites could settle. Rapp found America inviting, and in
a letter written in September 1803 to those left behind in Germany, Rapp described some of
the qualities of life in America: “So I am not returning to Germany; if my citizenship still
exists, I will give it away. I am a citizen here already.…In the country all people are very
courteous to each other, all people are good toward each other, one must admire the
friendliness. Whoever wants to work here can obtain enough wealth. There is no pauper here,
unless a person refuses to work.…There is religious freedom enough here.…They want you
to think and believe what you wish, only be an honest man, that is esteemed…” (Arndt
1972:61–62).
After eliminating possibilities in Louisiana, Ohio, and Maryland, the Rappites purchased a
5,000-acre piece of land bordering the Connoquenessing Creek in Butler County,
Pennsylvania (Larner 1962:116). Frederick Richart, who was later known as Frederick Rapp
after George Rapp adopted him, was left in charge of preparing the group in Germany for the
overseas journey to America. In the summer of 1804, several groups of followers sailed to
America. Most new arrivals worked on farms in Maryland and Pennsylvania during the
winter of 1804–1805, while Rapp and others began to build and prepare their new town
(Holloway 1966:89). Rapp and his disciples named the new town “Harmony,” because they
believed that it represented “a summation of their beliefs” and they hoped that it would
become “a physical attribute of their settlement” (Larner 1962:116).
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On February 15, 1805, the writing and signing of the Articles of Association officially
established the Harmony Society. The Society had five articles to follow. The disciples
pledged:
•

To give all their property to George Rapp and his association.

•

To obey the community’s rules and to work for its welfare.

•

If they should desire to withdraw from the Society, not to demand any reward for
their labor or services (Tate 1925:5).

In addition, George Rapp and his associates pledged:
•

To supply the subscribers with all the necessities of life, both in health and sickness,
and after death to provide for their families.

•

In case of withdrawal, to return them the value of property contributed, without
interest, and to give a donation in money, to such as contributed nothing (Tate
1925:5).

With these articles, the Harmony Society began its communal way of life with approximately
750 members (Holloway 1966:89).
The Harmonists were millenarians, and Rapp strongly believed that the Second Coming of
Christ would occur during his lifetime and that mankind should devote its time on earth to
preparing for this event. Rapp also preached that the Lord might require his followers to
make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land before the Second Coming. The Society was therefore to
accumulate enough wealth so all members could make the trip (Larner 1962:119; Mason
1888:588). Other Society beliefs included a rule of celibacy, abstinence from using tobacco,
and temperance in alcohol consumption. These three principles were formally adopted in
1807 (Larner 1962:119 and 212). As a sign of contentment with communal life, in 1818 the
Society burned the book that recorded each family’s original contributions (Holloway
1966:91).
Frederick Rapp summarized the Harmony Society’s beliefs in a letter he wrote in 1830 to
Charles John Seymour, who had shown interest in joining the Harmony Society:
Our principles are those of the first Church founded by the apostles shortly after the
death of Christ, We have our property in Common no one Individual possesth [sic]
any thing of his own. Strict observance of the rules and regulations are required,
unlimitted [sic] obedience to the Laws of the Community, which are solely religious
and liberal secure us to a greater portion of unity, peace and real Satisfaction then
may be found in many societies of more pretentions [sic]. Our principle object is to
live up to the laws of God, contained in his Word, given for the life and happiness of
mankind, thereby attaining the best preparation for the World to come [Arndt
1984:484].
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The Articles of Association established George Rapp, often called Father Rapp, as the
official religious head of the Society. The articles designated Frederick Rapp as the
organization’s financial agent. In Harmony, as in all later Harmonist settlements, the Society
prospered under the inspiration of Father Rapp’s sermons and the guidance of Frederick’s
“financial wizardry” (Baumann 1983:2).
During their first two years in Harmony, Rapp’s followers built approximately 50 houses,
workshops, a church, school, sawmill, tannery, wool mill, storehouse, and gristmill. The
Harmonists grew many crops, including wheat, rye, flax, hemp, and poppies. They also
became known for their production of quality wine and whisky (Holloway 1966:90).
Outsiders noticed the industrious work ethic, organizational skills, and unity of the
Harmonists, who quickly achieved a remarkably high level of financial success (Arndt
1972:367). A visitor to the settlement in ca. 1810 observed:
We are struck with surprise and admiration at the astonishing progress in
improvements and the establishment of manufactories which this little republic has
made in five years. They have done more substantial good in the short period of five
years than the same number of families, scattered about the country, have done in
fifty. This arises from their unity and fraternal love, added to their uniform and
persevering industry. They know no self-interest except that which adds to the
interest and happiness of the whole community [Lockwood 1905:13].
The settlers’ system in Harmony, as in later Harmonist settlements, was a model for
economists and reformers in America and Europe. Matthew Carey admired the Society and
wrote in his book, The New Olive Branch: “The settlement of Harmony, in the state of
Pennsylvania, was begun in the fall of 1804, and is probably the only settlement ever made in
America, in which from the outset agriculture and manufacture proceeded hand-in-hand
together. The progress to wealth and prosperity, therefore, has been far beyond any previous
or subsequent example in this country” (Arndt 1972:229).
Despite the success of Harmony, the group decided to relocate in 1814. Several reasons may
have contributed to this decision, including Harmony’s distance from the Ohio River, an
important means of commercial transport. Other reasons might have been the difficulty of
growing grapes and raising sheep, which was more difficult than in the moderate German
climate, and the fear that the nearby outside world would tempt followers away (Larner
1962:117).
Whatever the reasons to relocate, Father Rapp, John L. Baker, and Louis Shriver traveled to
the western frontier to find a new location. They decided to buy 30,000 acres of land along
the Wabash River in what is now Posey County, Indiana. Abraham Ziegler bought property
for $100,000 (Tate 1925:5; Baumann 1983:19). An advance party soon began building the
town of New Harmony, Indiana, on the purchased site. The beginning at New Harmony was
not easy. Illness constantly plagued the group, and those still in Pennsylvania were
pessimistic about the move. Father Rapp was convinced, however, that the new location in
Indiana was ideal for success, and he was confident that conditions would soon improve
(Arndt 1972:151–152). Frederick Rapp directed the community’s move, and by 1815, all
members had arrived at the new location (Holloway 1966:91, 95). A new group of German
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immigrants arrived in 1817, boosting the population of New Harmony to nearly 1,000
(Baumann 1983:19).
Through their successful agriculture, manufacturing, and commerce, the Harmonists were
soon a powerful force in the Wabash Valley. They conducted business across the country
through their agents in Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Philadelphia, New Orleans, and Baltimore
(Larner 1962:119). The Englishman Richard Flower called New Harmony “that wonder of
the west” and highly praised the hard-working community: “You have heard this settlement
mentioned, and it is worth visiting to see, and observe the effect of united industry, regulated
by sound wisdom and direction: here perfect equality prevails, and there are no servants; but
plenty of persons who serve. Every man has his station appointed him according to his
ability, and everyone has his wants supplied according to his wishes” (Arndt 1972:201).
Problems arose in New Harmony, and despite their prosperity, the inhabitants again
considered relocation. Malaria often plagued the Harmonists at the new site. They also
discovered that their neighbors were hostile and that the Wabash River was not navigable
year-round (Larner 1962:118; Baumann 1983:3). In 1824, the Harmonists purchased 3,000
acres in western Pennsylvania. With 90 followers, Rapp traveled ahead to prepare the area
for settlement. Robert Owen bought the land, buildings, and livestock in Indiana for
$190,000, and Frederick Rapp again managed the community’s move (Larner 1962:118).
The Harmonists’ third town was called Economy. As the Harmonists understood it, the word
“Economy” meant “a divine economy, a city in which God would dwell among men, a city in
which perfection in all things was to be attained” (Arndt 1972:308). On November 8, 1824,
Father Rapp wrote to Frederick Rapp and the Harmonist community that this name was
deeply significant: “And thus the true and divine human form will again appear and has
really appeared in the Harmonie, and the germ of human rights has sprouted happily in it;
and out of it the godlike Economy has developed from its closed bud, in its true and beautiful
form it has appeared in humanity. Thus under a beautiful and clear sky it will develop to that
beautiful form of new and loftier plains” (Arndt 1972:308–309).
Despite the problems in New Harmony, few wanted to return to Pennsylvania. The
Harmonists were successful in their Indiana settlement and lived comfortably. Many
members were weary and did not want to start again. The move therefore proved to be a
“severe test of his people’s faith in Father Rapp’s leadership” (Arndt 1972:310). The Society
nevertheless endured the move, and the Harmonists branched into many industrial and
financial ventures at the new location.
Economy’s position 18 miles northwest of Pittsburgh was ideal for trade and commerce. The
early years at Economy are often called the Society’s “Golden Age” (Baumann 1983:20).
The Harmonists established large cotton and wool factories and produced many goods,
including whisky, wine, beer, shoes, hats, and silk (Baumann 1983:3). Sales totaled more
than $1.5 million during the Society’s first 14 years at Economy (Duss 1943:73). The settlers
had a significant business advantage that made competition difficult: their members
furnished a workforce of industrious free labor that produced quality goods. Many
competitors in the Pittsburgh area felt that the Harmonists enjoyed an unfair monopoly, and
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local newspapers advocated that the state legislature dissolve the Society (Duss 1943:72;
Baumann 1983:3).
The Harmonists’ success drew attention of another kind through the years. Former members
or their heirs who believed they deserved some of the Society’s wealth began to file lawsuits.
Although the Society won these legal battles, the litigation took its toll (Baumann 1983:4).
Ex-member Eugene Muller filed the first lawsuit in 1821. Although the Society won the case,
the action alarmed the Harmonists, and Father Rapp began to revise the Articles of
Association. The lawsuit may have motivated his action (Duss 1943:75–76).
On March 9, 1827, the new Articles of Association written by Father Rapp became effective.
As a preventative measure against lawsuits, the revised articles included a precisely defined
legal explanation of the relationship among members, ex-members, and associates. One
phrase in the preamble, however, aroused attention through its reference to the “patriarchal
government” of the Society (Duss 1943:77). While it was understood that George Rapp was
the spiritual leader of the Society, many feared that the new Articles threatened to promote
tyranny. Many members refused to sign the Articles, and others withdrew from the Society
altogether. According to the Society’s register, only six members had withdrawn during the
period from 1823–1825. After discussion began on the new Articles, 78 members withdrew
from 1826–1829 (Duss 1943:77).
In this atmosphere of suspicion, trouble began to brew in 1831. In the winter of that year,
“Count Maximilian de Leon,” otherwise known as Bernhard Muller, arrived in Economy
claiming to be a “divine messenger” (Tate 1925:11). He had sent letters to Economy as early
as 1829 professing his reverence for the Harmonists and conveying his desire to bring his
followers to the settlement. Father Rapp and the Harmonists initially welcomed Leon and his
followers with interest and curiosity, but Rapp received the entourage coolly after Leon’s
first words to the Harmonists: “This meeting is the most important since the creation and
henceforth all sorrows and troubles of the Lord’s people will cease, and my heart is too full
of emotion for further utterance” (Tate 1925:11).
Rapp’s opinion of Leon fell further when he learned that Leon enjoyed a decadent lifestyle
and approved of marriage among his followers. As Leon and his followers circulated their
beliefs among the Harmonists, they found that many settlers, frustrated with life in Economy,
agreed with their beliefs (Tate 1925:12). A rift soon formed in the community. Both sides
finally agreed that all who were of like mind with Leon should leave with him. Funded by
$105,000 from the Society, Leon and 250 Harmonists left in 1832 to establish a new
community (Larner 1962:121).
Some see the Leon split as the beginnings of the Society’s decline from its “Golden Age”
(Larner 1962:121). The incident was the first of several difficulties for the Society. In 1833, a
group of Leon’s followers raided Economy, occupying the hotel and attacking the Great Hall.
Their demands for money were rejected, and the town eventually turned them away (Tate
1925:12).
Most Society members signed supplementary Articles of Agreement in 1832. Father Rapp
remained the spiritual figurehead, but with less power, and Frederick Rapp continued to
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manage the settlement’s finances. However, the supplementary articles created a Board of
Elders to help the Rapps with “adjusting and adjudicating any disputes or matters of
disobedience within the Society” (Duss 1943:87).
This new arrangement was short-lived, since Frederick Rapp died in 1834. Frederick had
been a leading force in the Society from the beginning, and his death was a blow to the
community. Upon Frederick’s death, Father Rapp made Romelius L. Baker and Jacob
Henrici (Figure 4.5) the managers of the Society’s “industrial, financial and material affairs”
(Duss 1943:92). In 1847, the Society experienced another heavy loss with the death of Father
Rapp. Upon the death of the group’s founder, Baker and Henrici assumed larger roles as
trustees of the Society. Also in 1847, the Harmonists produced new Articles of Association
that gave more power to the Board of Elders (Duss 1943:94–95).
The Society’s orientation shifted under the leadership of Baker and Henrici. The two men
focused less on the Society’s traditional production avenues and instead participated in
several real estate and investment endeavors (Baumann 1983:20). Part of the motivation for
this change might have been the Society’s dwindling numbers, which forced the members to
hire crews of outside workmen. Years of celibacy and little recruitment had steadily reduced
the number of able-bodied workers, and the size of the Society as a whole also significantly
decreased. The trustees decided to avoid the introduction into Economy of outside workers
whenever possible, since the laborers often did not understand or respect the Society lifestyle
and might erode the community’s integrity. The Society therefore directed its new
investments toward guaranteeing Economy’s self-sufficiency and keeping outside workers
away (Duss 1943:115–116). Society members continued to run shops and agricultural
activities in Economy. In contrast, many of the Society’s new industries were located in
Beaver Falls, Leetsdale, or other communities outside Economy, and hired help often
operated these industries.
Industrial enterprises in which the Society became involved under Henrici’s guidance
included the Economy Oil Company, the Economy (French Point) Planing Mill and Lumber
Company, and cutlery and steel factories in Beaver Falls. The Society invested heavily in
transportation and held interest in several railroads, including the Little Sawmill; the
Cleveland and Pittsburgh; the Pittsburgh, Chartiers, and Youghiogheny; the Pittsburgh and
Lake Erie; and the Ohio and Pennsylvania. The Society also invested in road building,
including the construction of Darlington Road and the Perryville and Zelienople Plank Road.
The Harmonists developed the town of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, and founded the
Economy Savings Institution, a bank headquartered in Beaver Falls (Duss 1943:115; Tate
1925:14).
The Harmony Brickworks at Leetsdale was another of the Society’s industrial undertakings
during this period. The community purchased the site of the brickworks on February 21,
1888, and the brick factory began production the following year (ACC:DB 600:369;
Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:296). Brick manufacturing was a labor-intensive
industry that was operated and managed by outside workers.
These investment ventures enjoyed varying degrees of success. The Society earned the large
sum of $1,150,000 when the Harmonists sold their interest in the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie
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Railroad to the Vanderbilt family (Tate 1925:14). Many businesses were unsuccessful,
however, and Henrici had to borrow money several times to meet payroll (Duss 1943:262,
274). Despite these financial difficulties, the Society did not want to lay off workers and was
reluctant to abandon profitless businesses (Baumann 1983:4). While some Society
enterprises yielded high earnings, the losses of debt-ridden businesses often negated these
gains.
The Harmony Society’s final years saw numerous power struggles within the group’s
leadership. After 20 years as a trustee, Romelius Baker died in 1868. Johann Lenz then
joined Henrici as a trustee, and until his death in January 1890, he served as the first in a
series of trustees. Ernst Woelfel was a trustee from January 1890 until his death in July of
that year, when John Duss was selected to serve. Henrici and Duss were trustees from mid1890 until Henrici’s death on December 25, 1892 (Pittsburgh Dispatch [PD], 28 December
1892). Two days after Henrici’s death, Duss was elected senior trustee and essentially
became the Society’s leader. From 1892–1893, Samuel Siber served as junior trustee, while
Gottlieb Reithmueller held that position from 1893–1897. John Duss served as the sole
trustee from 1897–1903 (Baumann 1983:18–20; Duss 1943:225).
In August 1890, the Board of Elders were worried about the state of the Society and asked
Henrici to account for all Society holdings. The board members believed Henrici’s
management had been “injurious to our interests and so far to a great extent almost caused
the entire ruin of our financial standing” (Arndt 1972:174). Henrici was to produce the report
within 30 days of the request, but he only finished it in April 1892. After reviewing the
report, the trustees took out a mortgage to help pay the community’s bills and undertook
legal proceedings to transfer all power to the Board of Elders, with executive power reserved
for the President of the Society.
It was at this time and following Henrici’s death in late 1892 that John Duss (Figure 4.6)
gained power in the Society. According to Arndt (1972:606), it was during the Duss era that
people who were not community founders used Society property for personal gain, and
control of the Society passed from established members to less devout newcomers such as
Duss. Membership in the Society had dwindled by the time of Henrici’s passing, and many
remaining members were advanced in age. The entry of new celibate recruits into the Society
could not compensate for the steady attrition caused by the deaths of older members.
John Duss’ association with the Society began in 1862, when he and his mother lived in
Economy. Mrs. Duss worked as a nurse and housekeeper and lived intermittently in the
community for many years, but she and her son were not full Society members. Duss left the
community to attend college, and he married Susie Creese in 1882 (Figure 4.7). Duss and his
family returned to Economy in 1888 so Duss could teach there. Despite the Harmonists’ rule
of celibacy, John and Susie Duss became members of the Society and eventually rose to
positions of power (Duss 1943:119–123, 187, 218; Arndt 1972:209–213).
Duss (1943:116) stated in his memoirs that most of his time as senior trustee of the Society
was spent “disentangling what had come to be a stupendously complex and unfortunate
financial economy.” Others believed that Duss was using the crumbling Society for personal
gain, and that his accounts of the Society’s financial situation were inaccurate (Arndt
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1972:357–360). During his tenure as trustee, Duss liquidated many of the Harmonists’ real
estate and equity holdings and claimed to have greatly reduced the Society’s debts (Duss
1943:337).
The Liberty Land Company bought Economy and other Harmony Society real estate in 1903,
and reports of the sale value varied from $2,500,000 to $4,000,000 (Baumann 1983:4;
Pittsburgh Gazette [PG], 28 October 1902; Pittsburgh Leader [PL], 3 August 1890; PD, 2
May 1903). Shortly after the land sale, Duss withdrew from the community with a $500,000
settlement from the Society (Arndt 1972:366). Duss’ wife Susie served as senior trustee from
mid-1903 until the Society’s formal dissolution in 1905, 100 years after it had been founded
(Baumann 1983:20). She and Franz Gillman were the only surviving members of the Society
in 1905. They divided the remaining money between them, but Gillman willed his portion to
her (Arndt 1972:326, 366). Upon the dissolution of the Harmony Society, Susie Duss
received $1,293,000 from the community treasury. Clearly, the Duss family reaped
significant financial benefits from the demise of the Harmony Society.
In 1910 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania initiated proceedings to acquire the town of
Economy. Settlements were reached in 1916 and 1919, and the core of Economy was
designated a museum and memorial. The Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission
currently operates the historic site, which is now known as Old Economy Village (Baumann
1983:4).
The Harmony Society evolved from its auspicious beginning to an unexpected end. Arndt
observed that several principles of Harmonist doctrine were violated during the dissolution of
the Society. It was originally understood that the Society would never dissolve and that its
holdings would never become private property. George Rapp and the other early members
hoped that if only two members remained, the property would go to the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania (Arndt 1972:158). Arndt believes that the Society’s dissolution and the division
of its assets show that Susie Duss and Franz Gillman “did not have the least conception of
the divine purpose which had inspired Father Rapp and his Associates in the greatest work
they had undertaken with such strong faith” (Arndt 1972:326).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND—BRICKMAKING INDUSTRY
Introduction
Brick production began in the eastern United States during the early Colonial period, when
settlers in Jamestown and Roanoke first made handmade bricks. The American brickmaking
industry grew quickly, and Virginia colonists exported bricks to Bermuda and elsewhere as
early as 1621. By 1768, the American colonies were the center of a well-established
brickmaking industry, and Pennsylvania emerged as a leading brick producer (Pursell
1968:19). In the late eighteenth century, Philadelphia was an established center of
brickmaking for the newly formed United States. By this time, large cities such as New York
and Philadelphia had instituted building codes requiring that all major structures in densely
developed areas be built of brick. As the demand for high-quality brick soared in the early
nineteenth century, Philadelphia’s brickyards consolidated their reputation as major brick-
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producing centers, and in 1841 they manufactured approximately 58,630,000 bricks (Pursell
1968:22). Most of Philadelphia’s brickyards at this time were relatively small factories
owned by a single proprietor or small company (Pursell 1968:22).
Early nineteenth-century brickmaking in western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio was
transient. The area contained many deposits of usable clay, and coal was often available for
fuel. Landowners who possessed these resources often operated small, temporary
brickmaking operations, frequently used the bricks to construct dwellings for themselves, and
sold bricks to neighbors and local builders. In northeastern Ohio’s Stark County, many
antebellum brick production facilities were itinerant operations that built small temporary
kilns wherever good clay was available. By 1820, however, Stark County had permanent
kilns capable of firing brick for sale (McCollam 1976:23–25).
Brick production in early nineteenth-century Ohio and western Pennsylvania was a primitive,
labor-intensive operation. The early kilns were wood-fired, and clay processing and brick
molding were done by hand. The labor-intensive nature of the brickmaking process and the
high demand for the product caused a significant brick shortage in the United States and
Europe for most of the first half of the nineteenth century.
Many small brick factories arose in the early to mid-nineteenth century to meet this demand.
The start-up costs for brick factories at the time were not high. Most brick factories used a
few basic hand tools, maybe included a tempering pit for mixing clay, and were equipped
with simple updraft kilns. Molding was generally done by hand in cast iron or wooden
molds. An entrepreneur could start a brick factory using few materials and equipment and at
relatively low cost (McCollam 1976:26–33).
For most of the nineteenth century, the brick industry included both small local factories and
larger operations. Kiln capacity and the number of bricks produced per year determined a
factory’s production capacity. After production rates increased in the late nineteenth century,
many plants reported their production levels by the number of bricks produced per day.
However, the industry was not a modern assembly line operation, even in the late nineteenth
century. Manual labor was necessary for brick molding and for placing green bricks in the
kiln for firing. Firing usually required at least one week, and the kiln could not be emptied
until the brick had cooled sufficiently. Production capabilities varied depending on the size of
the kilns and the amount of time spent firing the bricks. Even with the appearance of more
advanced kilns and brick-molding machines, a technologically advanced brickyard of the
1890s still required significant human labor.

Brickmaking Technology, 1870–1910
Brick producers in the nineteenth century followed a common manufacturing pattern,
regardless of the technology used. The five basic stages in brick production were: raw clay
procurement, clay processing, molding, drying, and firing. The following sections describe
each production stage. This section of the report focuses on the contemporary methods and
technologies available and used in the brickyard at site 36AL480.
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Raw Clay Procurement
Clay was the major raw material used in making bricks. Other key materials included water
and tempering agents, such as sand or coal dust. The procurement of clay was the main
challenge for a brick factory, which ideally would be located near an ample clay supply. The
surface mining of clay began with the removal of topsoil by hand. Once the workers removed
the overburden, they dislodged the clay with picks, shovels, and chisel-ended irons. They
often excavated the clay in “benches,” which were areas measuring 16 feet long by 4 feet
wide. Each foot of clay excavated from a 16-by-4-foot bench provided enough clay to mold
approximately 1,000 bricks (Davis 1971:1–5 [1884]). Later in the nineteenth century,
companies that could afford heavy equipment used steam shovels to mine clay banks. The
workers then transported clay from the banks to a processing area, often using a light rail
system.

Clay Processing
The next step in the manufacturing process was to mix the clay to the consistency needed for
molding it into bricks. This blending procedure was called “tempering” the clay. Clay
tempering basically consisted of turning the clay into mud with a fairly even consistency.
The clay had to be smooth in consistency and could be neither hard and dry nor wet and
muddy. In ancient times, animals or humans stamped the clay with their feet to achieve the
desired texture. Nineteenth-century manufacturers tempered clay by hand using water,
spades, hoes, and scoops.
The equipment used for processing clay remained fairly consistent throughout the nineteenth
century. A common feature of clay preparation was the soak pit, which was a rectangular
wooden trough that measured approximately 4 feet by 6 feet. Workers shoveled the clay into
the soak pit, added water, and left the mixture to soak overnight. The next day, they shoveled
sand and coal dust into the mixture as needed, and then transferred the clay out of the pit. An
article published in 1898 in Brick magazine briefly describes the use of the Harmony
Brickworks soak pits: “There are two soak pits, and one is filled while the contents of the
other is being used. The clay is not treated in any other way. A night in the soak-pit is found
to be sufficient, neither pan or pug-mill is required” (Harmony Society’s Brickworks
1898:295–296).
A variation on the soak pit, the ring pit, appeared fairly early in the history of brickmaking.
The ring pit was a type of soak pit that included a horse- or steam-engine-powered iron wheel
that crushed and mixed the clay to an even consistency. According to Davis (1971:9–10
[1984]), ring pits measured about 20 feet in diameter by 2 feet deep and held “clay sufficient
to make 14,000 bricks; they are cased around with hard-burned bricks, and the bottom is
usually covered with oak planks, cut wedge shape. Hard pine is cheaper than oak, and is also
used…For a ring pit worked by horses…there is a long shaft of iron passing through a center
of a wheel, about six feet in diameter, called the tempering wheel, and terminating beyond
the ring far enough for two horses to be hooked to it, and have room sufficient to travel
around the ring with it.”
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Two men could operate a ring pit, with one acting as the engineer adding water to the clay
and supervising mixing, while the other worked as a driver to handle the horses. Davis
indicated that clay was sometimes tempered in ring pits at night to allow free use of the clay
for brickmaking during the day. To keep the clay hydrated, he explained that “After the clay
is tempered in ring pits, it is covered with large battened panels, made of light pine wood
nailed together, the object being to keep the clay moist, and prevent it from drying on the top
before it is used” (Davis 1971:11 [1884]). Gurcke mentioned that ring pits had fallen out of
favor in American brickyards by the 1890s (Gurcke 1987:7).
The pug mill, a rectangular hopper with a metal auger that crushed the clay, was another
important clay processing device. The details of its development and invention are unclear,
but it was in use during most of the nineteenth century, and more sophisticated versions of
this type of machine are still in use today. A few other machines processed clay, but many of
these devices, such as roller mills, primarily tempered extremely hard clay or shale and are
not applicable to a discussion of the technology in use at the Harmony Brickworks (Gurcke
1987:10–11).

Brick Molding
Once the clay was tempered in the soak pit, it was then molded into bricks, either by hand or
machine. Contemporary accounts written by brick industry workers thoroughly document the
nineteenth-century hand-molding process. A “wheeler” brought clay to the molder in a
wheelbarrow. The molder worked at a wooden table known as a “stand,” described by Davis
as measuring 4 feet square. Davis (1971:11 [1884]) also referred to a molding cleat, which
was a piece of cast iron screwed onto the left side of the table. The molder would have
worked the clay into a shape known as a “warp” and would have forced the warp into the
mold as it rested on the molding cleat. In a process known as striking, the molder then took a
stick or trowel and scraped the excess clay off the top of the mold.
In the 1870s, mechanization of the American brick industry was not as advanced as it would
be in the 1890s. Brick-molding machines were introduced before the Civil War, but brick
factories did not universally use this equipment. Many brick factories, especially small
operations, were still hand-molding bricks in the 1870s (Figure 4.8). As late as 1897, the few
remaining small brickworks in Pittsburgh that produced less than 10,000 bricks a day were
still molding their bricks by hand (Hopkins 1897:140–161).
The workers then removed the bricks from the mold. To facilitate removal, they lubricated
the mold so the brick could easily slip out of it. Sand and water commonly served as mold
lubricants, although grease, lard, and other materials were also used (Gurcke 1987:15–17).
Removing the brick from the mold often involved hammering the mold with a tool to loosen
the brick. A worker known as an “off bearer” then removed the raw bricks from the molding
area.
The development of the brick-molding machine capable of processing clay and molding
bricks was one of the most important advances in nineteenth-century American brickmaking.
While most of these machines were relatively simple, they allowed brickmaking to evolve
from a craft into a full-fledged industry. Patents were issued for brick-molding machines as
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early as 1792. An early brickmaking machine developed by Connecticut inventor Apollos
Kinsley consisted of a revolving table and a “charger” that rose and fell repeatedly, stamping
the bricks in a mold. Factories used brickmaking machines with revolving tables and
chargers, which in some ways imitated the hand-molding method, well into the twentieth
century (Pursell 1968:23).
Brickmaking machines were in use in the United States as early as 1814, but the proliferation
of these machines was inconsistent and influenced by other factors. A brick factory in Biloxi,
Mississippi, that used slave labor possessed two brickmaking machines in 1852, and each
machine could produce 25,000 bricks per day. In contrast, a Philadelphia brick manufacturer
reported a few years later that most of the city’s brickyards were still making bricks by hand.
This writer indicated that the local Philadelphia clay was not suited for brick machines, but
that machinery had been used with success in the Washington D.C. area (Pursell 1968:25).
By the post-Civil War period, brick-molding machinery was commonly available throughout
the United States. By the 1890s, many plants had brick machines, and yards that still relied
on hand molding were finding it more difficult to be competitive. A good hand molder could
produce 3,000–4,000 bricks per day, while some companies at the beginning of the twentieth
century guaranteed that their machines could produce 2,500–5,000 bricks per hour.
Brickmaking machines were clearly one major factor in the increased productivity of brick
factories through the nineteenth century.
Soft-Mud Brick Molding
After the clay was removed from the soak pits, it was taken to the molding machine, where it
would be stamped into unfired, “green” bricks. In the United States, three methods of brick
molding were traditionally used: the soft-mud, stiff-mud, and dry-pressed methods. In the
soft-mud method, 20–30 percent of the brick consisted of water. For stiff-mud processing,
the water content varied from 12–15 percent, while dry-pressed brick contained only about
10 percent water (Gurcke 1987:16–17).
The Henry Martin Company was located in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and manufactured a
broad range of brickmaking machinery. Martin advertised widely in contemporary brick
industry trade journals, and a significant number of brick factories in Pennsylvania and Ohio
owned Henry Martin soft-mud brick presses. The Henry Martin soft-mud machine was
apparently the brick machine of choice among Allegheny County brick makers of the 1890s
(Figure 4.9). In 1897, 21 of the 59 brick machines in operation in Allegheny County were
Henry Martin soft-mud machines (Hopkins 1897:162). Henry Martin soft-mud machines
were in use at Pittsburgh’s Wittmer Brothers and Booth & Flinn Brickworks in 1898
(Pittsburgh the Seat of the Next N.B.M.A. Convention 1897:207–210).
The Henry Martin Letter A machine was advertised as capable of producing 50,000 bricks
per day. The machine was housed in a large vertical frame and weighed approximately
10,500 pounds. The Harmony Brickworks probably operated their Henry Martin machines
using power from the plant’s 80-horsepower steam engine (Harmony Society’s Brickworks
1898:295–296). Assuming this was the case, the steam engine would have transferred power
to the Martin brick press via a belt drive system ultimately attached to a large geared wheel at
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the top of the machine. This geared wheel manipulated a plunger that rose and fell (Figure
4.10). Workers fed clay into the top of the machine, and a series of blades attached to a shaft
forced the clay downward (Grimsley 1906:117).
Workers lubricated wooden brick molds and fed them into the back of the machine by hand.
The lubricant allowed the brick to slip free of the mold when it was removed. While water,
sand, oil, soapy water, or lard could be used as lubricants, a combination of sand and water
seems to have been the preferred method with the Letter A brick machine.
Once the mold was inserted into the machine, it was pushed forward into an area known as
the press box (Grimsley 1906:177). The plunger then descended, and its downward pressure
forced clay into the mold and spread the clay evenly. The plunger then rose, and a lever on
the front of the machine pulled the mold forward (Figure 4.11; Gurcke 1987:19).
After pulling the mold out from under the press, the operator then “struck” the bricks. In this
process, the operator scraped the top of the filled molds using a “strike,” which was a flat
metal tool with two handles (Figure 4.12). Striking removed excess clay from the tops of the
bricks and left a unique pattern of scratches in the brick surface. Wooden striking tools were
probably preferred for soft, hand-molded brick, while a sharp metal blade more effectively
struck the harder clay used in a wet-mud machine like the Henry Martin Letter A press. A
metal blade produces distinctive tear marks on the surface of the bricks that do not appear on
bricks struck with a wooden tool. The different marks produced by metal and wood-striking
tools are one diagnostic aid, among others, used to identify a brick as a hand-molded, wetmud, or wire-cut product (Gurcke 1987:101–105).
After striking, the operator carried the mold to a platform and tapped it with a hammer, in a
process known as “bumping” (Gurcke 1987:19–24). Bumping broke the adhesion between
the brick and the inside of the mold. After bumping, the operator turned the mold upside
down and dumped the raw bricks onto pallets. The empty mold was then available to be
cleaned, lubricated, and reused, and the raw bricks were ready to be moved to the drying
floors. An identical soft-mud process is still in use at some factories that market traditional
soft-mud bricks. In 1981, the Hidden Brick Company in Vancouver, Washington, was still
using a Henry Martin soft-mud brick machine similar to the one used at the Harmony
Brickworks (Gurcke 1987:19).
There were many special considerations in the manufacture of soft-mud brick, including its
characteristic rough edges. Unlike dry-press brick, soft-mud brick usually lacked uniform
sharp edges. Some builders preferred face brick with sharp, even edges for buildings of a
finer architectural character or for constructing high-temperature facilities such as blast
furnaces. To make soft-mud brick more appropriate for use in these buildings, a device
known as a repressing machine (Figure 4.13) was used to press the brick into a more even
shape with regular edges (Gurcke 1987:23–24).
Brick molding was almost completely automated in most American factories by the 1920s. In
contrast, manufacturing in the 1890s with a brick machine like the Henry Martin Letter A
press required significant human labor to transport molds and clay and to feed them into the
machine. Workers also lubricated the molds by hand, and an operator pulled the molds from
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the press and struck the bricks. He then bumped and dumped the mold, and workers hauled
the “green” bricks to nearby drying facilities. Stamping bricks with a machine like the Henry
Martin Letter A was faster and more efficient than the traditional hand-molding methods of
the early to mid-nineteenth century. The process nevertheless still demanded significant
human labor and was primitive compared with twentieth-century automated mass production
(Gurcke 1987:19–24).

Drying
The next step was drying the brick. If workers attempted to fire raw bricks that were too
moist, the rising heat levels inside the kiln would ruin the bricks. This was especially a
concern with soft-mud brick, since a relatively high water content remained in the brick after
molding. Approximately 1 pound of water needed to be evaporated from each soft-mud brick
before the brick could be placed in a kiln.
Some early brickyards laid raw bricks out to dry in a large open-air yard. During the drying
process, workers usually turned each brick on its side, or “skintled” the bricks, to allow the
bottom sides to dry thoroughly (Gurcke 1987:25). The disadvantage of this process was its
complete dependence on the weather, since a cloudy day could slow the process and heavy
rain could destroy a significant number of bricks. Most major nineteenth-century American
brickyards maintained large wooden sheds where bricks could dry protected from the
elements. These small, simple structures had rows of racks on which the bricks could be
placed to dry. There were often adjustable flaps in the walls that regulated the flow of air
inside the structure. Larger brickworks with automated operations usually had large drying
sheds, often with storage areas to pile and store the dried bricks and narrow-gauge railroad
tracks running into them to easily transport the bricks around the site (Figure 4.14). These
simple early driers were inefficient, since the drying time usually lasted 9–12 days under
good weather conditions (Bender 1996:208).
To speed the drying process and make sure that bricks could dry during the cold winter
months, brickyards used artificially heated drying facilities. These early driers were known as
“hot floors” and consisted of a drying floor laid above heating flues. A fireplace was often
situated at one end of the flue, and a chimney at the other. Other driers used hot air channeled
from the brick kilns or steam produced by boilers. Hot-floor brick drying was especially
advantageous when production was high or when weather conditions were bad (Bender
1996:208).
Tunnel driers appeared around the turn of the century. These driers were long narrow
structures that used either excess heat from the kilns or steam conducted through pipes
located beneath the drier. Some steam-heated tunnel driers reduced the drying time of raw
bricks to just 18–48 hours (Gurcke 1987:27; New Brick Drier 1902:141–142). The typical
steam drier was a long, one-story, gable-roofed structure with a large three-story chimney at
one end, and a wall that extended slightly above the roofline at the other end (Figure 4.15).
Trusswork braced the lower portion of the chimney. These structures could be made of
wood-frame construction, although brick was preferred for the building fabric. The standard
length for these driers was approximately 116 feet, with a discharging platform at one end
and a receiving platform at the opposite end. The driers were usually built on a slight incline
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and contained tracks so cars loaded with bricks could easily navigate through the structure.
There were usually 16 cars in use, and each car had the capacity to hold between 432 and 645
bricks (Standard Drier 1902:196).
The Standard Dry Kiln Company stated in a trade magazine in 1902 that the combination of
heat and moisture inside their steam driers was ideal for a “gradual yet speedy process” that
dried “the brick thoroughly inside and out…” (Standard Drier 1902:196). Typical steam
driers admitted air into the structure through a slatted floor in the discharging platform. A
group of steam radiator coils heated this air in a pit near the discharging platform. The coils
were part of a system of pipes in the walls and floors of the structure. A boiler normally
stood at the receiving platform, and the boiler emitted steam directly into the floor and wall
piping system. Many driers had a separate set of pipes that drained condensation. The
plumbing then forced this water back into the boiler for reuse, increasing system efficiency.

Firing (Kilns)
Proper kiln operation was essential to the production of high-quality brick in a late
nineteenth-century mechanized brick plant. The skill and care of the hand molder once
determined the consistent quality of raw bricks, but automation led to a high degree of
standardization. The proper operation of a brick kiln demanded a high level of skill, and
incorrect kiln operation could result in bricks that were inadequately fired, overheated, or
scorched. A knowledgeable crew operating a solidly built kiln could save a brickyard
thousands of dollars by reducing the number of improperly fired, discarded bricks. Effective
operation also reduced the amount of fuel needed to fire the kiln.
Nineteenth-century brick and tile trade magazines advertised a broad range of kiln designs.
Most kilns used for firing brick and other terra-cotta products were categorized according to
kiln shape, floor type, and air circulation pattern. The simplest categorical division was by
kiln shape, which could be rectangular or circular. The five large kilns at the Harmony
Brickworks are examples of periodic, rectangular, updraft open-top kilns. Judging by a
surviving map from 1894, these kilns measured approximately 80 by 40 feet, a common kiln
size for small to medium-sized brick factories in western Pennsylvania during the late
nineteenth century. (For analysis of this map, see discussion under “The Harmony Society
Brickworks in 1894,” page 4-41.)
Most rectangular kilns were of either the updraft or downdraft type. An updraft kiln had a
solid floor built over a prepared earthen fill, while a downdraft kiln contained a perforated
floor laid over an air circulation space. Each type had its advantages and disadvantages, and
both were common in the nineteenth century. Rectangular updraft kilns with solid floors
were simpler and cheaper to build, and they could produce a large number of bricks in one
firing. Many operators also found these kilns relatively easy to load and unload. Yet updraft
kilns used large amounts of fuel, were difficult to operate, and produced an inferior quality of
brick. A quarter of the bricks produced in a typical open-top updraft firing might be of highly
inferior quality.
Perforated-floor downdraft kilns were more sophisticated in design than solid-floor updraft
kilns, and they were therefore more expensive to build. Many of these downdraft kilns were
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equipped with multiple ventilation stacks controlled by dampers (Figure 4.16). By
manipulating these dampers, operators could carefully control the heat level in each area of
the kiln. This tighter control produced a more evenly fired brick and resulted in higher fuel
efficiency (Vogt 1913:65–66). Plants that specialized in high-quality face brick and finely
finished terra-cotta architectural ornaments often used downdraft kilns. Some sophisticated
late nineteenth-century kilns even had flues that allowed the adaptation of a downdraft kiln
for use as an updraft kiln. Switching between updraft and downdraft operation in these kilns
resulted in more consistent firing and a higher quality of brick.
Periodic Rectangular Updraft Open-Top Kilns
Because of the transient nature of many brickmaking operations in the early nineteenth
century, owners did not build permanent kilns. Instead, they chose a flat site and piled
unmortared raw bricks into a kiln-shaped structure. This type of kiln is referred to in some
sources as a camphor scove kiln (Rhodes 1984:68–69). Arched furnace openings at the
bottom level of the kiln often heated the scove. Once firing was complete, workers discarded
the outer and misfired bricks and loaded the remaining bricks onto carts, railroad cars, or
watercraft. This method was a low-cost technique mainly used to produce low-quality,
common-grade brick. Scoves and other periodic updraft kilns were notorious for producing
large numbers of unusable under- or over-fired brick (Gurcke 1987:33).
Permanent solid-floor updraft rectangular kilns that operated on similar principles as the
scove kiln were fairly common in America from the early to mid-nineteenth century. Many
brick factories used this type of kiln, but by the late 1880s, rectangular coal- and gas-fired
downdraft rectangular kilns were the latest technological innovation, and some brick makers
at the turn of the century found the updraft open-top kiln technologically primitive (Moore
1900:122–123).
The design of a typical rectangular updraft open-top kiln included a walled brick structure
with a series of furnaces along both side elevations. These furnaces were usually small
vaulted spaces constructed of brick (Figure 4.17). The furnaces were contained in an area
surrounded by low walls that projected from the sides of the main kiln. The furnace openings
were sometimes covered by iron or steel doors that could be opened or shut to adjust the air
flow inside the kiln. Occasionally, loose bricks stacked inside the furnace openings
controlled air circulation (Vogt 1901:69).
The main walls of a typical updraft rectangular kiln were thick and often rose to a height of
30–40 feet. The roof was mounted on these walls and was generally a light timber structure
with wooden panels that formed the roof surface (Figure 4.17). Wooden shed roofs were
sometimes mounted on the side of the kiln to shelter the furnaces. The floor of the kiln was
usually solid brick placed on a solid earthen fill, with no air circulation space below. Air
flowed into the kiln through the furnace openings and was sucked upward through the bricks
before exiting from the top of the kiln.
Part of the preparation process for firing may have included plastering the walls of the kiln
with mud to seal any cracks, so that the structure would retain heat during the firing process
(Davis 1971:17 [1884]). The bricks were carefully stacked in the kilns with air spaces
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between the bricks to allow proper air circulation and to permit hot air, gases, and moisture to
escape from the kiln (Figures 4.18–4.20). Improper stacking of bricks inside the kiln caused
“hot spots” where excessive heat buildup could ruin the bricks (Gurcke 1987:28).
A “setting gang” usually piled the raw bricks 35 to 42 courses high (Davis 1971:16 [1884];
Gurcke 1987:29). The setting gang was composed of a “setter,” who stacked the bricks, and
several “wheelers and tossers,” who brought the bricks to the setter (Davis 1971:16 [1884]).
Several contemporary trade magazines and manuals described the proper way to stack bricks.
Usually, the first 14 courses or so were set on edge and spaced one-half inch apart. These
courses alternately overhung each other to form an “arch.” The first course on top of the arch
was known as the “tie course.” After the tie course, the bricks were stacked to form
“columns,” formed by alternating rows of stacked headers and stretchers. The columns
consisted of a row of header bricks stacked upon each other three bricks high and one-half
inch apart. They alternated with anywhere from one to three rows of stretcher bricks stacked
upon each other. A course of bricks known as the “raw platting” was laid flat to top the
courses of columns. Above the raw platting was the “burnt platting,” which was composed of
a course of burnt bricks. The platting helped regulate airflow (Figures 4.19–4.21). While raw
bricks were stacked in a fairly similar pattern from one kiln to another, stacking conventions
varied according to the company, geographic location, or the preferences of an individual
setter (Gurcke 1987:29; Davis 1971:16 [1884]; Dunn 1901:165).
Firing in a Periodic Rectangular Updraft Open-Top Kiln
The firing process was perhaps the most important step in brick manufacturing, since that
was the stage that determined the qualities of the brick (Gurcke 1987:28). During firing, the
bricks were converted from “a perishable into an imperishable substance” (Davis 1971:18
[1884]). A brick maker’s manual from 1890 stated that a company’s profit was “made or lost
at this stage of the process” (Morrison 1971:33 [1890]).
The updraft kiln was often used in the production of lower-grade brick. While simple and
inexpensive to construct, this type of kiln often produced a large number of over- or underfired and otherwise damaged bricks. Recirculation of heat was impossible in this type of kiln,
causing an uneven burn that usually damaged the bricks on the bottom and top of the stack.
Gurcke (1987:32) states that loss of at least a quarter of the bricks was common during firing
in a periodic updraft kiln.
To begin firing, workers lit coal fires inside the furnaces. Leaving the furnace doors open
caused cold air to flow into the heated furnace. The hot air rose and flowed through the pile
of bricks stacked inside the kiln. Smoke, hot air, and gases eventually reached the space
below the wooden kiln roof before exiting through ventilation holes at the top of the kiln. In
many cases, a small raised monitor roof in the center of the main kiln roof facilitated the
release of gases and smoke. The gabled ends of the wooden kiln roof were often left open to
increase ventilation. During the hottest stage of the firing process, it was sometimes
necessary to remove the roof panels temporarily to prevent them from igniting. The roof
sheltered the kiln during firing and prevented rain from interfering with the process.
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The first stage in the actual firing process was called “water-smoking,” after the steam that
rose from the kiln during the procedure. It was during this stage that the remaining moisture
escaped from the bricks (Gurcke 1987:28). The duration and intensity of this process
depended upon the dryness of the bricks that were placed in the kiln. If the bricks were
already “bone dry,” they could withstand an initial intense fire and would water-smoke in
about 48 hours (Morrison 1971:28 [1890]). If the bricks were still damp, a smoldering fire
was applied for the first 24 to 36 hours, after which the fire was slowly increased, and the
process lasted approximately four days (Morrison 1971:28 [1890]). The kiln temperature
during this stage was around 250°–350° F (121°–177° C) (Gurcke 1987:28).
The cessation of steam rising from the kiln marked the end of the water-smoking stage, and
the operators then greatly increased the kiln temperature for the “dehydration.” The kiln
temperature during this step was 1,400°–1,800° F (760°–982° C). The oxidation that
occurred at this time required a large amount of oxygen, and the operators had to maintain a
strong draft throughout the dehydration. This stage was also known as the “oxidation” or
“blue smoking” stage (Gurcke 1987:28).
Vitrification was the final stage of the firing process. This step required the highest kiln
temperatures, approximately 1,600°–2,200° F (871°–1,204° C). During vitrification,
operators sealed the kiln to reduce drafts, and the clay of the bricks began to soften. This
softening allowed the individual grains of clay to adhere and melt into each other, and the
pores of the bricks filled as a result (Gurcke 1987:28). Some types of clay swelled during the
vitrification process, but the kiln usually “settled” as the bricks shrank down to their final
size. The amount of settle in a kiln depended upon the type of clay in use. The goal was to
have an even settle throughout the stack so the bricks would not warp or break. It usually
took 48 to 72 hours for the kiln to settle (Morrison 1971:33 [1890]). For “moderately strong”
clay, the amount of settle was usually 7.5 percent of the original height of the bricks (Davis
1971:21 [1884]).
Once firing was completed, the kiln remained sealed during cooling. The cooling process
often took several days, since rapid cooling could produce brittle, inferior brick that sold for
a low price. Once cooling was complete, operators opened the kiln and removed the bricks
(Figure 4.21). The open-top updraft kiln produced some bricks that were over- or underburned, and these bricks were either discarded or sold as inferior-quality building material.
Workers sometimes sorted low-grade from high-quality bricks after they left the kiln (Gurcke
1987:35–37). In other cases, buyers agreed to purchase the “run of the kiln,” including both
well-burnt and inferior brick. Purchases of run of the kiln did not require extensive sorting
and grading of the brick, and run-of-kiln lots therefore commanded a lower price than a
sorted batch of high-quality brick. Once the kiln was empty, workers could clean the kiln
interior and stack a new set of bricks for firing.
One brick production authority in the 1880s estimated that a well-built and maintained kiln
could function successfully for up to 20 years, while a poorly constructed kiln might only last
three to five years (Vogt 1913:66). The five large kilns at the Harmony Brickworks
functioned for about 12 years before the plant closed.
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One major advantage of the open-top updraft kiln was the ease and economy of construction.
In its basic form, the rectangular updraft kiln was a brick enclosure with small furnaces and a
simple wooden roof. Construction of a large kiln of this type was rapid and could yield as
many as 400,000 bricks in one firing.
The major disadvantage of this type of kiln was the lack of control over the firing process.
Operating an updraft brick kiln was a complicated procedure. In a crude updraft kiln, it was
difficult to control the heat level in each area of the kiln, since the furnace doors were the
only means to control the flow of cold air into the kiln. It was impossible to regulate the flow
of air and gases out of the kiln. As a result, bricks located in areas of the kiln where the heat
level was highest could be scorched, cracked, or otherwise damaged if the operators did not
carefully control the intensity of the furnace fires. The center of the kiln usually reached a
higher temperature than the edges, so every firing of an open-top updraft kiln produced
significant amounts of inferior-quality brick (Gurcke 1987:32).
Because of these inconsistencies in firing, the rectangular solid-floor updraft kiln usually
served for firing common brick. The more elegant face brick used for the visible portions of
brick buildings needed to be fired under controlled conditions to ensure consistently high
quality. Companies that specialized in high-quality face brick or terra-cotta ornament often
used more sophisticated multi-stack downdraft kilns with damper controls, although some
nineteenth-century brickyards nevertheless used updraft rectangular kilns to produce face
brick and terra-cotta ornament. More sophisticated updraft kilns were under construction by
the end of the nineteenth century, and these kilns may have been better suited to produce
high-quality brick. One manufacturer claimed that operators of his updraft kiln could control
temperature in specific parts of the kiln, allowing for the manufacture of face brick and
ornamental terra cotta in solid-floor updraft kilns (Reppell 1892:698).
In summary, the typical periodic rectangular updraft kiln was suitable for production of
common brick with a minimum expenditure of start-up time and capital. The average updraft
kiln produced large quantities of relatively low-quality brick, and early examples of updraft
kilns were usually coal-fired. Many large brickyards that manufactured millions of common
building bricks per year used updraft rectangular kilns.
Perforated-Floor Downdraft Kilns
The perforated-floor downdraft rectangular kiln was more sophisticated than the typical
updraft kiln and therefore more expensive to build. Like the average updraft kiln, the usual
downdraft kiln consisted of brick walls flanked by a series of vaulted furnaces and a light
timber roof. A downdraft kiln also required a brick masonry vault over the main kiln space,
below-floor air circulation conduits, and multiple stacks. These features were timeconsuming to build, and the construction price of a perforated-floor downdraft kiln was
therefore higher than that of a simple solid-floor updraft kiln.
In a downdraft kiln, hot air and gases had to travel downward into the sub-floor air space
before exiting through the stacks. Furnaces located along the kiln’s side elevations heated the
kiln interior, but the vaulted roof over the kiln space prevented hot air and gases from
escaping upwards. A series of openings in the kiln floor permitted air to descend into a space
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below the kiln. These air spaces were usually attached to the wall stacks, so air was drawn
from the air space and up through the stacks.
There were numerous advantages to downdraft kilns over their updraft counterparts. The
enclosure of the kiln roof with masonry vaulting retained the heat produced by the furnaces.
Dampers on the stacks allowed operators to control the flow of hot air and gases from the
kiln, resulting in greater temperature control throughout the kiln interior. By manipulating the
dampers and other features, some downdraft kilns could even serve temporarily as updraft
kilns to more evenly distribute the heat inside the kiln. Under the supervision of an
experienced operator, a good multiple-stack downdraft kiln could produce face brick, terracotta ornament, and other high-quality products with minimal losses from scorching or
under- and over-firing.
Tunnel Kiln
By the last decades of the nineteenth century, some plants had begun firing kilns with natural
gas. Gas was cleaner than coal and eliminated the dirty black smoke often associated with
nineteenth-century brickyards. In Pittsburgh, many coal-fired, updraft open-top kilns were
converted to gas-fired operations. By the early twentieth century, the technology was in place
for the proliferation of efficient gas-fired continuous tunnel kilns. These kilns were
technologically sophisticated for their time and relatively expensive to build, but produced a
consistent, high-quality product, operated efficiently, and ran cleaner. In contrast to the older
periodic kilns where firing stopped during the cooling period to unload the bricks, continuous
gas-fired kilns were organized so that loads of bricks could be drawn into the kiln, fired, and
removed without affecting the kiln temperature. These more efficient kilns rendered the
periodic updraft open-top kiln less economically viable (Rhodes 1984:81).
The growing need for specialized machinery made the establishment of a brick
factory more expensive by the 1880s and 1890s, but the industry was still technologically
backward in comparison to other late nineteenth-century enterprises. Many late nineteenthcentury cities, including Pittsburgh, had many relatively small brick factories operated by
partnerships or small corporations. Increased mechanization led to the demise of many
small factories. With the proliferation of highly efficient, gas-fired continuous tunnel kilns
from 1910–1920, larger factories increased their efficiency and product quality. Smaller
factories that could not afford the newer, more sophisticated kilns went out of business.
Larger companies often purchased small and medium-sized brickworks, while other
factories shut down during the Great Depression. A few local small and medium-sized
brickworks survived into the 1960s and 1970s, but many of these factories are now defunct,
although there is still a demand for custom bricks made using traditional manufacturing
methods. As a result, a few factories continue to make bricks using nineteenth-century
methods.

NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRICKWORKS, LAYOUT AND PLANNING
Brick factory buildings were simple, functional structures. The buildings that housed clay
processing, molding, and drying were usually not very permanent. Many structures were
long, rectangular wood-frame buildings with gabled roofs and perhaps a raised monitor roof
down the center of the building.
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In addition to locally available clay deposits, a nearby coal or natural gas supply was also
highly desirable. A nearby water source was an additional consideration. The layout of
nineteenth-century brickworks varied according to geographical location and the type of
bricks being made, among other factors. The site planners usually established a central
building cluster that housed the most important steps of the manufacturing process, such as
clay processing, molding, drying, and firing. Grouping these facilities minimized the time
spent transporting bricks from one facility to another. Sometimes a single large building
housed clay processing, brick molding, and drying, especially since processing and molding
did not require a large work area. Drying facilities had to accommodate a large amount of
bricks at one time, and the bricks had to be spaced to facilitate drying, so the drying floor was
often the largest single facility in a brick factory. Steam tunnel driers, common around the
turn of the century, were often stand-alone facilities.
A second major zone of a late nineteenth-century brick factory was the firing area. In this
region, the newly dried bricks were placed in kilns and exposed to intense heat, a process
often referred to as “burning” the brick. Most kilns were round or rectangular in shape.
Before 1900, brickyards tended to have numerous small to medium-sized kilns instead of a
single large kiln. Whether round or rectangular, the kilns were almost always clustered in a
tightly spaced arrangement, although some factories had two sets of kilns with a drying
house or processing facilities located between them. Regardless of the number or size of the
kilns, these structures were usually located near the areas where clay processing, molding,
and drying were completed. This close proximity between key production areas minimized
the labor needed to haul bricks from one facility to another within the brickworks (Figure
4.22).
Many brickyards included additional structures that supported the processing, molding, and
firing areas. Many brick factories of the 1890s had sheds or warehouses where bricks were
stored before being shipped to market. These warehouses were usually located along a major
road, waterway, or railroad. By the 1890s, many factories used steam engines to provide
power. These engines were often housed in the same building as the clay processing,
molding, and drying operations, but some plants had a separate engine house. Many plants
also had a small wood-frame office building and a dwelling for the superintendent. Because
the use of kilns made fires a common risk at brickyards, fire-fighting facilities were an
important feature of a brickyard layout. Some brickworks in urban areas relied on municipal
water supplies, while other operations located their plants near a river or other body of water,
or used water towers or wells. Factories using horses to power one or more aspects of the
operation usually had stables, and many yards maintained a blacksmith shop. Small, minor
support buildings like equipment storage sheds and privies completed the layout of the
typical brickyard (Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volumes 1–2).
Many small brickworks also contained a small wood-frame office the size of a dwelling. In
addition, many factory layouts included one single-family dwelling. This building may have
been a superintendent’s house, or it may have accommodated a plant watchman who resided
on-site. Like many nineteenth-century industries, small brickworks also had horse stables and
other outbuildings, including machinery and blacksmith shops (Sanborn Map Company
1893: Volumes 1–2).
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Small to medium-sized brick factories of the period also contained other subsidiary facilities.
The mechanized facilities of the early twentieth century often included small powerhouses
that contained electric generating facilities.

BRICK FACTORIES AT 36AL480
The 1876 G. M. Hopkins Atlas map of Leet Township indicated that a “brick kiln” was in
operation north of Leet Street in the vicinity of the later Harmony Society Brickworks. A
deed description of 1878 also documented this operation (Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh
Bevington 1878:35). Hugh Bevington owned the land on which this brickyard was located.
Since this “brick kiln” existed near the site of the Harmonist brick factory founded in 1889,
this section of the report begins with a description of the facilities and operations of
Bevington’s brickyard. This assessment is relevant to the larger discussion of the Harmony
Society Brickworks because it offers further insight into the suitability of the site for a brick
factory and because it raises the issue of whether or not the Harmonists reused any part of the
older facility when they established their brickyard.

Hugh Bevington’s Brickworks
Description
Bevington was listed in 1880 United State Census records and in the 1876 Hopkins atlas as a
riverboat pilot. He lived in a two-story brick dwelling on the south side of Leet Street. Little
information survives regarding the brickyard that he owned, but it seems to have been a small
operation. A 1954 history of Leetsdale included a brief description of the plant and listed
some details about the equipment and operations. Research has been unable to confirm the
original source of this information.
The most detailed source for the facilities at the Bevington plant is an 1878 court document
associated with the seizure of Hugh Bevington’s property to pay his debts. This document
indicated that the most important parts of the brickworks stood on the north side of Leet
Street in Lots 13 and 18, where two brick kilns, a wood-frame drying house, and a wheel
house were located. There is no description of the brick molding area, but the 1954 history of
Leetsdale indicates that the Bevington brickyard molded its bricks by hand (BVT 1954:24).
The “wheel house” appears to refer to a ring-pit clay processing facility. In addition to the
mention of a wheel house, the 1954 history of Leetsdale states that “clay was mixed by
horses walking around the mixing vat agitating a paddle” (BVT 1954:24). This passage is a
fairly accurate description of a horse-powered ring pit. Operation of ring pits by horses and
mules was common in the post-Civil War years, and at least one Pittsburgh brick
manufacturer was still using horse-powered ring pits as late as the 1890s (Sanborn Map
Company 1893: Volume 2, Sheet 34).
The 1878 deed also indicated that the stables and blacksmith shop of Hugh Bevington’s
Brickworks were located on Lots 15 and 16, which later served as the site of a series of small
support buildings associated with the Harmony Brickworks. If this deed information is
accurate, then it indicates that while the Harmonists partially built their brickyard on the site
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of Bevington’s Brickworks, they did not reuse Bevington’s kilns, drying house, or wheel
house. Instead, the Harmonists built new kilns and production facilities south of where the
old kilns stood.
Close scrutiny of the 1876 G. M. Hopkins Atlas reveals considerable information about the
Bevington brick factory. The map labels the site as a “Brick Kiln” but actually shows three
symbols that appear to be buildings (Figure 4.4). The first symbol is a small black square,
identical to the symbol used to represent private residences. To the west of this square, the
map shows two rectangles with small tags on the western edges. The square symbol might
represent the wheel house or drying house instead of a residence, and the two linear tags
might indicate the kiln locations. This unusual graphic symbol may have been used to
distinguish the two kilns as specialized buildings. The location of these symbols on the map
is very close to the future location of the Harmony Brickworks.
The 1878 court document also described several wood-frame buildings on the south side of
Leet Street, including a two-story house, blacksmith shop, icehouse, stable, sheds, and other
outbuildings. The document also referred to a two-story brick home on the same side of the
street. This brick house may have been the Bevington residence, since the 1876 G. M.
Hopkins Atlas indicates that Bevington lived on the south side of Leet Street. The identity of
the resident in the wood-frame dwelling is unknown. Icehouses are not usually associated
with brickyards, so this facility was probably not directly associated with the Bevington
Brickworks. Blacksmith shops sometimes appear at nineteenth-century Pittsburgh brick
factories, especially those that used horses extensively to transport materials and power
machinery. A blacksmith shop would also have enabled workers to make minor repairs to
tools and machinery.
A third interesting feature recorded in the 1876 atlas is a small dotted line drawn on the map
in an oval pattern at the end of Leet Street, near the Ohio River (Figure 4.4). Similar symbols
do not appear elsewhere on this map. This area may represent the clay pits for the
brickworks. The low-lying land near the riverbanks would have been a logical location for a
clay mine, and later sources describe clay deposits adjacent to the river (Hopkins 1897:156–
157).
The Leetsdale Golden Jubilee (BVT 1954:24) provided additional information concerning
Hugh Bevington’s brickworks. Isaac Ritchey was the plant operator. Production was
approximately 2,000 bricks a day, a small output consistent with factories where bricks were
molded by hand. The bricks were transported to market by boat or “hauled by teams,”
indicating horse-drawn wagons, probably using the nearby Beaver Pike.
The production and support facilities of the Bevington Brickworks were located on four
parcels in the Dunn plan. The 1878 deed indicated that the stables and blacksmith shop of the
Bevington Brickworks were located on Lots 15 and 16, which later served as the site of a
series of small support buildings associated with the Harmony Brickworks. However, the
deed stated that the kilns, drying shed, and wheel house of the Bevington Brickworks were
located on Lots 13 and 18. (Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh Bevington 1878:3–5). Clay
mining or other activities may have taken place on the centrally located Lots 14 and 17,
where the main building and kilns of the Harmony Brickworks were later constructed. If the
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deed information is accurate, then the Harmonists did not reuse the kilns, drying house, or
wheel house of Bevington’s Brickworks. Instead, they built new kilns and production
facilities south of where the old kilns stood.

Operation Methods at Hugh Bevington’s Brickworks
The brickworks’ location was a favorable one. The property was located near the Ohio River,
a major water source, and clay was available on site. The Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Fort
Wayne Railroad ran nearby, but it is unclear whether the Bevington Brickworks used this
mode of transportation in addition to the river and Beaver Pike.
In a pre-1880 brick factory, clay would have been mined by hand. Accounts from the 1890s
clearly state that there was an 8-foot bank of clay along the shores of the Ohio River in this
area (Hopkins 1897:156–157). The clay vein would not have been thick enough for deep
mining methods and was probably excavated by hand. Once laborers had mined the clay,
they transported it to a clay processing or “tempering” facility (Figure 4.23). Twentiethcentury histories of Leetsdale indicate that at Hugh Bevington’s Brickworks, workers
tempered clay in a ring pit, and they mixed the clay with a wooden paddle mounted on a
horse-powered shaft. Once the clay was tempered in the ring pit, workers formed it into
bricks, probably using a soft-mud hand-molding process (Figure 4.24).
An 1878 description indicated that the Bevington Brickworks had a wood-frame drying
house (Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh Bevington 1878:3–5). This structure was probably
a simple building that protected the drying bricks from rain. Considering the early date of the
brickyard, its small size, and the description of its drying facility as a “shed,” it is highly
unlikely that this plant had an artificially heated drying system.
After drying, workers would have hauled the bricks to the two kilns, where a “setter” would
have stacked the bricks inside. While we do not know what type of kiln was in use at the
Bevington Brickworks, the most common kiln type for this kind of facility in 1870s
Allegheny County was the simple updraft open-top kiln. Coal or wood served as the fuel to
fire the bricks in the kilns. Considering the availability of coal in western Pennsylvania and
northern West Virginia, and the rising cost of wood because of its value as a building
material, coal would have been the logical choice for firing the kilns at the Bevington
factory. At most nineteenth-century brickworks, the newly fired bricks were either
immediately shipped to market or were stored in sheds on site for later sale.

Operation Dates of Hugh Bevington’s Brickworks
It is unclear when the Bevington factory was in operation. The plant appeared on the 1876
Hopkins map of Leet Township and was still present when the 1878 Real Estate Savings
Bank deed was written, indicating that the factory was in business between 1876 and 1878
(Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh Bevington 1878:3–5). The sheriff of Allegheny County
sold the Bevington factory to the Real Estate Savings Bank in July 1878 to settle Hugh
Bevington’s debts. The 1878 deed mentioned that there were bricks inside the factory kilns,
suggesting that the kilns were recently in use. The brickyard’s status for the next 10 years is
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unclear. The bank retained the property, but research has found no evidence that describes
the brickyard’s status during this period. The factory might have been vacant after July 1878.

The Harmony Society Brickworks, Operations and Facilities
Introduction
The Harmony Society purchased the brickworks property on February 21, 1888, from the
Real Estate Savings Bank. The Society built a brick factory on the site from 1889–1890.
There are three major sources of information on the facility: Harmony Society Records
retained by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, an 1894 map of the
facilities, and an article about the facility published in Brick magazine (Harmony Society’s
Brickworks 1898). Many brick factory records are available in the collection of Harmony
Society financial records, which the Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission
currently maintains. These records include correspondence, financial ledgers, production
records, and other resources. This information is the best record for many aspects of the
factory’s operation, including production levels, financial records, the type of bricks
produced, and the clients who purchased bricks.
An 1894 survey map of the plant created for the Harmony Society by Wilkins Engineering of
Pittsburgh showed all buildings associated with the brick factory and indicated the size and
shape of each structure (Figure 4.25). A yellow and red color code, similar to that used on
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, reflected whether buildings were constructed of brick or wood
frame. The buildings were not labeled in terms of their function, but archaeological
excavation may determine the use of many of these structures.
The function of other buildings may be inferred from printed materials and the study of
similar brick factories contemporary with the Harmony Brickworks. Published materials,
including the article in the journal Brick (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898) and an
overview of the clay industry in Pennsylvania (Hopkins 1897), profiled the factory. The
journal article profiled the brickworks, included a partial photograph of the plant, and
described the brickyard, its equipment, and some details of daily operations. The collection
of tax records for Allegheny County in the Pennsylvania State Archives lists the land,
buildings, and equipment owned by the Harmony Society in Leet Township. Appendix C
includes tables of all information found in these tax records.

Operations
Establishment and Early Operations, 1889–1890
Construction of the Harmony Brickworks started in 1889 and continued into 1890. During
most of 1890, the brickyard ordered equipment and construction materials for the kilns and
other key facilities at the factory. Purchased materials included scaffolding lumber, oak ties,
and steel plates that measured approximately 6 feet 8 inches in length. These materials
suggest that the plant’s railroad system was under construction at this time (Pennsylvania
State Archives, Harrisburg [PSA]:Harmony Society Microfilm [HSM] 247).
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These records strongly suggest that the plant’s five large kilns were under construction in
mid-1890. From May to September 1890, the Harmony Brickworks ordered large quantities
of arch brick and fire brick, which indicates that the construction of kiln furnaces and inner
walls was not yet complete. The brickyard placed an order for 3,500 arch brick and 3,500
common fire brick with S. Barnes & Company of Rochester, Pennsylvania, in May 1890
(Table 4.2). These fire bricks were probably necessary for the construction of the five large
kilns. Supporting this conclusion was the discovery of a massive number of fire bricks in the
ruins of the kilns. In addition, these fire bricks are stamped with the letters “SB,” presumably
for “S. Barnes.” In June 1890, the Harmony Brickworks also ordered 300 custom arch bricks
from Thomas Carlin’s Sons, of Allegheny City, Pennsylvania. These arch bricks were
necessary to build arches in the furnace flues (PSA:HSM 247).

TABLE 4.2. FIRE BRICK PURCHASED BY THE HARMONY BRICKWORKS
DATE

TYPE

QUANTITY

PRICE

#24 arch brick
3,500
Not available (NA)
Fire brick
3,500
NA
June 1890
Arch brick for furnaces
300
NA
September 1890
#9 Arch Brick
1,400
NA
Tiles 3"x12"x17" for
September 1897
16
$0.20 each
Furnace doors
Fire clay
2 barrels
NA
October 1897
Fire brick
200
NA
Arch brick
100
NA
Fire brick
200
NA
May 1898
Arch brick
200
NA
Fire clay
1 barrel
NA
Square brick
400
NA
February 1899
Arch brick
600
NA
Fire clay
2 barrels
NA
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed Harmony Society
Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.
May 1890

By July 1890, the brickyard had ordered furnace grates and roofing components for the kilns.
An order placed during that month included a request for 24 iron hooks and a series of iron
bars ranging in length from 4 feet to 20 feet. The order reported that the iron bars were
needed to extend the kilns. The brickworks had ordered the iron some time previously, but
they had received only enough iron for one kiln. The factory also ordered shed roofs for these
updraft open-top kilns in July 1890. A letter from the Harmony Brickworks indicated that the
Penn Bridge Company, a business partly owned by the Harmony Society and located in
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, had failed to provide “pilasters” for the kiln roofs (PSA:HSM
247). The letter further indicated the need for a temporary roof on the kiln, since brick would
be stacked in the kiln the following Wednesday. The writer also complained that someone
from Penn Bridge was supposed to have measured the kilns so that all roofs could have been
shipped at once. Records indicate that Jones & Laughlin of Pittsburgh had already installed
roof trusses on Kiln 4 in June 1890 (PSA:HSM 247).
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Further references in August and September 1890 document the kiln roof construction and
reflect orders for arch brick. At one point, Henry Blackstone indicated that the blacksmith
was not fabricating downspouts for the kilns quickly enough, and he asked Harmony Society
leaders Henrici and Duss to send their “tinners” to the brickworks to begin work on the
downspouts (PSA:HSM 247). References to roofing materials still appear in the plant’s
correspondence files in October 1890, but after this point, there are fewer references to
construction activities and materials.
The kilns built at the Harmony Brickworks were updraft open-top kilns, but by the time the
Harmony plant was under construction in 1890, downdraft kilns were widely available that
could produce superior, more precise firing conditions. In September 1890, managers of the
Harmony Brickworks wrote a letter to William Eudaly of Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the
leading builders of sophisticated downdraft kilns, asking Eudaly for his price and terms of
sale on a square downdraft kiln measuring 62 feet in length. The letter also asked Eudaly for
information on how many select face bricks could be obtained from each burning of this kiln.
The letter also requested permission to see one of Eudaly’s kilns at Willoughby, Ohio
(PSA:HSM 247).
While the five large kilns were being built, brick production was taking place in other areas
of the factory. Information drawn from payroll records from March 1890 is summarized in
Table 4.3 and indicates that the factory was active while the large kilns were under
construction.
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TABLE 4.3. BRICK PRODUCTION AT THE HARMONY BRICKWORKS, 1890
DATE

NUMBER OF BRICKS SET
IN KILN

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

March 1890

187,000

$561 paid to 12 workers. Bricks cost $3 per 1,000.

April–May 1890

170,000–211,000

Three payroll entries for crews of 14–16 men.
Payments to crews for loading bricks onto cars and
wagons.

May 1890
May–November
1890

230,000–252,000

From payroll entries made every 13–16 days.
Payroll entries record the removal of brick from the
kilns.

September 1890

Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed Harmony Society
Records, 1786–1951, Roll 251. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian. Numbers of bricks set in kilns is
the quantity recorded in each payroll entry.

These payroll records indicate that there were pre-existing kilns on site during the
construction of the five large kilns, or that the large kilns were built consecutively instead of
simultaneously.
The plant offered several types of brick for sale in 1890. A list from January 1890
documented prices for bricks. The price per thousand for each brick grade was $6 for run of
kilns, $7 for hard building brick, $9 for select brick, and $15 for pressed brick. By March
1890, the plant offered paving brick at $8 per thousand and front brick at $9 per thousand
(PSA:HSM 251). By December 1890, the plant was also producing shaped brick (PSA:HSM
247). Most accounts referred to the Harmony Brickworks as a factory that manufactured softmud brick (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). Company records indicate that
the brickyard produced pressed brick in the early 1890s (PSA:HSM 247). However, no
references to equipment for making pressed brick were found in an 1897 inventory of the
plant’s equipment, and company correspondence from the late 1890s suggests that the
company was no longer making pressed brick at that time (PSA:HSM 249). In the plant’s
later years, pressed brick may have been purchased from another brickworks and resold to
clients.
A news article of the period indicated that the Harmony Society was disappointed with the
performance of the Harmony Brickworks (PL, August 3, 1890). However, plant manager
Henry Blackstone wrote in a letter in July 1890 that “the brick works is doing a good
business, and we are trying to pay for our expenses as we go along. We have been making a
good many improvements, and want to pay for them without having to borrow money to do it
with” (PSA:HSM 247).
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Early Years of Operation, 1891–1893
Construction of the Harmony Brickworks kilns was complete by 1891, and the plant settled
into a regular production rhythm (Table 4.4). While profit and loss figures are unavailable for
1891, the company made a significant profit in 1892 and 1893. However, this period brought
some problems for the factory. The facility was located in a fairly low-lying area close to the
Ohio River, which was advantageous for water transportation, but periodic floods caused
problems for daily operations. Company correspondence referred to flooding in February
1891. A subsequent letter of April 1892 indicated that flooding had interfered with some
manufacturing activity, especially the production of pressed brick (PSA:HSM 247).
The Harmony Brickworks generated $41,971.00 in business during 1892, with a profit of
$3,712.72, but difficulties soon emerged at the brickyard. In July 1892, workers at the
Harmony Brickworks went on strike for a 20 percent wage advance. The factory replaced the
strikers and production resumed (PSA:HSM 247). Henry Blackstone’s correspondence for
1892 describes the increasing problems faced by the brickyard. In a letter to the Western
Pennsylvania Brick Exchange, he wrote “we have been having more than our share of trouble
this season…” in reference to the strike, and he also complained about “our neighbor at
Rochester going back on me for a big lot of brick, and a couple of weeks ago when I ordered
him to begin shipping, he told me he could not let me have a brick” (PSA:HSM 247). This
passage may refer to S. Barnes & Company, the fire brick company located in Rochester,
Pennsylvania, that supplied the fire brick for construction of the Harmony Brickworks kilns
in 1890.
Correspondence from early 1892 indicated that the plant was overrun with orders, but a letter
from August 1892 included a comment that the factory “could fill orders now if we had
them” (PSA:HSM 247).
The year 1893 was profitable, but revenues were lower. Sales reached $30,442.39, for a
profit of $1,592.18. Correspondence from that year is scant but does refer to problems with
the flooding of the plant’s clay mining pits. In a letter of November 1893, Henry Blackstone
wrote, “I’m having harder luck now than any time since I have been in this business”
(PSA:HSM 247).
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TABLE 4.4. HARMONY BRICKWORKS KILN PRODUCTION FIGURES
MARCH–DECEMBER 1893
DATE SET

March 13–31
April 12–
May 4
May 31–
June 20
June 22–
July 28
July 14–
August 8
August 7–
August 23
August 23–
September 8
September 8–
September 26

DATE
UNLOADED
May 6–
September 6
June 14–
August 7
July 31–
October 31
August 22–
September 12
September 13–
November 13
September 29–
November 29
Illegible

KILN
NUMBER

FIRED
RAW
NUMBER
BRICK
BRICK
OF
UNLOADED
SET IN
BRICKS
FROM
KILN
LOST
KILN

PERCENT
OF
BRICKS
LOST

4

359,300

337,510

21,790

6%

3

400,500

384,550

15,950

4%

1

354,600

330,800

23,800

7%

2

345,300

331,200

141,000

4%

3

389,650

357,600

32,050

8%

7

374,600

343,300

31,100

8%

4

Illegible

Illegible

Illegible

Unknown

November 15–
2
Illegible
Illegible
Illegible
Unknown
March 11
June 26–
September 20–
August 9
1
340,200
324,250
15,950
5%
October 14
(1894)
October 16–
February 14–
3
390,700
334,350
56,350
14%
November 7
July 2 (1894)
May 22–
November 7–
September 13
7
355,200
323,175
32,025
9%
December 1
(1894)
June 25–
December 1–
August 16
5
93,500
84,500
9,000
10%
December 12
(1894)
December 7–
July 24–25
6
92,500
86,300
6,200
7%
December 15
(1894)
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed Harmony Society
Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.
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The Harmony Society Brickworks in 1894
The 1894 Harmony Society map of the brickworks is the best source of information on the
layout of the facility during its first six years of operation (Figure 4.25). The 1894 tax records
refer only vaguely to the extent of the brickyard, with a simple entry regarding “brick kiln
houses and machinery” (PSA, Leet Township 1894:Allegheny County Tax Records [ACTR]
Record Group 47). The 1894 map, however, shows a cluster of tightly spaced buildings on
the north side of Leet Street and a series of more widely spaced buildings on the street’s
south side. The arrangement of the buildings on the map is consistent with that shown on
Sanborn maps of other medium-sized brick factories of the 1890s (Figures 4.26–4.28).
Analysis of the 1894 survey map and comparison with other Pittsburgh brick plants of the
period allows us to form a hypothesis about the functions of the main buildings on site
(Figure 4.29). In many brick factories in Pennsylvania and Ohio built ca. 1885–1900, there
was often a large building next to a group of tightly clustered kilns. The brickyard usually
used this large building as a brick drying facility, and workers also often stored mined clay,
processed clay, and molded bricks in this structure. On the 1894 map of the Harmony
Brickworks, the large irregularly shaped building that measures approximately 300 by 125
feet appears to be a suitable structure for these operations. This building could have easily
housed piles of clay, the soak pits, brick-stamping machinery, and large drying floors. It is
almost certain that brick drying occurred in the large building. Drying houses usually
required a large floor space and were located in close proximity to the kilns, such as the one
shown in Figure 4.26. This building is the only structure on the 1894 map that was
sufficiently large and close enough to the kilns to have served this purpose. In addition, a
railroad track ran from this building to a remote, undeveloped area of the site. This track may
have been used to transfer raw clay from the clay pits to the soak pits. If this was the case, it
supports the hypothesis that the soak pits were also located in this building. This track is
visible in the upper part of Figure 4.29, where it intersects the two north wings of the Main
Building, crosses Leet Street, and then continues to the east.
In most brick factories, the brick-molding machine was located near the soak pits and drying
floors, so molding operations were probably also located in the large building. If these
activities were not located in this facility, they probably would have been located on the
south side of Leet Street, in the extremely small buildings far from the kilns. This would have
been an inefficient arrangement of facilities and would have been inconsistent with the
standard layout of other similarly sized brick factories in the Pittsburgh area.
According to tax records, there were seven kilns at the Harmony Brickworks by 1895. In
1895, 1896, 1898, and 1900, lists of Harmonist holdings include seven brick kilns, one
drying house, and machinery. Records were unavailable for 1897 and 1899 (PSA 1895–
1900:ACTR, Record Group 47). The five rectangular brick buildings shown on the 1894
Wilkins Engineering map appear to be five large kilns. The 1894 survey map also identified
two small square buildings on the south side of the wood-frame drying house as brick
masonry buildings. As shown in Figure 4.29, these buildings might be the two smaller kilns
described in 1897 (Hopkins 1897:156–157). The function of a third brick building on the
south side of Leet Street is undetermined, but because of the structure’s small size and
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location at the Leet Street entrance to the plant, it might have served as an office for the
brickworks (Figure 4.29).
The 1894 map also depicted a grid-like network of roads extending into the southern portion
of the brickworks property. This area of the site remained largely undeveloped, but in two
locations along these roads, there were similar clusters of small rectangular buildings, the
long sides of which faced the road. Although the precise function of these structures is
unknown, they may have served as storage facilities for the finished brick (Figure 4.29). Both
clusters of buildings were grouped near the plant’s roads, and they were relatively close to
the railroad spur that connected the factory to the main line of the Pittsburgh, Chicago, and
Fort Wayne Railroad.
The 1894 map does not show any worker housing in the immediate vicinity of the plant. The
map does indicate, however, that the Harmony Society owned 18 to 20 buildings northwest
of the brickworks along Beaver Pike. The development pattern, size, and shape of these
structures suggest that they were residential buildings. The Harmony Society may have used
these structures as worker housing for brickworks employees. The Harmonists may have also
rented some of them to private individuals. There are few references in the records of the
Harmony Brickworks to rental housing, and there is no compelling evidence to indicate
whether the Harmony Society provided extensive housing for brickyard employees. Two
small brick buildings believed to be houses were located on plant property south of Leet
Street, but there is no evidence to suggest that these dwellings were used for worker housing.
Declining Profitability, 1894–1896
The early 1890s were problematic for the Harmony Brickworks, but the plant remained busy
during 1892 and posted profits for that year and 1893. In contrast, the years 1894–1896 were
a disaster, according to plant financial summaries. The plant’s annual sales figures for these
three years were reported as hovering between $23,260 and $26,073, and the plant suffered
significant financial losses for all three years. Losses amounted to $1,358 in 1894, $304 in
1895, and a staggering $3,033 in 1896. Accounting practices at the Harmony Brickworks
were rather irregular, so the reliability of these profit and loss figures is questionable.
However, these figures are the only cumulative data that allow some assessment of the
plant’s annual financial performance.
Further signs of financial difficulty appear in the tax records for 1895 (Appendix C). In that
year, John Duss formed the Union Company, a land holding corporation, and deeded all
lands owned by the Harmony Society to that company. The stated purpose of the company
was to keep the land out of the hands of a number of individuals who were suing the
Harmony Society. Some of these individuals claimed to be the heirs of George Rapp and
maintained that they were entitled to part of the Society’s assets. The sudden appearance in
1895 of the Union Company as a major landholder in Leet Township suggests that the
Harmonists were threatened by multiple lawsuits claiming ownership of their property.
Correspondence from these years provided few hints about the cause of the financial
problems. The factory seems to have sold brick rapidly during much of this period, although
plant correspondence from the period emphasized the seasonal nature of the building
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industry. The factory occasionally shut down during late December or January, and
correspondence reflects the significant drop in demand for bricks during the winter. For
example, in November 1894, Blackstone wrote that he was hoping to secure a job that would
require more than 1 million bricks to “help us through the winter” (PSA:HSM 248). Later
that month, Blackstone wrote Harmony Society accountant James Dickson, “(w)e have
begun to feel that winter has set in. Orders are hard to get just now” (PSA:HSM 248). By
December 1895, however, Blackstone wrote to Duss and Reithmueller that “(w)e are still
doing some business and hope to keep open all winter, and I think we will” (PSA:HSM 248).
A more serious weather-related problem was flooding. The plant’s location on the Ohio
River flood plain left it vulnerable to rising river levels. In January 1895, Blackstone reported
the following account of flooding at the plant to Duss and Reithmueller: “the water is at a
stand now, and we think the danger to the trestle is past. It was a question for a while as to
whether we could save it, as there was about seven acres of drift and ice above it, but we
finally worked it through” (PSA:HSM 248). Later that month, Blackstone made a second
report to Duss and Reithmueller, stating “(w)e will not be able to run for some time yet, on
account of the water in the clay pit. We hope to get the water pumped out at the end of this
week” (PSA:HSM 248). Water in clay pits could be a serious problem for a brick factory, as
indicated by the following quote in the “Mining of Clays” section of the West Virginia
Geological Survey of 1906: “Water is often a source of trouble in pits, for the rise of streams
or a season of rain will fill them, and the work be discontinued until the water seeps out or is
pumped out by hand or steam power pumps. When the clays are soaked with water they are
heavy and difficult to work and it requires a considerable period of time to dry them”
(Grimsley 1906:94).
Another problem at the Harmony Brickworks during the period 1894–1896 was fuel. For
most of its earlier existence, the Harmony Brickworks had been able to rely on a consistent
supply of natural gas provided by wells owned by the Harmony Society. Natural gas was an
efficient, clean-burning fuel, and the ability to obtain it directly from the Harmony Society
with no markup for profit was a great advantage. But at the end of 1894, problems with the
gas supply began to arise. In November 1894, Blackstone wrote the following to Harmony
trustees Duss and Reithmueller: “We are clear out of gas this morning and will have to burn
wood until we can get it far on enough to use coal. It is very bad for the brick, these changes
of temperature, but we have to bring it through, as there are some important contracts
depending on it” (PSA:HSM 248).
The gas supply problems continued into 1895. In December 1895, Blackstone again wrote to
Duss and Reithmueller: “On account of the irregularity of the supply of gas, Mess. Weber
Bros. say that they are put to a great deal of extra expense, which they say that they cannot
stand. Part of the day it comes on strong enough, but it is liable to quit at any time, and they
either need to send the men home, or wait until it comes on again, which is very uncertain
and expensive to them. They would like if possible to know what they can depend upon”
(PSA:HSM 248).
Further shortages of the gas supply are reflected in Harmony Brickworks correspondence
from the month of January in both 1896 and 1897 (PSA:HSM 248). The most likely
explanation of the yearly January gas shortage starting in 1895 was increased winter gas
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consumption at Economy. Since the 1880s, Economy had been using gas from the Harmony
Society wells for lighting, and by the 1890s, the Harmonite town was likely using gas for
heat as well.
At the Harmony Brickworks, operators used gas to water-smoke the brick, the process by
which residual moisture was removed from the bricks before they were subjected to the full
heat of the firing process. Gas also heated the kilns during the first half of the firing process,
while slack coal fueled the second half of the firing process (Harmony Society’s Brickworks
1898:296). Without gas, operators of the Harmony Brickworks had to delay initiation of the
firing process until the gas supply stabilized. These delays were costly and introduced a high
level of instability and uncertainty to the plant’s operation schedules. Delays in lighting the
kilns also may have delayed shipments to customers. The other alternative was to purchase
wood to start the kiln fires for water-smoking, and then use coal for the rest of the firing
process. Either way, the interruption of the gas supply would have meant higher costs for the
brickworks.
One positive aspect of this period was the rehabilitation of factory facilities. An extensive
renovation of the kiln furnaces began in December 1895 (Tables 4.5–4.6). Since demand for
brick usually slowed in the winter, December was the ideal time to repair facilities.
Correspondence indicated that many kiln furnaces were renovated at this time. In December
1895, the factory requested price quotes for furnace doors, and for 100 iron bars measuring 3
feet in length. In January 1896, Blackstone wrote that the plant had “just finished 15 furnaces
and started fires in them, and they work beautifully” (PSA:HSM 248). At the same time,
Blackstone also requested a price quote for enough grate bars for an additional 15 furnaces,
each of which measured 3 feet by 20 inches. Blackstone also mentioned the need for 15
additional furnace doors and door hooks (PSA:HSM 248). Also in January 1896, Blackstone
asked Duss and Reithmueller to send $147.38 for labor in making changes to the factory’s
drying floor. Blackstone also mentioned that he hoped to be making bricks again by the
following week, and to have fires in the new furnaces by the next Monday (PSA:HSM 248).
Floods and Fire at the Harmony Society Brickworks, 1897
If there is one year that represents the low point in the 13-year history of the Harmony
Brickworks, it is 1897. In that year floods damaged the factory, and Harmony Society leaders
decided to close the plant. A scheme to lease the brickyard to a tenant rescued the factory
from permanent idleness, but a fire at the plant in April 1897 canceled this agreement. The
brickyard was uninsured, and it was only in August 1897 that the fire damage was repaired
and the factory resumed operations.
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TABLE 4.5. FURNACE HARDWARE SUPPLIED TO HARMONY
BRICKWORKS
DATE

July 1890

SUPPLIER

Herman &
Wreffel
(Harmony
Trustees)

December 1895

Olive Stove
Wares,
Rochester,
PA

December 1895

Thomas
Carlin Sons,
Allegheny,
PA

MATERIALS
1¼" iron bars—
31' long
1¼" iron bars—
4' long
1" iron bars—
2' long
Iron bars—19"
long
Iron bars—20"
long

36

Iron hooks

24

Square iron bars—
4' long

12

Iron bars

250

3' iron bars

January 1896

Thomas
Carlin Sons,
Allegheny,
PA

QUANTITY
6
6

20
12

100

Furnace doors

NA

Iron hooks

NA

Grate bars
(3' x 20")

Enough
for 15
furnaces

MATERIAL
USE
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Kiln grates,
hardware
Furnace grates?
Furnace grates
and doors
Furnace grates
and doors
Furnace grates
and doors
Furnace grates
and doors

Furnace grates
and doors
Furnace grates
Hooks
15
and doors
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed
Harmony Society Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.
Cost information is not available.
Doors
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15

TABLE 4.6. BOILER AND PUMP COMPONENTS SUPPLIED TO
HARMONY BRICKWORKS
DATE

SUPPLIER

September 1890

Rustless Ironworks,
Pittsburgh, PA

July 1893

Morris Machine
Works,
Baldwinsville, NY

April 1897

Henry Martin,
Lancaster, PA

June 1897

Thomas Carlin Sons,
Allegheny, PA

June 1897

Niles Boiler Co.,
Niles, OH

MATERIALS

QUANTITY

MATERIAL
USE

2" pipe
4" pipe
2" elbows
4" elbows
2" valves
4" valves
2" T
4" nipple
4" flange
Saucer part of
a #3 upright
Heald & Sisco
pump
#4 bevel gear
cogs
Steam boiler
with 40 flues,
14' x 4'
Tubular steam
boiler—44" x 14'
with smokestack
fixtures

600
200
4
2
2
1
1
1
2

Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe
Iron pipe

1

Pump
component

22

Steam engine
parts

1

Boiler

1

Boiler

For
10' x 5' x 10'
hall steam
pump
Hall Steam Pipe Co.,
January 1898
Pittsburgh, PA
For
10' x 5' x 10'
Valves
24
hall steam
pump
Olive Stove Works,
Boiler
January 1899
Grate bars
4
Rochester, PA
component
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed
Harmony Society Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.
Cost information is not available.
Springs

24

These misfortunes began early in 1897. Factory correspondence from March 1897 indicates
that another round of high water on February 23, 1897, washed away the plant’s trestle. A
subsequent letter from that month refers to the plant being “on an island” and indicates that
boats were needed to travel to and from the plant (PSA:HSM 249).
The flood may have convinced John Duss that the Harmony Brickworks was no longer worth
operating. In a letter to Duss and Reithmueller in February 1897, Blackstone indicated that he
understood that the Trustees had “decided to close the brick works” (PSA:HSM 249:6).
Blackstone went on to ask, “What is the least you will rent it for, and what will you charge
for gas? I will look around and see if I can get a partner or a customer, but will have to know
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what you want first” (PSA:HSM 249:6). This discussion continued as follows in a letter from
Blackstone to Duss dated March 10, 1897:
I am very sorry that you have concluded to suspend operations, now that better times
seem so near, and if you will give me a chance, I think that I can do something with
it.…What are the best terms that you will give it to me for five years, with the
privilege of renting it longer, at the same rates, from year to year. Also, what will you
do for us as to gas? You must take into account how quickly a plant of this kind goes
into decay when it is not in use. If you give us pretty liberal terms as to gas I feel
pretty confident that I can interest men who have capital if they don’t have to risk too
much. I have told Mr. Adam Weber, as you had requested me to do, and he says that
they want a settlement so they can get out of here by the first of April [PSA:HSM
249:51].
On April 1, 1897, Blackstone wrote the following letter to John C. Devine of Alliance, Ohio:
Mr. Duss informs me that you have leased this works and wished to know when you
will take possession. I also received your letter this A.M. and will be pleased to see
you and talk the matter w/you. There is a good pair of horses here that are trained to
do the shifting of cars, that you can get pretty cheap, probably $125.00. If you can sell
yours for that or more, I would advise you to do it.…If you are going to start up at
once, there is quite a good deal to be done before doing so. The water should be
pumped out of the clay pit, at once, in order to get it dry enough to work, that will
take about a week after getting the pump going. If you come down soon it would be
better, then you can see just what is to be done at once, but if you say so, we will
begin getting the pipes connected up, and the water will start to flow from the clay pit
[PSA:HSM 249].
Three days later, Blackstone wrote that “(b)eginning Monday morning next, Mr. John Devine
of Alliance, Ohio will have leased these works” (PSA:HSM 249). Further letters from
Blackstone to Devine from March 1897 discussed questions regarding pay, books, changing
the name of the factory, orders, and supplies.
There were no further references in Harmony Society records to the lease. Devine’s name did
not reappear in later correspondence, and the leasing plan seems to have been short-lived.
A fire broke out at the Harmony Brickworks sometime in April 1897. The extent of the fire is
unknown, but the factory was still rebuilding during the summer of 1897. In July 1897,
Blackstone wrote: “We had a fire here and were burnt out a short time ago, and no insurance.
We are rebuilding and will soon be in better shape than ever…and will not be making any
brick until August 1” (PSA:HSM 249). Later correspondence indicated that the plant was
producing again by August 1897 and was shipping brick by late September 1897. The fire
may have caused the demise of the leasing scheme.
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Overview of the Later Years, 1898–1899
Despite the poor financial performance of 1894–1896, damaging floods, the attempt to lease
the plant, and the 1897 fire, there was a great deal of resolve to get the plant on track again in
1898. The plant was rebuilt after the fire, and a steam tunnel brick drier was built for the
plant. However, difficulties continued to hamper the Harmony Brickworks’ ability to operate
successfully during its final years.
The factory’s flood-prone location continued to be a problem. On March 26, 1898, Henry
Blackstone wrote the following in a letter to William McIntyre & Sons in Sharon,
Pennsylvania: “We have just received your order for 100,000 select hard brick, and regret
exceedingly that we cannot fill it. Have just taken an order for that many front brick together
with 600,000 fillers, and with the other orders we have, we could not finish them for two
months. We have just met with a very serious set back by this high water. We had about
300,000 green brick in #1 kiln, and the water just came high enough to melt the arches down,
necessitating removing what are good of them to another kiln. Then it will be 2 or 3 weeks
before we can get started making brick” (PSA:HSM 249:384).
Fuel-related operational problems surfaced at the Harmony Brickworks at the end of the
nineteenth century. A steady fuel supply was essential to the successful operation of the
kilns. The Harmony Society discovered gas on its property as early as 1883 and was using
natural gas for streetlights and other amenities in Economy during the 1880s (Knoedler
1954:44). The June 1898 Brick article indicated that the Harmony Brickworks was using
natural gas for the first half of the firing process and slack coal to finish the firing.
A letter of January 1898 written to John Duss by the Harmony Brickworks superintendent
indicates that the short gas supply was causing problems: “In consideration of the
unreliability of the supply of gas, I would suggest that we get out about 209 cords of wood
and have it on hand in case that it was needed. We can get that much probably from the pile
of drift that is close by. When the kiln is filled, it ought to be burned, and once started it must
be kept going…get wood chopped at about $0.65 a cord” (PSA:HSM 249).
A chart of gas pressure at the Harmony Brickworks showed a marked downward trend for
the last 10 days of June 1899. In a letter of August 24, 1899, Harmony Brickworks
management complained that the Harmony Society was planning to use all of its gas for the
town of Economy after October 15, 1899. The writer also complained that the cost of coke
and coal necessary to run the kilns would be higher. The writer stated, “(o)ur people do not
enthuse over selling brick not made. In fact, they do not care to take any contracts involving
so many probabilities” (PSA:HSM 249).
By late 1899 the plant was completely dependent on coal to fire brick. Problems then
emerged with the coal supply. In October 1899, plant management wrote a letter to J. M.
Wallis in Altoona, Ohio, for his help in quickly supplying their slack coal needs. A portion of
the letter is as follows:
Through your kindness…we were able to get slack to our kiln of red hot brick in time
to save it from ruin on account of lack of fuel. We deal with Stockdale Coal Co.
PN&C and as our brick burners are now acquainted with the performance of their
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slack in getting out our special shade of stock brick, we hesitate about changing coal.
We are now confronted with a total shutdown unless we can get more fuel. Two cars
run of mine and five cars slack will let us out until Lake trade closes. At present, we
are working on a large contract of facing brick from Westinghouse Air Brake,
Wilmerding (P. F. Lee, Contractor), and if we shut down now, our chances for other
work at Wilmerding are slight [PSA:HSM 249].
The Demise of the Harmony Brickworks, 1900–1901
Records indicate that the Harmony Society Brickworks continued operation into the
beginning of the twentieth century. The factory sold large numbers of brick in 1900 and
1901. In its last two years of operations, the factory was shipping large amounts of brick to
Christ Mauser, a builder or architect working in Youngstown, Ohio. By late 1901, records
appear that document the closing and dismantling of the factory.
By August 1901, the decision was made to close the plant. Builders continued to send
requests to the Harmony Brickworks, but beginning in August 1901, the plant management
replied that the brickyard had no more brick to sell and would not produce any additional
brick. One of the last pieces of correspondence that came out of the plant was a letter dated
October 26, 1901, to the Henry Martin Company, offering to sell the Harmony Brickworks
Letter A model brick machine, in running order, for $375.00 (PSA:HSM 250:105).

Facilities
In 1897, the National Association of Brick Manufacturers held its annual conference in
Pittsburgh. After the conference, the manufacturing trade journal Brick (1898) featured a
series of profiles of operating brick production plants in the Pittsburgh area. One of these
profiles, an article on the “Harmony Society’s Brickworks, Economy, PA,” provided
valuable information on the plant facilities. In addition, Clays and Clay Industries of
Pennsylvania (1897) by Thomas Hopkins contained a brief profile of the Harmony
Brickworks. Information on plant operations is also available in the records of the Harmony
Brickworks microfilmed by the Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission. Based
on these sources, information from the 1894 map, and background information from
contemporary accounts and modern histories of the brick industry, we can form a fairly
detailed picture of operations at the Harmony Brickworks as it existed in the late 1890s.
Clay Mining
Multiple late nineteenth-century sources cited the mining of clay on brickworks property. An
1898 article indicated that the plant’s grounds covered 50 acres of land and that sandy
surface clay was being mined (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). The area’s
clay was described in Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania as part of the discussion of
the nearby Penn Brick Works. The description is as follows: “The clay used by the Penn
Brick Co., Ltd., is obtained from an alluvial flat situated 200 yards from the Ohio River and
at about the present high water mark. The clay is about eight feet thick, rather sandy, and
decidedly homogeneous in quality. It is soft and easily worked, making it well-adapted to the
soft-mud machines in which it is used” (Hopkins 1897:156).
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The book also notes, “The yard of the Harmony Brick Company is situated about threequarters of a mile further down the Ohio River than that of the Penn Brick Co., and the clay
banks of both companies are exactly similar in all respects” (Hopkins 1897:157).
These accounts and other references to the local clay in the Harmony Brickworks records
indicate that this material was high-quality clay and that it was highly suitable for making
bricks using the soft-mud method used at the Harmony Brickworks. The high sand content
may have actually improved the suitability of the clay for brickmaking. Many brickworks
added sand to the clay, since a higher sand content reduced shrinkage and cracking of the
unfired bricks as they were drying (Gurcke 1987:12).
The above passage by Hopkins indicates that clay deposits in this area were located about
200 feet from the Ohio River’s high-water mark. If this were true for the Harmony
Brickworks site, it indicates that clay mining probably took place west of the plant, on land
along the Ohio River. Company records provided little information on the exact location of
the clay banks, aside from references to clay mining by the company’s “trestle.” The exact
location of this trestle is unknown, but numerous descriptions of flood damage to the trestle
in 1891, 1895, and 1897 indicate that it was sufficiently close to the Ohio River that it
flooded on a regular basis. In reference to the Harmony Brickworks, Hopkins indicates that
“When the Ohio River reaches its high water mark, it floods both the yard and the clay bank”
(Hopkins 1897:157).
Considering that the clay vein was only 8–10 feet deep, workers probably accessed the clay
using simple surface mining methods. The mining during this period was commonly
accomplished by manual labor using shovels and picks. In 1898, the plant ordered “short
handled polished steel shovels for the clay pit” (PSA:HSM 249:428). An 1897 inventory of
the plant’s equipment also contains a number of references to picks and shovels, but does not
mention a steam shovel or any other power machinery used to mine clay during the 1890s
(PSA:HSM 249:105).
The 1898 Brick article stated that the clay, once mined, was hauled in cars by a steam engine
(Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). Many brickworks in the 1890s used
narrow-gauge railroads to transport the clay in small wooden dumper cars. In less automated
brickyards, human or horsepower often moved these cars, although steam-powered
transportation was common by the 1890s. A photograph included in the 1898 article showed
a narrow-gauge railroad in use at the plant (Figure 4.30). The 1894 facility map indicated that
rail lines stretched from the main building to remote portions of the brickworks site. This
remote area may have served as a clay mining area, although it is a considerable distance
from the river, putting it in conflict with Hopkins’ description of the clay banks’ location
within 200 feet of the Ohio River’s high-water mark (Hopkins 1897:157).
Clay Processing
The fairly minimal clay processing at the Harmony Brickworks indicates that the site
possessed high-quality clay that did not require extensive processing. This is supported by
comments in Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania that attested to the clay’s high
quality and its natural suitability for soft-mud brickmaking (Hopkins 1897:156–157).
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The 1898 Brick article indicated that the average daily “task” at the Harmony Brickworks
was completion of a set of 20,000 bricks. Company correspondence associated with a steam
drier purchased in 1897 also cited the production figure of 20,000 bricks per day (PSA:HSM
249). Based on this figure, it is likely that each of the two soak pits held enough clay for
approximately 20,000 bricks, and that crews used clay from one pit while the other was being
filled. In comparison, Davis indicated that a ring pit measuring 20 feet in diameter and 2 feet
deep would have only held enough clay for 14,000 bricks (Davis 1971:10 [1884]).
Soft-Mud Brick Molding
According to a contemporary trade journal, by 1898 the Harmony Brickworks molded all of
its bricks using the soft-mud method (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296) with a
pair of Henry Martin Letter A model machines (Figure 4.9 and Table 4.7). When the plant
purchased replacement molds for their machines in the late 1890s, there were problems with
the wood of the molds splitting. In addition, at least one set of molds that the factory
purchased was cut incorrectly and would not fit into the Henry Martin machines.
There is further information on the molding process in the Harmony Brickworks
correspondence that ordered replacement molds for a Henry Martin machine. The wooden
molds in use at the Harmony Brickworks produced six bricks at a time. Molds made for the
machine in 1899 were designed to produce a raw brick measuring 9-5/8" by 4¾" by 2¾"
(PSA:HSM 249:622). Since bricks shrink during firing, the finished bricks would have been
somewhat smaller.
For an inventory list of machinery at the Harmony Brickworks in 1897, see Appendix B.
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TABLE 4.7. BRICK MOLDS AND MACHINERY ITEMS SUPPLIED TO
HARMONY BRICKWORKS
DATE

SUPPLIER

MATERIALS

QUANTITY

COST
INFORMATION

MATERIAL
USE

June 1897

H. Martin,
Lancaster, PA

6-brick capacity mold

Not Available
(NA)

NA

September
1897

H. Martin,
Lancaster, PA

Brick mold

8

NA

December
1897

DJC Arnold,
New London,
OH

6-brick capacity mold
(size 9-5/8" x 4¾" x 25/8")
Octagon brick mold

20

NA

NA

NA

Wearing strip for gate

1

NA

Brick mold (9-5/8" x
4¾" x 2-5/8" with 5/8"
partitions)
Brick mold (9-5/8" x
4¾" x 2-5/8" with 5/8"
partitions)
#21½ wearing strip

16

$1.75/mold

Brick molds for
Henry Martin
Letter A Brick
Machine
Brick molds for
Henry Martin
Letter A Brick
Machine
Brick molds for
Henry Martin
Machine
Brick molds for
Henry Martin
Machine
Brick machine
part?
Brick molds

16

$2.00/mold

Brick molds

1

NA

For gate of
Henry Martin
Machine
Brick molds

July 1898
January
1899
January
1990
April 1900

H. Martin,
Lancaster, PA
DJC Arnold,
New London,
OH
DJC Arnold,
New London,
OH
Henry Martin,
Lancaster, PA

January
1901

DJC Arnold,
Brick mold (9-5/8" x
16
$2.00/mold
New London,
4¾" x 2-5/8" with 5/8"
OH
partitions)
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed Harmony Society
Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.

Drying
Harmony Brickworks records indicate that a drying floor was in use at the plant from 1889–
1897, but these documents do not specify the type of drying floor that was in use (PSA:HSM
248). Comparison of the drying house on the 1894 Harmony Brickworks map with
contemporary brickyard facilities in Pittsburgh suggests that a hot floor was in use, although
company records never used the term “hot floor” in connection with their drying system. In
January 1896, the factory requested $147.38 from the Harmony Society for labor associated
with “making changes” to the “dry floor,” but the records do not specify the nature of these
changes (PSA:HSM 248). It is doubtful that an unheated drying floor could have dried bricks
quickly enough to keep pace with the production goal of 20,000 bricks a day, so it is more
likely that a hot floor was in use. On 1893 Sanborn maps of 12 Pittsburgh brick factories
surveyed for this study, only two plants had drying facilities that were specifically labeled as
hot floors. However, many other factories had large drying floors that may have been hot
floors, even though they were not labeled as such.
One Pittsburgh plant had a drying kiln, and one facility, the H. H. Benz Brickyard, had a
drying tunnel. The use of the term “dry floor” at the Harmony Brickworks indicates that a
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drying tunnel was not in use at the plant from 1889–1897. Plant manager Henry Blackstone
did send an inquiry regarding tunnel driers to the Buffalo Forge Company in Buffalo, New
York, in February 1892 (PSA:HSM 247). There is, however, no evidence to indicate that the
Harmony Brickworks actually purchased a tunnel drier at that time. Although the main
building complex shown on the 1894 maps of the Harmony Brickworks is quite long, none of
the buildings on these maps has the long, narrow dimensions required for a tunnel drier.
By June 1897, two months after a serious fire at the Harmony Brickworks, the factory
contacted the Wolff Drier Company of Chicago. In one letter, Harmony Brickworks
superintendent Henry Blackstone requested that Wolff send a man to the Harmony
Brickworks to “help us get ready” (PSA:HSM 249). In the same month, the factory also sent
a request to Thomas Carlisle and Sons in Allegheny City for a “good steam boiler, about the
size of the one we have, which is 14 x 4 feet, with 40 flues. If you have a good second
handed one, it would probably answer our purposes” (PSA:HSM 249). This boiler may have
been intended as a steam source for a tunnel drier, or for a steam-heated drying floor.
Additional comments appeared regarding a steam drier in the following months. In August
1897 Blackstone stated, “we have not gotten the new drier to work just right” (PSA:HSM
249). By September 1897, Blackstone had stated that “We have just finished putting more
steam pipe in the dryer, and it looks this morning as though it would dry 20,000 a day allright
[sic], so we will have no trouble in that way. This dryer is the only thing that has kept us
back” (PSA:HSM 249:268). Later that month, Blackstone commented, “the dryer is doing
better since we put the extra pipe in it” (PSA:HSM 249).
In November 1897, the plant returned two pieces of 5-inch pipe with caps, one tap measuring
1.5 inches, and two return bend headers to the Wolff Dryer Company (PSA:HSM 249).
Correspondence from that month stated “the Dryer is far from being a success.” (PSA:HSM
249). By March 1898, the company wrote the American Clay Working Machinery Company,
stating: “We do not wish to put in a new dryer at present, but wanted to see your plan in view
of making some alterations to a Wolff dryer that doesn’t come up to the requirements”
(PSA:HSM 249:367). Despite the many complaints regarding the dryer, the company
contacted the Wolff Company in June 1898 to request a price quote on a dryer measuring 80
feet in length (PSA:HSM 249).
The 1898 Brick article mentioned a steam drier at the Harmony Brickworks. The article
stated that “A steam drier was being started on the occasion of our visit; it was not in perfect
shape then, but, being under the personal supervision of Andrew A. Barron, there was no
question about satisfactory results” (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:296). This text
may indicate that the alterations discussed in March 1898 had already been made, and that
the factory was restarting the dryer by June 1898.
The steam drier at the Harmony Brickworks is visible in a photograph that accompanied the
1898 article in Brick (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898; Figure 4.30). The appearance
and plan of the steam drier in the photograph correspond to illustrations of such structures in
contemporary trade magazines. The drier was adjacent to the five large kilns, with two sets of
railroad tracks running between the kilns and the drier. The specific location of the drier is
not completely clear from the photograph. While the drier appears in the photograph, it is not
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included on the 1894 map of the brick factory, and the photograph provides insufficient
information to pinpoint the drier’s exact location relative to nearby buildings. It is possible
that the steam drier was built on empty land west of the five kilns, one of the few pieces of
empty land shown on the 1894 map that was adjacent to the kilns. However, the construction
of the drier on this site would have required the removal of railroad tracks that led directly to
the five updraft kilns, and this would have disrupted an important part of the plant’s
transportation network. It is more likely that the old drying house, a wood-frame building
located dangerously close to the kilns, was destroyed in the 1897 fire. The steam drier visible
in the 1898 photograph may have been constructed on the site of the old drying floor, while
separate facilities could have been built for the soak pits and the Henry Martin brick
machines. This hypothesis can only be confirmed through archaeological excavation.
Concerning the water supply for the drier and the rest of the plant, the 1898 Brick article on
the Harmony Brickworks stated the following: “Water is from the river. This filters through
sand, and gives no trouble, either in the boilers or with the brick (Harmony Society’s
Brickworks 1898:296). The plant had a reservoir on top of a hill on the east side of the
Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Fort Wayne Railroad. The 1898 Brick article mentioned that: “(t)he
means of fighting fire now consist of a water tank with stand pipes and a hose on the works,
connected with a reservoir on top of a hill” (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:296).
Kilns and the Firing Process
Once the raw bricks had dried sufficiently, workers transferred them to one of the Harmony
Brickworks kilns and stacked them in preparation for burning (Figure 4.31). The five large
kilns at the Harmony Brickworks were periodic, rectangular, open-top updraft kilns. These
kilns measured approximately 80 by 40 feet, a common kiln size for small to medium-sized
plants in late nineteenth-century western Pennsylvania. The Harmony Brickworks kilns were
described in 1898 as “Wingard Updraft Kilns” (PSA:HSM 249:377). A Sanborn map of the
Diebold Brick Works in Canton, Ohio, showed a series of kilns similar in dimension to the
Harmony kilns, labeled “Wind Guard Kilns” (Figure 4.27). This reference appears to be a
corruption of the term “Wingard” and most likely represented an established kiln brand or
company.
The 1897 publication Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania indicated that the Harmony
Brickworks had five kilns, each with a capacity of 400,000 bricks, and two additional kilns
that each had a capacity of 125,000 bricks (Hopkins 1897:156–157). In contrast, the 1898
Brick article on the Harmony Brickworks reported that the plant had five kilns, each with a
capacity of 375,000 bricks, and three additional kilns that each had a capacity of 150,000
bricks (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). While the figures given by these two
sources do not correspond exactly, it is clear that the factory had five main kilns and at least
two additional smaller kilns. The brick capacity figures cited are likely rough
approximations. Archaeological excavation might confirm the location of the kilns. The large
kilns are shown on both the surveyor’s map of 1894 and in the 1898 photograph of the
brickworks. The two smaller kilns may have been located immediately south of the drying
house. The location of a third small kiln mentioned in the 1898 article is unknown.
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Since the kilns at the Harmony Brickworks were periodic kilns, as opposed to the more
automated continuous kilns, the bricks were stacked in the kiln by hand, fired, and then
removed from the kiln by hand (Figure 4.32). The next set of bricks was then placed into the
kiln for the next firing, and the firing process restarted with each batch of bricks. While this
method was labor-intensive, the more efficient continuous kilns with their constant firing
process were not suitably developed for effective use until the last decade of the nineteenth
century (Gurcke 1987:33–34).
There is little evidence for the details of the firing process at the Harmony Brickworks. The
1898 Brick article provided a few hints: “The burning takes two weeks although it could be
done in less time, but the best rich color is believed to be obtained with the slow burn. The
fuel used in burning is natural gas half the time, the finish is done with slack coal. Five car
loads of slack will burn a kiln of brick, making the cost about 50 cents per ton for fuel; this is
without counting the gas, as the company owns the gas wells” (Harmony Society’s
Brickworks 1898:295–296).
In January 1896, the Harmony Brickworks ordered “furnace doors and hooks,” suggesting
that iron or steel furnace doors may have been in use at that time (PSA:HSM 248). However,
in September 1897, the company requested sixteen tiles measuring 3 inches by 12 inches by
17 inches for “furnace doors” from the S. Barnes Company, at a cost of 20 cents per tile
(PSA:HSM 249). A second request for the same type of tile was made to an unidentified fire
brick company in Pittsburgh. The writer commented that the tile needed to be “pretty hard as
not to break in falling 2 or 3 feet, and at the same time stand a good deal of heat, for furnace
doors on kilns” (PSA:HSM 249:266). Different kiln door systems appear to have been used
at various times in the history of the brickworks. Iron doors were probably used for actual
furnace doors, while tiles may have been used to cover kiln air vents.
Company correspondence indicated that firing with a mixture of natural gas and slack coal
continued at the Harmony Brickworks through 1899. On at least one occasion when gas was
temporarily unavailable, wood was used to start the kiln fires. In August 1899, the Harmony
Society announced that all natural gas supplies would be used in the future exclusively for
the needs of the Old Economy settlement. After that point, a combination of coke and slack
coal, a type of coal with a fairly fine consistency, was used for firing at the brickworks. The
Stockdale Coal Company provided coal for the factory in 1899. Apparently, the Harmony
Brickworks preferred to deal with the same coal company over a long period of time, perhaps
because the quality of the coal used in firing the kilns affected the color and quality of the
brick. Plant managers wrote: “We deal with Stockdale Coal and as our burners are now
acquainted with the performance of their slack in getting out special shade of stock brick we
hesitate about changing coal” (PSA:HSM 249).
Once the two-week firing was completed, the bricks could not be removed from the kiln
immediately, but needed time to cool sufficiently (Figure 4.21). The amount of cooling time
required depended upon the type of clay that was used to make the bricks and the size of the
kiln. Larger kilns with heavy walls needed three to five days of cooling time (Morrison
1971:34 [1890]). Records indicate, however, that the kilns at the Harmony Brickworks
usually took at least seven days to cool, and sometimes “much longer” (PSA:HSM 249).
Once the bricks were sufficiently cooled, they were ready for the market. Company records
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indicate that some bricks were sold after being loaded into storage sheds, while others were
loaded directly onto railroad cars from the kilns. The specific location of the storage sheds is
unknown, but they may have been located along the entrance road to the brickworks.
Characteristics of the Harmony Brickworks Kilns
The use of both coal and gas firing to produce a desired effect is unusual, since other
brickworks in the area fired their kilns using one or the other type of fuel. Gas was
commonly used to fire brick kilns in the Pittsburgh area by the mid- to late 1890s. In the case
of the Harmony Society, gas would have been a particularly advantageous fuel, since the
Society owned its own gas wells. An 1880s account of a visit to Old Economy Village in The
American Magazine describes bright gas lamps illuminating the streets of the village at night.
This article also states that the Harmonists were using gas for heating and other purposes, and
operated wells at Economy that had been steadily delivering gas for at least two years
(Mason 1888:587). The Society clearly understood the advantages of natural gas and made
full use of this fuel, both in their community and at the brickworks. Having a fuel source on
site, as opposed to paying a supplier, would have been a significant financial advantage for
the plant.
A photograph of a brickworks was reproduced in the Leetsdale Golden Jubilee anniversary
book of 1954 (Figure 4.33). This photograph depicted four updraft open-top kilns with a
large gable-roof building behind them (BVT 1954:54). The location in this image was
identified as the Harmony Society Brick Works. The Leetsdale history also dated the photo
to ca. 1890, but the photograph is inconsistent with what is known about the appearance of
the Harmony Brickworks during the 1890s. The 1894 Harmony Society map of the
brickworks showed five kiln structures located in a tightly spaced row, with a large woodframe building to the east of these structures (Figure 4.29). The presence of the five kilns as
shown on the map was confirmed during fieldwork in February 2000. The Leetsdale Golden
Jubilee photograph, in contrast, shows only four kilns.
It is possible that four Harmony Brickworks kilns were constructed by the time this
photograph was taken, and that the fifth kiln was added later. It is more likely, however, that
the photograph was taken at the Penn Brick Works, and was mislabeled as a shot of the
Harmony Brickworks. In the 1890s, there were two brick factories in Leetsdale, the Harmony
Brickworks and the Penn Brickworks. The 1906 G. M. Hopkins Northern Pittsburgh Real
Estate Plat Book map of Leetsdale depicted a large wood-frame building and four adjacent
rectangular kilns at the Penn Brickworks. The layout of the buildings in the Leetsdale Golden
Jubilee photograph perfectly matches the configuration of the Penn Brickworks in the plat
book.
The photograph from the 1898 Brick article on the Harmony Brickworks appears to be a
more reliable indicator of the site’s physical layout and its known chronology (Harmony
Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296) (Figure 4.30). In the left foreground to middle distance
of the photograph is a row of five updraft open-top kilns with heavy brick walls and light
timber-framed gable roofs. This is consistent with the other evidence indicating the presence
of five large open-top kilns on the site. The photograph also depicts a steam dryer tunnel,
which was erected on site just before the photograph was taken.
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Photographs at the Ohio Historic Preservation Office show brick kilns that may have
functioned similarly to those at Leetsdale. A historic inventory form covering the Napoleon
Brick and Tile Works in Napoleon, Henry County, Ohio, included photographs of a narrow
rectangular kiln with a low gabled roof (Clarke 1984). Site documentation refers to it as a
“clamp” kiln. Although many experts consider the term “clamp” to refer to a temporary
“scove” type kiln, it appears that some workers in the nineteenth-century brick industry
referred to permanent open-top updraft kilns as “clamps.”
The Napoleon structure is, in fact, a simple updraft kiln used for the production of commongrade brick and tile products. This structure had a row of arched furnaces on each side wall, a
series of chimneys, and the upper sections of the side walls were stepped inwards. This
building shows design similarities to the ruins of Kiln 1 at the Harmony Society Brickworks.
To keep the kilns functioning, facilities like the Harmony Brickworks periodically
had to replace the fire brick in kiln furnaces. Extensive references to furnace repairs,
including replacement of grates and doors in at least 15 furnaces, appeared in Harmony
Brickworks correspondence from January 1896 (PSA:HSM 248). A major overhaul of one or
more kiln furnaces began in October 1897, when the Harmony Brickworks initially ordered
two barrels of fire clay from S. Barnes to repair the furnaces. This order was later voided, and
a second order was placed for “200 fire brick, 100 arch brick for furnaces in our kilns, and
two barrels of fire clay” (PSA:HSM 249). The furnaces of the five large updraft kilns had
been in continuous use for at least seven or eight years by 1896–1897. The need for repairs at
this point is hardly unusual.
Support Facilities
The building arrangement at the Harmony Society Brickworks was fairly typical for small to
moderately sized nineteenth-century American brickyards. The factory had the few key
facilities that most brick production facilities of the later nineteenth century possessed. From
the layout of the Harmony Brickworks shown on the 1894 map (Figure 4.29), it appeared that
bricks could be removed from the kilns and placed on railroad cars, which could be towed
directly to the doors on the west sides of the kilns. A series of buildings on the map along the
entrance road to the Harmony Brickworks site may have served as storage warehouses. The
railroad tracks leading from the doors of the kilns could have been used to ship the bricks
directly out of the plant, or to transfer the bricks to the warehouse area, where they could be
stored until they were shipped to market.
The 1894 map shows a series of relatively small buildings on the south side of Leet Street.
These buildings were spaced more generously and were not positioned near the main
building. Although the specific use of these buildings is unknown, they may have been
support buildings or other structures that did not have to be as close to the main factory area
as the kilns. The Harmony Society may have retained some of these facilities when it
purchased the land in the late 1880s. The Harmony Society likely preserved the original basic
layout of the Bevington Brickworks, with support facilities on the south side of Leet Street,
and the kilns and clay processing facilities north of Leet Street.
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It is unknown if the Leetsdale brickyard was ever technologically advanced enough to have
mechanized equipment such as powerhouses with electric generating facilities. Considering
that the plant closed in 1901, it is unlikely that the facility ever used electricity. The Harmony
Brickworks records do not mention the use of electric power.
Products
According to company records, the range of bricks sold by the Harmony Brickworks appears
to have included hard and soft building brick; pressed bricks; shaped bricks, including round
and “octagon” bricks; and paving bricks. However, the Harmony Brickworks primarily
produced hard and soft building brick. In the order and receipt books of the company,
common building brick grades such as face brick, stock brick, filler brick, and chimney brick
appear most often and in the largest quantities (PSA:HSM 256) (Table 4.8).

TABLE 4.8. BRICK PRICES CHARGED BY HARMONY
BRICKWORKS
DATE

GRADE

COST PER 1000

NOTES

Run of Kiln
$6.00
Mix of low- and high-grade brick
Hard brick
$6.50
Paving brick
$8.00
March 1890
Front brick
$9.00
High-quality building brick
Select stock
$10.00
Best grade of building brick
brick
Chimney
$4.50
Run of kiln
$5.50
Common
Low-grade brick probably
April 1895
$5.00
(filler) brick
equivalent to “hard brick”
Front brick
$7.00
Select stock
$8.50
Hard brick
$4.50
April 1897
Select front
$7.50
Stock brick
$9.00
High-quality building brick
Chimney brick
$4.25
Hard brick
$5.00
April 1898
Paving
$7.00
Low-grade under-fired soft brick
brick
Run of kiln
$8.00
Stock
$10.00
March 1899
Economite
$12.00
Special
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission,
Microfilmed Harmony Society Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of
the Historian.

Because the quality of building brick from any given kiln burning could vary greatly, the
Harmony Brickworks sorted bricks produced in each burning into various grades and set the
price accordingly. When a kiln was emptied, some bricks were adequately fired, while others
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were over- or under-fired. The workers sorted bricks by grade, and each grade commanded a
different price per thousand. The names of grades and their availability changed frequently
during the history of the company. In January 1890, the Harmony Brickworks was selling
several grades of building brick, including run of kiln at $6 per 1,000, hard building brick at
$7 per 1,000, and select brick at $9 per 1,000 (PSA:HSM 247). Correspondence from March
1901 states that by that point, the plant was selling three grades of common building brick,
including “filler,” “front,” and “stock” (PSA:HSM 249). Company shipping records also
refer to “chimney” brick, which was the lowest grade of brick that the factory offered.
In Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania, Hopkins describes the different grades of
building brick. The lowest grade includes soft brick unsuitable for building exteriors. This
type of brick was referred to as “salmon” or “chimney” brick. These bricks were soft, underfired, and unsuitable for exposure to the elements. Salmon brick was often used for invisible
parts of buildings, such as chimney interiors or the interior core of a wall (Hopkins
1897:104). The second major category was “stock” brick, a term that had more than one
meaning. Hopkins first described stock brick as a term embracing all brick hard enough to be
used for the outside walls of a building. A second definition used the term stock brick in a
more specific sense to mean a brick higher in quality than ordinary common brick. Hopkins
stated that “(t)he stock brick may be made from the same clay and handled in the same kiln
as the common brick, but are made, handled and sorted with greater care and therefore
command a higher price” (Hopkins 1897:104). At the Harmony Brickworks, the term stock
brick was used frequently, and its meaning appeared to indicate a brick of above-average
quality.
The best quality bricks manufactured during a burning at the Harmony Brickworks were
called “face,” “front,” or “select” bricks and were in high demand (Hopkins 1897:104).
These bricks were carefully sorted to assure that they were thoroughly fired and not
discolored or deformed in any way. Face or front bricks appear to have been bricks that had
one stretcher face that was clear in color and form. Select bricks were among the most
expensive and appear to represent the best grade of regular hard building brick offered by the
Harmony Brickworks.
The term “filler” brick was used at the Harmony Brickworks to refer to a building brick that
was hard and well-fired, but of lesser quality than select, face, or front brick. Filler brick sold
at a considerably lower price than stock, front, or face brick, but commanded a higher price
than low-grade salmon or chimney brick.
One problem experienced at the Harmony Brickworks was the underproduction of hard
building brick, especially high-grade face, front, and stock brick, and the overproduction of
damaged or low-grade chimney brick. Since the Harmony Brickworks used updraft kilns,
which were simple and inexpensive to construct, it was impossible to recirculate heat, and
this caused an uneven burn that usually scorched the bricks on the bottom and top of the
stack but left other bricks under-burned. It is unlikely that the Leetsdale brickyard made large
amounts of high-quality products such as face brick and terra-cotta ornament.
The following quote from a letter written by Harmony Brickworks superintendent Henry
Blackstone to Samuel Creese in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, in July 1890 seems to refer to
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this problem: “Nearly every job we have just now is like yours, half fronts and half fillers,
which is bad for us, in more ways than one. If our kilns turned them out in proportion we
could please you all, and we are sorry that it is not so” (PSA: HSM247).
Blackstone’s quote indicates that the kilns were not producing enough high-quality front
brick, and that each production batch contained a surplus of lower-grade brick, including
soft, under-fired salmon brick. Most orders at this time required a significant quantity of
high-grade brick. Since the plant seems to have produced a lot of low-grade brick, orders for
large amounts of high-grade brick would have depleted the factory’s stock of higher quality
bricks, while leaving thousands of undesirable chimney bricks.
This point is reinforced by several passages from Harmony Brickworks correspondence. A
letter of February 1894 from Blackstone to John Duss stated, “The Chataqua Ice Company’s
building we don’t want: 300,000 front and 100,000 fillers would take all our best brick and
leave none to help sell our rough ones” (PSA: HSM247). In a December 1897 letter to John
Duss, Blackstone explains: “The reason I sold these bricks to Kunze & Company was that
they use a good many chimney brick, and I did not want them to stray off to the Union or
Penn Brick Cos., where they could get them cheaper. It is so hard to get rid of chimney brick.
It was not for the money there was in it, as it was not worth the trouble” (PSA: HSM249).
The soft salmon or chimney brick commanded a lower price than front brick or even filler
brick, and they were difficult to sell, since some customers were reluctant to use them. In
correspondence, Harmony Brickworks managers tried to convince customers that soft salmon
bricks were appropriate to use for wall cores and the insides of chimneys. In June 1890,
Henry Blackstone assured a customer that “a good salmon brick would do as well as a very
hard burned brick” in the construction of chimneys (PSA:HSM 247).
Much of the production at the Harmony Brickworks was devoted to front, stock, and filler
brick, but the Harmony Brickworks also sold more specialized varieties of bricks, most
notably pressed brick, octagonal brick, and other shaped bricks. However, these bricks
accounted for a relatively small portion of the total sales at the Harmony Brickworks. There
is also some indication in the documentary records that some of this brick may have been
purchased from other factories and resold to customers. Records indicated that the Harmony
Brickworks purchased brick from the nearby Penn Brick Company when it could not meet its
own orders (PSA:HSM 247, 248, and 249).
The Harmony Brickworks made and sold significant amounts of shaped brick, especially
“octagon” brick throughout much of its history. In December 1890, for example, brickworks
manager Blackstone ordered Adam Weber to “make, and set in the kilns” a large number of
shaped brick for Youngstown, Ohio, builder Christ Mauser (PSA:HSM 247). Unfortunately,
the specific shape of these bricks is unspecified. It is clear that the Harmony Brickworks
could not make octagonal bricks early in its history. Correspondence from April 1892 stated
that the Harmony Brickworks could not make “octagon” brick on their machines, that they
did not think they could make such a type of brick by hand with success, but that they kept
that type of brick in stock (PSA:HSM 247). This strongly suggests that they were purchasing
the octagon brick from other factories and then reselling it. The term “octagon” appears to
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refer to a rectangular brick with clipped corners, rather than to brick that actually had a
perfect octagonal shape.
By the late 1890s, the plant ordered molds for “octagon” brick, indicating that the factory
was starting in-house production of these bricks (PSA:HSM 249:342). But in 1899, plant
managers wrote that “(w)e don’t care to make shapes, it is mostly an accommodation for
certain customers. It takes too much care and labor and occupies very valuable space in the
kilns” (PSA:HSM 249:342). Batches of shaped brick were made for favored customers like
Youngstown’s Christ Mauser, who was ordering from the Harmony Brickworks as early as
1890 and was still requesting bricks from the company just before it closed in 1901.
Another specialized brick type mentioned in Harmony Brickworks records is pressed brick.
Pressed brick, which has sharp, precise edges, was often used for facing high-quality
buildings. Pressed brick could not be made with the soft-mud brick machinery unless the
brick was repressed after it had been molded in the soft-mud machine. To complete this
process, a special repressing machine was necessary (Figure 4.13). While a repressing
machine was not mentioned in Harmony Brickworks records at the archives, company
correspondence from the early 1890s indicated that the company offered pressed brick priced
from $15 to $22 per 1,000. There is also one reference in the brickyard ledgers to loading
pressed brick into kilns in 1889 (PSA:HSM 250:23).
A repressing machine did not appear in an 1897 inventory of Harmony Brickworks
equipment, but a letter from Blackstone to a potential client from December 1897 stated,
“(w)e have not made any pressed brick for several years” (PSA:HSM 249). This evidence
seems to indicate that the Harmony Brickworks made pressed brick early in its history, but
had stopped manufacturing pressed brick by 1897.
According to Harmony Brickworks order books, the company manufactured significant
amounts of paving brick in the early years of the plant’s operation (PSA:HSM 256). A good
dense paving brick could not be made with a soft-mud machine without using a repressing
machine (Grimsley 1906:118). Additional references to paving brick appeared in company
correspondence as late as April 1898 (PSA:HSM 249). However, paving brick was never the
company’s primary line of production, and shipping records from the mid-1890s were
dominated by references to stock, chimney, and common brick (PSA:HSM 256). This
product line was typical of Pittsburgh brick factories in the late nineteenth century.
Company correspondence and production records indicated that there were certain types of
brick that the Harmony Brickworks did not manufacture. In June 1890, Henry Blackstone
stated that the Harmony Brickworks did not make fire brick, and documentary research
uncovered no references in company records to the shipping or manufacturing of fire brick
(PSA:HSM 247). In February 1899, plant managers stated that the company did not make
shaped brick for jack arches, which have a flat underside and require a slanted brick. Instead,
bricklayers apparently chipped the company’s regular bricks down for use in constructing
jack arches (PSA:HSM 249).
One interesting claim made of the Harmony Brickworks was that it produced a building brick
that was larger than the average brick produced by other companies. The management
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devised various ways to advertise the benefits of their larger bricks. In 1890, they claimed
“800 of our brick will lay about as much wall as 1,000 of other brick,” or in other terms, the
Harmony bricks would “lay about 18–20% more wall” (PSA:HSM 247). One letter writer not
only boasted about how much less Harmony brick would be needed to complete a job, he
also claimed that the larger bricks would save labor and mortar, and would produce a “better
looking job when finished” (PSA:HSM 247).
Just as the Harmony Brickworks only manufactured certain types of brick, it also appears to
have produced bricks in a specific range of colors. A letter of April 1901 stated that the
Harmony Brickworks did not make buff-colored brick (PSA:HSM 249). The Harmony
Brickworks did produce a number of shades of red and brown brick. Correspondence from
March 1897 indicates that the plant had created a color scale to describe the available shades
of brick. Blackstone wrote: “The stock brick are in the shades # 0-1-2-3-4-5, #0 being the
lightest and #5 the darkest” (PSA:HSM 249). The 1898 Brick article indicated that the
company was specializing in production of a building brick that was fired for two weeks to
ensure an attractive deep red color (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). A
November 1899 letter indicated that the Harmony Brickworks was producing bricks ranging
in color from red to dark chocolate, but did not produce “cherry red” (PSA:HSM 249). The
under-burned brick that plant records referred to as salmon brick or chimney brick were light
in color, but these soft, inferior-quality bricks were generally used in invisible portions of
buildings and would not have sold for their color (PSA:HSM 247).
According to Harmony Brickworks records, bricks from the plant were used to build a wide
variety of structures, mainly in Pennsylvania and Ohio (Table 4.9). The types of structures
built using Harmonist bricks included private residences, businesses, churches, and large
public buildings. Some residences in which Harmony bricks were used included the Biggs
House on Bidwell Street in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; the Frank Fertig House, 65 Sandusky
Street, Allegheny, Pennsylvania; and the Mr. L. S. Smith House, Amberson Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (PSA:HSM 247–248). Some of the businesses that used Harmony
bricks included Salem China Company, Salem, Ohio; Runner’s Brewery, Youngstown, Ohio;
Falcon Iron and Nail Company, Niles, Ohio; Youngstown Iron and Steel, Youngstown, Ohio;
Pennsylvania Lead Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and the Cherry Valley Iron Works,
Leetonia, Ohio. The churches built using the bricks included a Presbyterian church in
Coraopolis, Pennsylvania, and a Catholic church in Niles, Ohio. Public buildings built with
brick produced at the Harmony Brickworks included the Dixmont State Hospital,
Pennsylvania; the Sharpsville Schoolhouse, Sharon, Pennsylvania; the Hospital in New
Castle, Pennsylvania; the Sewickley Waterworks, Sewickley, Pennsylvania; and the
Mahoning County Poor House and the Mahoning County Infirmary, both of Canfield, Ohio
(PSA:HSM 247–248).
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TABLE 4.9. SELECTED BRICK SALES TO MAJOR HARMONY
BRICKWORKS CLIENTS
DATE

CLIENT

LOCATION

TYPE OF
BRICK

NUMBER OF
BRICKS

COST
PER 1,000

December
1890

Christ
Mauser

Youngstown,
Ohio

#12 shape
brick

58,400

Not
Available
(NA)

C. F.
Baxmeyer
William
McIntyre &
Sons

Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

“Economite
Special”

135,000

$13.10

Sharon,
Pennsylvania

Shaped Brick

1,000

$25.00

60,000

$12.00

60,000

$12.00

March 1899
June 1899

August
1899

B. F. Lee

“Economite
Special”—
chocolate
shade
“Economite
Special”—
lighter shade
Chimney
brick

Wilkinsburg,
Pennsylvania

Allegheny
5,500
NA
City
(Pittsburgh),
“Toppers”
1,000
NA
Pennsylvania
Front brick
100,000
NA
February
Christ
Youngstown,
1901
Mauser
Ohio
Filler brick
250,000
NA
Note: Information compiled from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed
Harmony Society Records, 1786–1951. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.

September
1900

L. W. Sutton
& Co.

Post-Harmony Society Ownership
James Oliver purchased the 69-acre Harmony Brickworks property in July 1902 for $65,000.
The 1906 G. M. Hopkins Plat Map of Northern Pittsburgh shows a plan of lots, apparently
for housing, titled the James B. Oliver Est. Plan (Figure 4.3). This plan, however, was never
filed in the Allegheny County Courthouse, and other than houses on Washington Street, the
plan was never sold or built. James B. Oliver died on November 28, 1905. The Harmony
Brickworks kilns and main building had been demolished by the time the G. M. Hopkins Plat
Map was published in 1906. A number of buildings on the south side of Leet Street
associated with the plant appear on the 1906 plat book, including a small brick building that
stood immediately south of Leet Street across from the plant’s main building, and two nearly
identical twin brick buildings located well to the south of Leet Street. These three buildings
also appear on a 1930s aerial photograph of the site. The retention of these buildings into the
twentieth century indicates that they may have been considered suitable for reuse, in contrast
to the kilns, which were specialized structures useful for little else than firing bricks.
While there were plans to convert the main factory site into a residential community, this
idea never progressed beyond the proposal stage. Weeds and a few trees slowly grew over
the site, and local residents used the land as a convenient place to dispose of household
refuse. Local children also played on the former factory site, according to a former area
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resident and the presence of children’s toys and marbles in the ground (John Kisio, personal
communication 22 March 2001).

THE HARMONY SOCIETY BRICKWORKS, ADMINISTRATION
Labor
An efficient workforce was essential for the successful operation of any nineteenth-century
brickworks. As Scientific American magazine observed in 1886, “there is no process so easy
to describe and yet so hard to execute as making the brick” (Brick Making 1886:343). The
article also noted that the intricacies of an individual brickyard made its management even
more difficult: “No rule can be laid down for the handling of the clay…it is safe to say that a
brickmaker who had only worked one clay in one yard would be compelled to begin anew his
apprenticeship if he were thrown in contact with different features” (Brick Making
1886:343). A trade manual written in 1890 by John W. Crary, and entitled Selections from
Sixty Years a Brickmaker; A Practical Treatise, echoed this view and named the qualities
that a worker in the brickmaking trade had to possess to be successful:
In the first place, the good Lord has not (perhaps for a good thing to brickmakers,)
made every man capable of becoming a good brickmaker. To be a successful
brickmaker, a man must have more than ordinary physical strength and energy; he
must have a sound, deliberating judgment; he must have industry, persistency,
patience and endurance; he must be watchful, temperate, and discriminating; and
above all, he must want to, and determine to master the art. I am aware that these
prerequisites are necessary to success in any proper, honest employment or enterprise;
but without these, brickmaking is preeminently wanting [Crary 1971:48–49 (1890)].
The earliest brickmakers therefore had to adapt to and learn from their environment. They
also had to be persevering, because they completed a labor-intensive process to deliver the
final product. Even after many of the processes at the brickworks were mechanized, laborers
were still key to production. In 1903, a brick manufacturer lamented that the industry was
insufficiently mechanized and that too much of the manufacturing process was still
dependent upon physical labor:
The number of hand operations in modern brickmaking varies greatly.…It is fair to
say, however, that an average of all plants would show from 12 to 15 hand or man
power operations, from the time the bricks are molded until they are loaded on the
delivery wagons.…In short, an excessive proportion of the entire cost of brick making
today is in the labor item, and our only hope of substantial reduction lies in the
minimizing of this hand labor [Fiske 1903:22].
Since it ceased operation two years before Fiske’s comments on the rudimentary situation of
the industry, the Harmony Brickworks must have relied heavily on manpower to produce its
bricks. Documentation of the brickworks supports this assumption. The efficient
arrangement of the plant may have reduced the amount of labor needed to transport bricks
from one area of the plant to another. However, clay mining, setting bricks in the drying
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floors and updraft kilns, and operating soft-mud brick machines still would have required a
significant amount of labor. Harmony Society records include employee and payroll
information for the brickworks from 1890–1901, and this material reflects how many men
were employed at the site. At any given time, there seem to have been 20 to 30 men
employed at the brickworks. The number likely fluctuated according to the season, since
production would have slowed during the winter.
While dependent upon physical labor, the Harmony Brickworks was mechanized in some
areas. The brickworks used a pair of Henry Martin brick-stamping machines, which would
have been faster and more efficient than molding bricks by hand. The Harmony Brickworks
also used narrow-gauge railroad lines to increase transportation efficiency throughout the
plant. By using these narrow-gauge lines, the factory operators could also transport bricks to
a facility near outside rail lines, which were the means of shipping brick to more distant
locations.
The brickworks payroll records list many workmen. Some were simply termed “laborers”
and could have completed any number of duties, but others have designations that more
clearly reflect the tasks they were assigned. Some laborers listed include those that one
would expect to find at a brickyard: mixers, shovelers, and sanders to work in the clay mines
and soak pits; machine men, engineers, and crimpers to mold the bricks and maintain the
machinery; setters to stack brick in the kilns; burners to operate the kilns; palette layers,
truckers, wheelers, and loaders to transport the bricks from one area to another; a man to
operate a team of horses; and watchmen to guard the factory at night. Other laborers listed in
early 1890 seem to have worked in construction and the maintenance of kilns and facilities.
These workers included carpenters, bricklayers, stonemasons, and quarry men (PSA:HSM
247).
Factory records from March 1897 document the largest number of employees. These figures
come from correspondence written by the brickworks administration to potential leasers.
These letters include estimates of the manpower and wages necessary to produce 28,000
bricks per day. According to this correspondence, the number of men and boys employed at
the brickworks included five men in the clay bank, one engineer, one man and four shovelers
in the soak pit, two sanders, two machine men, two spare men, two crimpers, two palette
layers, eight truckers, one setter, three wheelers, one watchman, eight men for loading, one
foreman, two burners, and one superintendent (PSA:HSM 249:105). This amounts to a total
of 46 men. Payroll records, however, never indicated that such a large number of workers
were ever actually employed at the Harmony Brickworks. On several occasions, the payroll
records list up to 30 men, but no figure higher than that survives in the records. It is unknown
why the numbers in the 1897 correspondence would have been exaggerated, unless the
factory management thought that higher numbers would be more impressive to potential
leasers of the business. The management might have also inflated the number of employees
to discourage potential leasers while they sought the financial backing to lease the business.
The 1898 Brick magazine article more accurately assesses the number of workers actually
employed at the Harmony Brickworks. The article reported that 20 men were employed at
the Harmony Brickworks and that wages ranged from $1.25 to $2.50 per day (Harmony
Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). The article stated that the hours of labor varied,
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depending on how long it took to set the daily goal of 20,000 bricks. The number of workers
cited in the Brick article seems more accurate than the figures given in the 1897 letter.
Records dating to March 1890 indicated that the workmen of the Harmony Brickworks were
supposed to be paid every two weeks (PSA:HSM 247), but this did not always occur easily.
In his memoir, John Duss states that Jacob Henrici was forced to borrow money on more
than one occasion to pay laborers at the brickworks (Duss 1943:262, 274). Company
correspondence indicated that the men were not paid on time on April 7, 1897. The
management hoped that the workers would not “make a kick about the money not being here
by today, although that is the custom” (PSA:HSM 249). This would seem to indicate that late
paychecks were not uncommon at the brickworks.
Although the Harmony Society was generally not enthusiastic about employing outside
workers, whom the Society thought would not understand or respect the Harmonists’ ways,
the nature of the relations between the Society and its brickyard employees is largely
unknown. Except for the documentation of one particular incident, there is little surviving
information concerning the rapport between the Society and the brick factory laborers. In
July 1892, the employees went on strike and asked for a 20 percent advance in their wages.
On July 15, 1892, the management stated that they “could not stand” such a demand, so they
hired new men to keep operations running (PSA:HSM 247). Records indicated that it was not
always easy for the Society to find laborers for the brickworks. In July 1899, the
management stated that help was “scarce” in the Pittsburgh area and that this condition was
impeding the delivery of the company’s brick (PSA:HSM 249).

Management
The management structure of the Harmony Brickworks seems to have consisted of a few key
personnel who oversaw the factory’s daily operation and organized a workforce of 20 to 30
laborers who actually made the bricks. The upper management of the Brickworks included a
plant manager or superintendent and several foremen.
Harmony Society records indicate that two men served as superintendent for the brickworks
during its operation. The first was Henry F. Blackstone. According to the 1880 census, he
lived on the east side of Pittsburgh and commuted to the plant. Towards the end of the
company’s operation, W. S. Dickson began signing correspondence as the brickworks
superintendent. He first signed correspondence as superintendent in March 1900 (PSA:HSM
249). According to 1900 census data, Mr. Dickson also lived in Pittsburgh and commuted by
train to the plant. He is not the only Dickson to have been involved with the Society. James
Dickson served as Auditor, and Charles Dickson served as Attorney of the Harmony Society
(Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette [PCG], 25 April 1894). Whether these three men were
related is unknown.
The superintendents of the Harmony Brickworks would have overseen the daily operations of
the plant. Some of the duties of the superintendent included dealing with suppliers,
customers, and colleagues through correspondence and personal visits. Factory records
indicate that Blackstone traveled in Pennsylvania and Ohio to meet with customers regarding
the brickworks. The superintendent probably coordinated with the foremen to examine the
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facility’s production rates. The men would have collaborated to determine how many orders
could be taken and filled without overtaxing facility resources.
Although the superintendents oversaw daily plant operations, they reported to the Harmony
Society Board of Trustees. Harmony records indicate that the Trustees, especially Henrici
and Duss, had an interest in operations at the brickworks and were actively involved in the
business. Henrici and Duss often wrote letters on behalf of the Harmony Brickworks to
suppliers, customers, and colleagues concerning numerous matters.
It seems that Adam Weber of Leetsdale served as the main foreman of the Harmony
Brickworks for the entire duration of its operation. Weber was listed in the 1900 Census as a
38-year-old white male who was married, had three children, and worked as a brickyard
foreman. Weber’s name is present in payroll records and correspondence for the brick factory
from the beginning to the end of its operation. One source states that while Adam Weber
managed the Harmony Brickworks, his brother Charles simultaneously managed the Penn
Brickworks, also located in Leetsdale (Knoedler 1954:153). But many Harmony records
mention the Weber brothers, not just Adam. While no mention of Charles Weber
individually by name was located in Harmony Brickworks records, it appears that the two
brothers might have occasionally collaborated in managing the Harmony Brickworks.
It seems likely that Adam Weber supervised daily operations by participating in the actual
brick manufacturing process. He would have made daily rounds through the facility to see
that everything was running smoothly, and he probably knew enough about the brick factory
processes to help with production when necessary. He would have met frequently with the
superintendent to discuss production plans, processes, and problems. Weber was not paid a
fixed salary or hourly wage, but his salary was based on the number of bricks produced, set
in the kilns, and removed from the kilns. This payment system would have insured that he
paid close attention to the process, from raw material procurement to the finished product
(PSA:HSM 253).
During the course of its operation, several other men were listed as “foreman” in the payroll
records of the brickworks. Documentary references to the Weber brothers indicate that they
held decision-making positions. Perhaps the individuals listed as foremen were the foremen
over groups of workers dedicated to specific tasks in the manufacturing process, rather than
foremen over the entire facility. Considering contemporary descriptions of operations at a
typical brickyard, it is likely that men who oversaw individual processes such as clay
digging, brick molding, brick stacking, or brick loading, or those who were seen as senior
workers in these areas, were called “foremen.”

Agents
The Harmony Society employed a variety of representative agents because of the volume of
its agricultural and industrial endeavors. The Society conducted business across the country,
and through the years, Society agents were stationed in Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
New Orleans, and Baltimore (Larner 1962:119). Records indicate that the Society also
employed agents that specifically represented the brickworks.
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In correspondence from July 1890, the Society approached the Apollo Building Company of
Apollo, Pennsylvania about acting as an agent for the Harmony Brickworks. If Apollo agreed
to sell their bricks, the Society would pay Apollo 25 cents for every thousand bricks sold
(PSA:HSM 297). One agent that represented the Brickworks in Pennsylvania was Frank D.
Runser of Sharon. For his sales from January 1–August 1, 1893, Runser was paid $102.69 in
commission (PSA:HSM 247).

The Plant’s Problems and Failures
It is difficult to explain the final shutdown of the factory, since Harmony Brickworks
correspondence from the last days of the plant’s operation does not clarify the reasons for
closing the facility. Order records indicate that the factory produced and sold its product in
late 1900 and early 1901, and that production stopped at the beginning of August 1901
(PSA:HSM 250:103).
The Society’s financial balance books show that the factory was solvent in the first years of
operation, but lost money during its later history. The factory was reported as having sales of
$41,971.62 in 1892, with a healthy profit of $3,712.72. However, records of the Harmony
Brickworks also contain a reference to Harmony Society trustee Jacob Henrici having
misplaced two bank drafts in January 1892 (PSA:HSM 247). If this is true, then profits for
1892 were even higher than the recorded figure. In 1893, sales had dropped to $30,442.39,
and profits were reported at $1,592.18. From 1894–1896, the facility hovered between
$23,000 and $26,000 in sales, with losses ranging from $300 to more than $3,000. Because
of the 1897 fire, figures for the period 1897–1898 are incomplete, and only a loss of
$4,006.09 is known for 1897. This large loss is probably related to the fire. The figures for
1899 showed lower overall revenue, only $16,377.31, but a profit was reported at $1,521.51,
and a note in the ledger indicates that the actual gain was closer to $3,000. In 1900, the last
year in which an annual summary was produced, an all-time low revenue of $10,658.15 was
reported, while $2,077.39 was reported in losses. Because of a comment on the 1899 profit
that read “more like $3,000,” these profit and loss figures are somewhat suspect (PSA:HSM
251). Accounting practices at the factory may have been irregular. For example, the factory
supplied bricks to Harmony Society trustees at various times, and it is not clear whether these
bricks were properly accounted for in the financial records of the plant. Even if the profit and
loss records are not completely accurate, research has uncovered no references characterizing
the plant as highly successful or profitable. In addition, at least one newspaper account
indicated that the financial performance of the plant was disappointing (PL, 3 August 1890).
Many events could have interfered with the profitability of the Harmony Brickworks. While
none of these events alone brought down the plant, the cumulative effect was undoubtedly
negative. At least one employee strike occurred in 1892. The factory’s critical natural gas
supply was interrupted during the winters of 1895, 1896, and 1897, and the Harmony Society
cut the gas supply in 1899. Once the natural gas was gone, it was difficult for the factory to
obtain coal at the end of the 1890s. Furthermore, Ohio River flooding repeatedly inundated
the factory and its clay pits. The floods of 1891, 1895, 1897, and 1898 destroyed or damaged
the plant’s railroad trestle and clay pits, and the 1891 flood even inundated at least one of the
factory’s kilns. By the beginning of 1897, these factors had convinced the Harmony Society
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to close the brickworks, and the Society located a tenant to lease the plant. The fire of April
1897 ended production at the factory and apparently also destroyed the Harmony Society’s
deal to lease the plant.
It is clear that the Harmony Brickworks suffered bad luck with flooding, fuel supplies, and
fires. It is more difficult to determine whether the plant also suffered from poor management
and operational procedures. General complaints about the scarcity of high-grade face brick
and of wanting to get rid of low-grade “salmon brick” might suggest that the updraft kilns
were producing large quantities of inferior brick that was difficult to sell. Updraft open-top
kilns like the ones in use at the Harmony Brickworks generally turned out a significant
percentage of poor-quality brick, even when properly operated. It is difficult to determine
whether the plant’s production levels of low-grade brick were abnormally high.
The dependence of the brickworks on the Harmony Society and its other industries also
created problems. The Harmony Society’s French Point Planing Mill was repeatedly engaged
to repair molds for the brick machines at the Harmony Brickworks. In January 1895 and
again in October 1897, the French Point mill failed to correctly repair the molds. In the 1895
incident, a shipment of shaped brick was delayed. On October 26, 1897, Blackstone ordered
molds for curved brick from the French Point mill. Blackstone instructed the mill to make the
molds with a “six foot radius” and mentioned that the molds were needed so bricks could be
placed in a kiln that was already almost full (PSA:HSM 249:277). On December 28, 1897,
Blackstone wrote a letter of complaint to the mill, stating “We are placed in a very awkward
position in consequence of your having made those circle molds six feet in diameter instead
of six feet radius. We shipped the bricks, but they can’t be used” (PSA:HSM 249:335). This
letter indicates that the planing mill still expected full payment for the work even though it
was not done correctly.
In another instance that caused losses for the brickyard, an Economy resident borrowed
important equipment from the plant and failed to return it. The factory lent a set of jacks to a
resident of Economy in November 1894. The brickworks needed these jacks to lift railroad
cars onto tracks. Henry Blackstone asked Duss to have them returned in February 1895. The
jacks were apparently important equipment, since Blackstone wrote, “Will you please have
them (the jacks) returned to us as we frequently need them, and can’t very well get along
without them. They worked from 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. getting a car on the track, where if
we had our jacks, it would have been the work of a few minutes” (PSA:HSM 248). By March
1895, the jacks still had not been returned.
John Duss was largely in control of the Harmony Society in its last years, and also appears to
have been closely involved in the operation of the Harmony Brickworks. Brickworks
correspondence indicated that Duss was influential over many aspects of the operation. As
the brickworks’ foreman, Blackstone consulted Duss as the single Harmony Society point of
contact for questions concerning where to dig for clay and to which clients to sell brick,
among other issues. There is no evidence that Duss had any prior experience in the building
materials industry, so Duss was probably poorly qualified to make some of these decisions. If
Duss was second-guessing the decisions of Blackstone and the Weber brothers, he may have
interfered with the efficient operation of the Harmony Brickworks.
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A “single point of contact” management system had allowed Jacob Henrici to shield the
rank-and-file Harmonists from exposure to the Society’s business dealings. Duss appears to
have adopted this system in dealing with the brickworks. Duss was also managing a large
number of other Harmonist industries and investments and was handling lawsuits and
internal conflicts within the Harmony Society. As a result, the overextended Duss was
responsible for many aspects of the Harmony Brickworks, when someone else might have
handled them more quickly and efficiently. This ineffective management style may have
affected the profitability and efficiency of the Harmony Brickworks.
By the end of the 1890s, larger companies were technologically outpacing the Harmony
Brickworks. For example, by 1898 the successful Booth and Flinn Brick Company in
Pittsburgh featured steam shovels for mining clay, hoisting equipment for setting brick into
the kilns, and other advancements not present at the Harmony Brickworks. Booth and Flinn
also possessed a gas-fired continuous tunnel kiln, a technological advancement that
accelerated production and eliminated waste. Booth and Flinn employed more than 130 men
and produced 125,000 bricks a day, as opposed to the 34 employees and 20,000 bricks-perday production at the Harmony Brickworks (Hopkins 1897:168–169). With its production
difficulties, the Harmony Brickworks may have found it increasingly difficult to compete
with larger, more efficient plants such as Booth and Flinn.
Any of these factors could have lowered the profitability of the plant and may have
contributed to its demise. Frequent flooding, the fire of 1897, and problems with coal and gas
supplies clearly hampered the ability of the Harmony Brickworks to function efficiently. It is
not clear which other factors were most responsible for the plant’s poor financial
performance and its eventual demise.

THE PLACE OF THE BRICKWORKS IN THE HISTORY OF THE
HARMONY SOCIETY
Early Years, 1889–1892
The Harmony Brickworks began production in 1889. At that time, the Harmony Society was
still under the leadership of Jacob Henrici (Figure 4.5). Henrici was not a founding member
of the Society, but he was a close associate of Society founder George Rapp, and he took
over leadership of the Society after Rapp’s death. At first, the Harmonist Romelius L. Baker
assisted Henrici in his management of the community’s assets, but after Baker’s death in
1868, Henrici seems to have assumed primary control over the Society’s holdings (Arndt
1965:245).
Historians have given Henrici mixed reviews in terms of his management of the Harmony
Society’s assets and industries. The Society invested heavily in railroads and manufacturing
during Henrici’s tenure as leader. In 1860, the Harmony Society began operating a series of
highly profitable oil wells in Warren County, Pennsylvania. Under Henrici, the Harmony
Society also acquired a large tract of land in Beaver County, and by 1865 was developing
this land as the town of Beaver Falls. The Society sold many lots in Beaver Falls, and Henrici
encouraged manufacturing in the town. The Harmony Society invested in several Beaver
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Falls industries, including factories that produced cutlery, cars, steel, shovels, files, pottery,
and glass. During this time, the Society was also the principal owner of the Economy Savings
Institution, a bank headquartered in Beaver Falls. Henrici also invested heavily in railroad
ventures in Pennsylvania, including a highly profitable investment in the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie Railroad (Arndt 1972:243–245).
Through the mid-1880s, Henrici was widely admired as an intelligent businessman. Rumors
circulated in the 1880s that the Harmony Society possessed as much as $15,000,000 in
assets, but there is ample evidence that Henrici’s business sense was not always on target.
Many businesses and industries in which Henrici invested were unprofitable, including the
Beaver Falls Cutlery Company and a number of railroad and ferry company investments.
Henrici also had the reputation of failing to consult fellow Harmony Society trustees when
making business decisions, preferring instead to handle Harmony Society affairs on his own.
Since he wished to keep Harmony Society business records to himself, Henrici often failed to
keep accounts of his business dealings. Henrici was also reputed to have been unwilling to
close unprofitable factories and businesses, partly because he disliked putting employees out
of work. For example, Henrici’s insistence on continued operation of the unprofitable Beaver
Falls Cutlery Works is said to have resulted in significant financial losses for the Harmony
Society (Arndt 1972:242–244). Days before his death, Henrici signed paperwork for a
$400,000 mortgage on the Harmony Society’s real estate to provide cash to keep the Society
in operation (Arndt 1972:196–197).
By 1888, the year that the Harmony Society purchased the brickworks on Leet Street, Henrici
was still in control of the Society, but he was very advanced in age. Newspaper accounts of
the time indicate that Henrici was having problems managing the business of the Harmony
Society. One newspaper report stated: “Time and decay have worked upon the powers of Mr.
Henrici until he is no longer capable of exhibiting the shrewd, sharp business principles that
so marked all his investments and transactions” (PL, 3 August 1890). The article indicated
that a term served by Henrici as president of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad distracted
him from his duties as Harmony Society senior trustee.
No statements by Henrici or other Harmony Society members have been found that
specifically explain why the Society opened the factory. However, accounts of the Society’s
activities during the late 1880s and early 1890s give some indication of what the motivation
may have been. The most obvious explanation is that the factory was expected to provide
additional income for the Society. The Harmony Society operated or owned interest in a
large number of industries in the 1880s, some highly profitable. At least one of these
industries was related to construction materials. The Harmony Society had been cutting
timber on its Warren County lands for many years, and was operating a lumber mill during
the 1890s. Given its involvement in the lumber business, it is unsurprising that the Society
became involved in brickmaking, another industry associated with construction materials.
The Society had extensive prior experience dealing with brick. The church, feast hall, and
many dwellings and other structures built in Economy during the 1820s were constructed of
brick. The Harmony Society produced the bricks used to construct these buildings, and likely
operated a number of small brick kilns during the early nineteenth century (Raymond
Shepherd, personal communication 2000; Appendix D). The region surrounding Economy
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was known for clay deposits suitable for brickmaking. Nineteenth-century landowners with
good clay supplies often established temporary brick kilns and used the bricks to build
dwellings for themselves. No evidence has been located indicating that the Harmony Society
produced bricks for profit during the early nineteenth century, however. The entire
production of early Harmonist brick kilns may have been used for building activity in
Economy.
Construction and real estate development ambitions appear to have been a strong motivating
factor for the establishment of the Harmony Brickworks in 1889. Beginning in the 1860s, the
Harmony Society invested significant sums in the development of Beaver Falls as a
residential community and industrial center. The production of building materials may have
been seen as an industry that could support the Society’s real estate development ambitions.
According to news accounts, the Harmony Society was engaged in a town development plan
at the time the Harmony Brickworks was founded. One 1890 report in The Pittsburgh Leader
indicated that the Harmony Society founded a development called “New Harmony” in Leet
Township (PL, 3 August 1890). This article discussed the establishment of the Harmony
Brickworks within the context of the New Harmony development. In connection with the
New Harmony development, the article said “the manufacture of brick was engaged in on a
scale never before attempted in this vicinity, houses were erected, and at least $250,000
invested in putting the town in working order” (PL, 3 August 1890). The article also
indicated that the development of New Harmony was a financial failure, and that “the brick
business was not the financial success its founder had hoped for, and thousands of dollars of
the early Economites’ hard savings have been expended in order to avert the financial ruin of
the new town” (PL, 3 August 1890). The article stated that the town was founded against the
wishes of Henrici but at the urging of Johann Lenz, the second in command of the Harmony
Society hierarchy. Disagreements over this project damaged a long-standing friendship
between Henrici and Lenz. The paper characterized the conflict over the New Harmony
project as a struggle between Henrici, representing Economy’s older generation, and newly
accepted members of the Society, referred to in the article as “carpetbaggers.” The article
stated that the carpetbaggers were the ones who proposed the New Harmony development
and convinced Lenz of its viability.
The 1954 Leetsdale Golden Jubilee publication also discussed the Harmony Brickworks as
part of a discussion of New Harmony. The history first discussed the Harmony Society’s
purchase of Leet Township land and its modernization of the brickworks. The publication
mentioned that the Society built houses in connection with the New Harmony development
“on Beaver Street from what was then known as Division Street, now Rapp Street, to below
the bridge. Many of the houses on Broad Street were also built by this society. These homes
were rented for from $4.00 to $6.00 per month. To this development they gave the name of
New Harmony. They organized their own fire department and supplied the homes with water
from the reservoir” (BVT 1954:24). The history also mentioned that stone quarries operated
in the area, and that the Harmony Society developed a grocery store and feed store at the
corner of Beaver and Rapp Streets. From the 1954 history’s description, it appears that the
New Harmony development was located along Beaver Pike east of the Harmony Brickworks,
with the feed store and grocery located well to the southeast of the brickworks, near the
northern edge of Sewickley.
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The Pittsburgh Leader article from 1890 and the Leetsdale Golden Jubilee publication of
1954 both link the development of New Harmony to the establishment of the Harmony
Brickworks. This suggests that the brickworks may have been part of a comprehensive
development effort by the Harmony Society aimed at establishing a successful town, “New
Harmony,” in Leet Township. The Harmony Society owned a planing mill at nearby French
Point, and stone quarries existed on the Society’s Leet Township land. The addition of a
brick factory would have made the Harmony Society capable of providing three of the most
important major building materials associated with late nineteenth-century residential
construction.
Apparently, the New Harmony development did not meet with the success anticipated by its
backers. The early date of publication of the Pittsburgh Leader article cited above suggests
that doubts regarding the profitability of the Harmony Brickworks had already surfaced in
the first years of its operation. The failed New Harmony development provided little demand
for building bricks. Given Henrici’s dislike for closing Harmonist factories and businesses, it
is unsurprising that the Society continued operations at the brickworks.
It is difficult to assess the financial performance of the brickworks in its earliest years of
operation. It appears that financial record keeping at Harmony Society industries was fairly
minimal before 1892. Jacob Henrici had a reputation for not maintaining records, and he
preferred to keep the Harmony Society’s business matters in his head (Arndt 1972:246–247).
In a Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette article from April 17, 1893, accountant James Dickson
reported on an audit he had just completed of the Society’s records at the request of Harmony
Society senior trustee John Duss. In examining the records of the Harmony Society’s
Economy Lumber Company, Dickson stated: “The lumber company kept a sort of set of
books which, upon examination, I found to contain only the personal accounts of the outside
parties to and from whom the lumber company bought and sold its lumber, but the books did
not contain any expense accounts. From the books, no one could tell whether the lumber
company, in the past, had made or lost money…” (PCG, 17 April 1893).
Dickson subsequently stated: “The Economy Brick Works I found under the management of
a Mr. H. H. Blackstone, and the books that were kept were like those kept at the Economy
Lumber Company” (PCG, 17 April 1893). The existing records of the Harmony Brickworks
appear to support Dickson’s testimony. Company records with financial summaries showing
yearly expenses, sales, profits, and losses began in 1892, the year of Henrici’s death. As a
result, no summaries of the financial performance of the brickworks are available from the
beginning of operations through the end of 1891. It is therefore impossible to assess the
profitability of the operation during these years. In the 1880s and early 1890s, the Economy
Lumber Company often did not keep track of the dollar amount and expenses associated with
obtaining wood, because this wood was taken from land owned by the Economy Oil
Company. During this time, the Harmony Society may have used some bricks from the brick
factory for the New Harmony development. It is possible that accounts were not kept for
Harmony Brickworks products that may have been used in construction of New Harmony ca.
1888–1890.
Harmony Brickworks records indicated that the factory gained $41,971.92 in sales for 1892
and cleared $3,712.72 in profit, for roughly an 8.8 percent return. In 1893, sales dropped to
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$30,442.39, with a profit of $1,592.18, or about 5 percent. However, it should be noted that
the Harmony Society paid approximately $11,000 for the brickworks and surrounding land
and incurred significant costs in building kilns and modernizing the plant. The early profits
from the Harmony Brickworks may have been absorbed in paying for these expenses, and
therefore may not have benefited the Harmonists as income.

Later History, 1893–1901
Jacob Henrici died in 1892, a year during which the Harmony Brickworks was still
profitable. Duss exerted extensive control over the Society after Henrici’s death and was
largely responsible for the Society’s financial decisions from 1892–1903, including any
decisions concerning the brickworks.
Why did Duss and the other Harmony Society trustees continue to operate the brickworks
from 1894–1896, when the factory was consistently losing money? No definite answer to this
question has emerged from the Harmony Society’s records. However, the brickworks may
have remained in operation because of its potential to support additional Harmony Society
real estate development plans.
The period 1893–1894 was an important turning point in the history of the Harmony Society.
Many long-standing aspects of communal life at Economy, such as the community’s store
and its farming operations, ended at this time. The liquidation of the Society’s assets,
including its real estate, also began. In 1893 the Harmony Society hired Wilkins Engineering
of Pittsburgh to map out its property in Economy and in Leet Township. This work included
laying out a new plan for Economy that expanded the town’s size by more than 800 percent
(PSA, 1893: Manuscript Group 185, Microfilm Roll 3314) (Figure 4.34). Land surrounding
Economy that had traditionally been Harmonist farm and grazing land was to be transformed
into an urban street grid. The land was to be parceled into residential and commercial tracts
and sold to individuals. Despite the failure of the New Harmony project in Leet Township,
Duss decided to try to generate income for the Society through a second real estate
development located in the same general vicinity as the failed New Harmony development.
After commissioning the Wilkins Plan for Economy, John Duss also formed the Union
Company, the land holding corporation to which he deeded all lands owned by the Harmony
Society. John Duss and Harmony Society trustee Gottlieb Reithmueller were majority
shareholders in the Union Company, with James Dickson and legal adviser Henry Hice as
minor partners. In addition to protecting the Society’s land from potential lawsuits by real or
self-proclaimed heirs of George Rapp, the holding company also facilitated the sale of
Harmony Society lands by Duss (ACC:DB 1208:57).
An article in the Pittsburgh Telegraph indicated that in addition to the plans to develop the
land around Economy, Duss also purchased a 50-acre tract of land on the northern edge of
Sewickley for between $15,000 and $20,000. The Pittsburgh Telegraph also stated that the
Society was planning to divide the land into small plots, build houses on the lots, and sell the
resulting developed parcels for $2,500 to $3,000 apiece. Lumber from the Economy Planing
Mill at French Point was to be used in constructing the houses (Pittsburgh Telegraph [PT],
27 February 1894).
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From this evidence, it appears that Duss disregarded the failure of “New Harmony” and
intensified his ambitions to establish major real estate developments using Harmony Society
land at Economy, Leetsdale, and Sewickley. It is clear that Duss wanted to sell undeveloped
land to individuals who wished to build in the area. But it also seems that the Society
entertained the idea of building housing on the Sewickley site that could be sold for a profit.
If the Economy Lumber Company was to be involved in providing building materials, it
seems logical that the Harmony Brickworks would be called upon to provide building brick.
Hence, Duss may have kept the unprofitable Harmony Brickworks open in the mid-1890s in
anticipation that it would provide building materials for the Harmony Society’s future
development of the area. Duss may have also concluded that the existence of the brickworks
might help attract potential land buyers to the area. On September 18, 1893, Duss posted an
advertisement promoting the sale of the old Harmony Society farmland around Economy.
The ad mentions that the developments were designed for “suburban homes for residents of
Pittsburgh” and that “those wishing a delightful country home at a low cost and within easy
distance of Pittsburgh are respectfully invited.” The ad also claimed “the best of brick, stone,
and other building materials can be had in inexhaustible quantities at country prices, at this
farm” (Duss ca. 1894). Apparently, there was at least some interest in the Economy land. In
October 1894, Henry Blackstone wrote a letter to Duss telling him, “Send William
Reuhausen of Corapolis a map of the ‘New Economy.’ He wants to locate a lot to build a
house for himself, and we are to furnish the brick. He also wants to know if any property up
here has been sold for a steel works” (PSA:HSM 248).
While a definite explanation for the continuation of the brickworks’ unprofitable operation
during the mid- to late 1890s may never be known, there is evidence linking Harmony
Society building material industries to the Society’s real estate development efforts in
Economy, Leet Township, and Sewickley. The development ambitions of John Duss and
other Harmony Society leaders may have been a factor in the continued operation of the
Harmony Brickworks ca. 1893–1896. The Harmony Brickworks was founded at a time when
the Harmony Society began its real estate development in Leet Township. The plant
continued to function as John Duss began offering farmlands and other holdings of the
Harmony Society for commercial real estate development (Duss ca. 1894).
In the end, the Harmony Brickworks was closed by October 1901, and James Oliver
purchased the factory and surrounding land in July 1902. Allegheny County Grantor-Grantee
indexes indicate that Duss was also successful in selling other tracts of land in Leet
Township during 1902, with the Union Company platting a series of “additions” to the
original town plan of Leetsdale. By April 1903, Duss had arranged for the sale of the
remaining Harmony Society lands, except for the central portion of Economy. The
liquidation of the Harmony Society lands effectively marked the end of the Society as an
economic entity. Meanwhile, as demolition crews leveled the kilns of the Harmony
Brickworks, the American Bridge Company began building the nation’s largest bridge plant
just up the road at Ambridge, on land formerly owned by the Harmony Society.
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Involvement of the Harmonists at the Brickworks
In his history of the Harmony Society, John Duss indicated that in 1888, many of the
Harmony Society shops at Economy were still operated by Harmony Society members, while
non-members were running others. The account also indicated that Harmonist Joseph
Schwartz was in charge of the Society’s sawmill, lumberyard, and carpenters (Duss
1943:220). However, the historical record contains only one reference to a member of the
Harmony Society who was employed at the Harmony Brickworks. Duss indicated that in
1892, Harmonist Henry Feucht was employed at the Harmony Brickworks, but that Feucht’s
conduct offended Harmony Society trustee George Kirschbaum, and Feucht was removed
from the position. Duss later states that Feucht was given a second chance at the brickworks,
but that Henrici later removed him from this position (Duss 1943:312).
Research has uncovered no other references to employment of Harmonists at the brickworks,
and it is clear that non-Harmonists largely staffed and operated the Harmony Brickworks.
Henry F. Blackstone managed business operations at the brickworks in 1889–1898.
Blackstone was a resident of Pittsburgh’s east side and had a wife and four children. Charles
Dickson, an attorney employed by the Harmony Society, took over business operations from
1898 until the plant closed in 1901. Plant foreman Adam Weber managed brickmaking
activities at the plant, with some assistance from his brother, Charles Weber. The Webers
appear to have been professional brick makers who were hired to operate the plant. There is
no evidence that Blackstone, Dickson, or the Webers were members of the Harmony Society
or held Harmonist religious beliefs.
Harmony Brickworks correspondence indicated that communication between the plant and
the Harmony Society was channeled between the plant superintendent and the two highestranking trustees of the Harmony Society. Blackstone’s letters to the Harmony Society were
always addressed to the Society’s senior trustee, and sometimes also included the name of
the junior trustee. In general, it appears that Harmony Society oversight of the brickworks
was solely entrusted to the senior trustee and junior trustee.
In some cases, the brickworks relied on other Harmony Society industries to provide support
services, although these industries were often not the best choice for such services. The
French Point Planing Mill, for example, was engaged to repair molds for the Harmony
Brickworks on a number of occasions. In January 1895, Henry Blackstone sent an angry
letter to the mill, including the following comments about mold repairs: “We returned them
(the molds) twice to be made right, and you did not do it, and time was getting short for us to
get the brick made, so we took them to a man in Leetsdale who filed them up right, and only
charged us $0.75” (PSA:HSM 248).
In general, rank-and-file Harmonists appear to have had little or no involvement in the
operation of the brickworks. Only one Harmony Society member, Henry Feucht, has been
identified as a brickworks employee, and he was apparently only employed there for a short
time before he was removed. The Society’s highest leaders, namely Jacob Henrici and John
Duss, controlled most interaction between brickworks management and the Harmony
Society. From 1892–1901, the Society and its affiliated industries appear to have done a poor
job of supporting and managing the brickworks. The problems associated with this lack of
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support were disruptive operations at the brickworks, which included interrupted gas
supplies, botched brick molds, and failure to recover borrowed tools. The brickworks also
depended on John Duss as a single point of contact to make operational and marketing
decisions or to resolve problems that the factory had in its interactions with other aspects of
the Harmony Society. However, Duss was heavily taxed by managing the Society’s finances,
legal matters, and other industries. He may not have been able to respond effectively to the
needs of the Harmony Brickworks.
The Harmonist cloth mills of the early nineteenth century provided employment for hundreds
of Harmonists and were an important part of the Harmonist community. In contrast, the
Harmony Brickworks was managed and operated by men hired from outside of the Society.
Senior trustees like John Duss and Jacob Henrici may have closely supervised the affairs of
the brickworks, but the average Harmonist appears to have had little involvement in the brick
factory. Available evidence suggests that the Harmony Brickworks was not founded by the
Society to fulfill any high religious purpose. Instead, the factory’s kilns were probably kept
operating in hopes that the factory would earn profits, and help realize the real estate
development ambitions of John Duss and other Harmony Society leaders.

THE HARMONY BRICKWORKS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE LATE
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PITTSBURGH AREA BRICK INDUSTRY
The Harmony Brickworks was, in many ways, fairly typical of brick factories operating in
the Pittsburgh area during the late nineteenth century. Information on these facilities is
readily available from profiles in brick industry trade journals, Sanborn Insurance Maps, and
Thomas Hopkins’ 1897 publication Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania. An
examination of Hopkins’ data and Sanborn maps of 12 other brick factories in the Pittsburgh
area has indicated that the Harmony Brickworks was similar in facilities, layout, and
production capacity to other brickyards that were in operation in Pittsburgh during the 1890s.
The examination was limited to works that were simply labeled as brickworks. Specialized
facilities such as plants that produced only refractory bricks were not surveyed, since they
produced a specialized product significantly different from that produced by the Harmony
Society Brickworks.
The physical facilities of most Pittsburgh brickworks examined as part of this study were
slightly smaller in size than the Harmony factory. Only one operation, Booth and Flinn near
Lombard Street in Pittsburgh, appears to have been significantly larger. In 1893 the Booth
and Flinn operation included two small kilns with curved walls, three moderately sized
rectangular kilns, and two large rectangular continuous kilns. The facility also included a
separate grinding house, an engine house, a boiler house, drying kilns, storage sheds, and an
office. The plant employed about 130 workers (Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volume 2,
Sheet 73).
Facilities at six of the brickworks located in Pittsburgh and documented by Sanborn maps
were slightly smaller than the Harmony Brickworks. These facilities included the R.
Knowlson, Ott Brothers, W. A. Scott, Blair Brothers, and J. H. Benz brickworks. Each
brickworks included four or five rectangular kilns similar in size to the five larger kilns at the
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Harmony Brickworks. The four Pittsburgh facilities of Evan Jones, J. Kerr and Sons, J.
Beckett, and Minsinger Brickworks were considerably smaller than the Harmony
Brickworks, and had only three rectangular kilns each (Sanborn Map Company 1893:
Volumes 1–2).
In general, a few consistent elements were present in nearly all of these operations. One
striking consistency was the prevalence of rectangular kilns over circular kilns. Every facility
profiled except for Booth and Flinn relied exclusively on rectangular kilns of a similar shape
and dimension to the five large updraft kilns excavated at the Harmony Brickworks. The
kilns at five of these plants were labeled “board shed over,” indicating that they were simple
updraft, open-top kilns covered with a minimal wooden roof (Figure 4.28). These simple
updraft kilns were technologically primitive compared to the sophisticated downdraft kilns
offered by Eudaly and other kiln manufacturers during the 1880s and 1890s, but it seems that
the updraft open-top kilns were suited for high-volume production. An article on the Booth
and Flinn plant described open-top kilns (Figure 4.35) as “still so common in this country,
and which have many advantages, particularly with our cheap fuel, notwithstanding the fact
that on the other side of the water they are looked upon as things of the barbaric past. We
want large quantities [of brick] at a time, and the open-top kiln gives us these; we want
expeditious and easy handling of the brick, and this we get in the open-top kiln more than in
any other. That it is wasteful of fuel is not of so much importance so long as our fuel is so
cheap” (Pittsburgh the Seat of the Next N.B.M.A. Convention 1897:208).
Some commentators claimed that the updraft open-top kilns produced uneven burning and
were unsuitable for high-quality products such as pressed brick and terra-cotta architectural
ornament. It appears, however, that Pittsburgh companies that produced pressed brick and
other high-quality products still used this type of kiln. In particular, delivery receipts from the
Harmony Brickworks suggested that the factory was capable of producing higher-quality
face brick, even though the facility used open-top, updraft kilns. In the end, the adherence to
the simple updraft open-top kiln in Pittsburgh appears to have been related to the large
number of bricks that could be produced in these kilns and the ease of loading and unloading.
These kilns wasted fuel, but the availability of natural gas and the boom in coal mining in
western Pennsylvania, southern Ohio, and West Virginia kept the price of fuel low enough
that the open-top kilns were still economically viable.
The choice of kiln may have been a regional preference. In an extensive survey of Sanborn
maps of brick factories in eastern Ohio, research found a wider variety of kilns in this region
during the 1880s and 1890s. Some brickyards used the rectangular updraft kilns commonly
found in Pittsburgh, including one factory that appears to have used the same brand of kiln,
“Wingard,” as that used at the Harmony Brickworks. However, other types of kilns were also
commonly found in eastern Ohio. Round downdraft kilns were observed at three factories,
and at least four factories used Eudaly downdraft kilns (Figure 4.36). Eudaly downdraft kilns
were commonly advertised in industry trade journals of the 1880s and 1890s. In contrast to
the relatively crude open-top kilns of Pittsburgh, these kilns were roofed with brick arches
and had a series of sophisticated flues and valves that allowed the structure to be used as an
updraft or downdraft facility. The manipulation of the flues also allowed precise control of
heat levels in specific parts of the kiln, which could increase the quality of bricks produced
by eliminating over- and under-burning. These kilns were also probably more fuel-efficient
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than open-top updraft kilns, since heat was not allowed to escape freely out the top of the
kiln.
One interesting aspect of the Harmony Brickworks operation was the mention in the 1898
Brick article that the kilns were fired using a mixture of natural gas and slack coal. An article
in Brick (Iron City Brick and Stone Company 1898:60) states that fuel used “in most of the
Pittsburgh yards is gas, and the consumption of gas keeps the cost of burning to about $1 per
thousand bricks.” The use of natural gas is another area in which the Harmony Brickworks
was consistent with other brick factories in the Pittsburgh area during the 1890s.
The technological sophistication of Pittsburgh brick factories is reflected in articles and
descriptions in brick industry trade journals. In general, some aspects of the industry, such as
brick molding, appear to have been largely mechanized, while other aspects were less
technologically advanced. Clay processing, for example, was not a technologically advanced
operation in nineteenth-century America. Most factories relied on soak pits, ring pits, or pug
mills to process clay. None of these devices were particularly complex. The strongest
application of technology in the area of clay processing appears to have been the use of steam
power for the operation of ring pits.
Steam power was a standard technology in Pittsburgh brick factories of the 1890s. Of the 12
Pittsburgh brick factories for which Sanborn maps were located, only one factory lacked any
indication of some type of engine in use. This facility, the Blair Brothers Brickworks, was
still relying on horses to power their clay processing machinery. Other factories had steam
engines ranging from 20–80 hp. The 80-hp boiler in use at the Harmony Brickworks in 1898
was an example of equipment that was standard for brick factories of the Pittsburgh area in
the 1890s (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296).
The use of machinery to press bricks also appears to have been an industry standard in
Pittsburgh by the 1890s. Of the series of brick factories profiled in Brick magazine in 1898,
all owned brick-pressing machinery. A significant number of the operations had soft-mud
presses, while many others used dry-press machinery. No commercial factories were profiled
in which bricks were still molded by hand.
One of the main advances accomplished in the nineteenth century was the development of
heat drying for bricks. Regular air drying of bricks was often time-consuming, and the
development of drying floors and tunnels operated with steam or excess heat from kilns
considerably accelerated the drying process and increased production. Of the Pittsburgh
brickworks for which Sanborn maps were available, five clearly used a heat drying process,
while for seven, it was impossible to determine whether a heat drying process was in use
(Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volumes 1–2). Most Pittsburgh brick factories profiled by
Brick magazine in 1898 were using steam driers or driers that used excess hot air from the
brick kilns (Figure 4.15). By adding a steam drier in 1898, the Harmony Society was keeping
pace with standard developments in brick manufacturing technology.
Most aspects of the Harmony Brickworks appeared to be consistent with the design and
technological advancements visible at other Pittsburgh brickworks in the 1890s. The plant’s
kilns, clay processing equipment, drying facilities, and brick-stamping machine were all
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typical of other factories in the Pittsburgh area. The Harmony Brickworks was not
exceptionally advanced in its use of technology, but it does not appear to have lagged behind
other Pittsburgh brick factories.
In terms of daily production, the Harmony Brickworks seems to have been very close to
average for Allegheny County in the late 1890s. Of the 44 brickworks in Allegheny County
profiled in Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania (Hopkins 1897), 25 factories reported
production of 13,000–30,000 bricks per day. Twelve of those factories reported production of
20,000–25,000 bricks per day, comparable to the 20,000 bricks-per-day produced at the
Harmony Brickworks. Four companies reported production of 35,000–60,000 bricks. Three
of these facilities were single-plant operations, including Kountz Brothers at 35,000 per day,
Wittmer Brothers at 50,000, and Rumbaugh Brick at 60,000. Sankey Brothers reported
production of 35,000 bricks a day, but this was accomplished by operating two separate
plants, one with a daily capacity of 15,000 bricks and the other with a daily capacity of
20,000 bricks.
Only one company, Booth and Flinn, indicated production above 100,000 bricks a day.
Booth and Flinn reported their capacity as 125,000 bricks per day, and the plant was also one
of the most technologically advanced brickworks in Pittsburgh at the time (Hopkins
1897:140–165). Booth and Flinn possessed facilities such as continuous kilns and steam
shovels that were apparently not used at other brickworks in Allegheny County during the
1890s (Pittsburgh the Site of the Next N.B.M.A. Convention 1897:207–211).
The Harmonist brick factory resembled other regional brickworks in terms of the product line
it manufactured. The plant primarily produced stock, chimney, and common brick, like most
brick factories in the Pittsburgh area. Several large plants manufactured high-quality paving
brick in Ohio and West Virginia during this period, but these plants had a well-established
reputation for producing high-quality products. Allegheny County brick manufacturers found
it difficult to compete with these Ohio companies in the paving brick market. As a result, few
companies made significant quantities of paving brick in Allegheny County during the late
1890s (Hopkins 1897:136).

Distinctive Aspects of the Harmony Brickworks
One question posed in this study is whether the philosophies and practices of the Harmony
Society significantly influenced the design or operation of the Harmony Brickworks. In the
early to mid-nineteenth century, the Society had a reputation of operating businesses with
great efficiency, and the Harmonists were extremely willing to embrace modern technology
and venture into emerging industries. Therefore, if Harmonist philosophies were in fact
influential even in the waning of the Society’s existence, this should be reflected in the
operations and layout of the Harmony Brickworks. In contrast, it seems that the Harmony
Brickworks was a typical brick factory of 1890s Pittsburgh in terms of layout, technological
advancement, and production capacity. Aside from one or two somewhat unusual features,
the plant appears to have had an average level of technological advancement when compared
with other brick factories in 1890s Pittsburgh.
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Some plants in Pittsburgh had a higher than average level of mechanization. The best
example was the Booth and Flinn Works, which in 1897 was the largest manufacturer of
building brick in Allegheny County, with a reported daily capacity of 125,000 bricks. This
operation had a number of unusual devices used to increase the plant’s efficiency. These
features may be attributable to the factory superintendent, George Albertson, who was an
inventor. Albertson developed a narrow-gauge railroad with specially designed self-dumping
cars that was used to transport clay around the brickworks. The plant also used a steampowered hoist to load the kilns, and this task was therefore completed more quickly. The
plant also used a steam shovel for clay mining (Figure 4.37). The Booth and Flinn works was
established in 1889, the year in which the Harmony Brickworks began operation. An 1898
Brick article indicated that Booth and Flinn was a high-volume operation and was part of a
larger construction contracting business. Considering the large size and length of operation of
the Booth and Flinn plant, Albertson’s management techniques and technological
innovations appear to have paid off (Pittsburgh the Seat of the Next N.B.M.A. Convention
1897:207–210). The success of the Booth and Flinn factory would seem to argue against any
special influence of Harmonist philosophy at the Harmony Brickworks, since that site was
not among the most efficient and technologically advanced brickworks in the region during
that period.
The Harmony Brickworks was average in terms of technology, but it does appear to have
been planned for the efficient transportation of raw materials and bricks. A narrow-gauge
railroad was used at the Harmony Brickworks (Figure 4.38). A railroad track can be seen on
the 1894 map of the plant leading from the drying house and processing building to a tract of
largely empty ground south of the plant (Figure 4.29). This track may have been used to
transfer clay from a mining area to the plant’s processing areas. The 1898 photograph of the
plant also indicates that narrow-gauge railroad tracks were used to transport pallets full of
bricks around the plant (Figure 4.30).
Brick manufacturers usually tried to build kilns close to where bricks were stamped and
dried. The 1894 map of the Harmony Brickworks seems to indicate a highly efficient
arrangement of kilns and railroad lines in relation to the drying house. The five large updraft
kilns were placed near the west elevation of the drying house in a closely spaced formation.
Two additional brick buildings, which are thought to be two of the plant’s smaller kilns, were
located very near the south elevation of the drying house. This arrangement would have
allowed the transfer of unfired bricks from the drying house to the kilns with a minimum of
effort, saving time and money.
In the case of the five larger kilns, unfired bricks from the drying floor could have been
loaded directly into an opening on the east elevations of the kilns. On the 1894 map, the
presence of an opening with access to a railroad spur can be detected on the west elevation of
each kiln. This would have allowed finished bricks to be loaded directly onto railroad cars
from the kiln. The small rail spurs were connected directly with the Pittsburgh, Chicago, and
Fort Wayne Railroad line east of the plant. Harmony Brickworks correspondence contains
numerous references to the transportation of bricks by railroad (PSA:HSM 247).
Of the 12 Pittsburgh brick plants for which Sanborn maps were available, two were located
near a major railroad line (Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volumes 1–2). Neither of these
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plants had the direct link between kilns and railroad tracks that was a feature of the layout at
the Harmony Brickworks. Presumably, these plants had to pay laborers to haul bricks to
storage sheds or to staging areas where the bricks could be loaded onto railroad cars or horsedrawn wagons. Through efficient plant design, it appears that the Harmony Brickworks was
able to eliminate some of this expense. This feature may be one area where the Harmony
Society’s tradition of efficiency is visible at the brickyard, although it should be noted that
other brickworks not associated with the Harmony Society were also efficient and
technologically advanced. For example, Sanborn maps of Ohio brick factories in the 1880s
and 1890s revealed that a significant number of these plants had a single rail line positioned
to allow the convenient loading of bricks onto railroad cars from the kilns. However, none of
these Ohio factories featured the Harmony Brickworks arrangement of running an individual
rail spur directly to the opening of each large kiln.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
At the beginning of this project, a series of research themes was presented in the Scope of
Work. One of the major goals of this report was to provide as much information as possible
about those research themes. The following discussion summarizes the major information
gathered that pertains to the individual research themes. This section also identifies areas
where documentary research was unable to address the research themes. Finally, this section
identifies areas where archaeological field investigation may be able to help address some of
the research themes that literature review alone could not address.

Ownership
The Scope of Work stated that a chain of title should be provided for the Harmony
Brickworks property. The Scope also requested the identification of any owners of brick
factories at the site. Real estate records for Allegheny County provided a chain of title for the
property from 1800 to the present. The Harmony Brickworks was located on portions of
Revolutionary War Depreciation Tracts 10 and 11 in Daniel Leet’s District (ACC:PB 5:39).
The most significant revelation provided by this research was that in 1825 Frederick Rapp of
the Harmony Society acquired Depreciation Tracts 10, 11, 40, and 12 for a total of 618 acres
(ACC:DB 2G-32:200). A survey in 1850 mentioned the existence of a sawmill, oil mill, and
stone quarry on the property, but no brick kilns or factories (ACC:DB 91:594).
In 1851, the Harmony Society sold 350 acres of property in Tracts 10, 11, and 12 in Daniel
Leet’s District to William Dunn (ACC:DB 99:144). Dunn subdivided the land into smaller
plots. Hugh Bevington, a river pilot from Ohio, began accumulating lots in Dunn’s Plan in
the 1860s. In 1864, Bevington purchased Lots 14 and 17 and a small plot north of the
railroad (ACC:DB 174:498). In 1869, Bevington purchased Lots 15, 16, and part of Lot 8
(ACC:DB 248:500). Finally, Hugh Bevington purchased Lots 12, 13, 18, and 19 in 1872
(ACC:DB 280:402).
Hugh Bevington operated the first known brick factory on this site. The start date of
Bevington’s brickworks was not determined, but the earliest evidence for its existence is an
1876 atlas map (Hopkins 1876). It is known from papers served to Bevington by the Real
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Estate Savings Bank that this brickworks contained two kilns, a wood-frame drying house,
and a wheel house (Hugh Bevington v. Real Estate Savings Bank 1878:3–5). The exact date
when Bevington’s brickworks ceased operations is unknown, but the Real Estate Savings
Bank seized the property on March 30, 1878, for outstanding debts. It seems unlikely that the
bank continued to operate the kilns after that point (Real Estate Savings Bank v. Hugh
Bevington 1878:3–5). The 1880 United States Census recorded Bevington as a 46-year-old
riverboat pilot from Ohio with a wife and four children.
The Real Estate Savings Bank sold the property to Jacob Henrici, et al., Trustees for the
Harmony Society, on February 21, 1888 (ACC:DB 600:369). In addition to the Shields and
Hugh Bevington properties, the Harmony Society continued to buy property in what would
become Leetsdale Borough. Because of the extensive late nineteenth-century land holdings
of the Harmony Society in Leetsdale Borough, it was difficult to determine how much of this
land was used for the brickworks and how much of it was residential property or land held in
reserve by the Society for future development.
Tax records are not specific about individual facilities at the Harmony Brickworks from 1889
through the early 1890s, and simply list brick kilns and machinery as a single line item
valued at $2,000.00 (PSA 1889–1892:ACTR Record Group 47). Correspondence preserved
in the Harmony Society’s records provides more detailed information on when and how the
Harmony Brickworks facilities were constructed. Correspondence clearly indicates that the
factory was still under construction in 1890 (PSA:HSM 247). However, payroll records
indicate that bricks were being fired at the facility as early as March 1890. References to
construction of facilities disappear from company correspondence at the end of October 1890
(PSA:HSM 247).
The Harmony Society was a communal utopian Protestant religious community that earned a
reputation for hard work and efficiency. The Society founded and operated many industries,
and the Harmony Brickworks was one of many industries owned or operated by the Harmony
Society in the last decades of the nineteenth century. The Society was responsible for
founding many other industries in Allegheny and Beaver Counties (Arndt 1972:367; Tate
1925:14).
On April 11, 1894, the Society members formed the Union Company, a real estate holding
company for the Society’s assets (ACC:DB 1208:57). Several reasons were stated for this
action, including the possible need for large sums of money for lawsuits brought against the
Society by the heirs of deceased members. The Harmony Brickworks closed in 1901, and the
land on which it stood was sold to James B. Oliver (ACC:DB 1200:111). A plan was
developed to divide the area into lots for housing, but only housing on Washington Street
was actually built (Hopkins 1906). After changing hands a number of times, the land was
sold to Bethlehem Steel Realty Company in 1931 (ACC:DB 4301:575). The land remained in
possession of Bethlehem Steel until it was sold in 1986 to the Chartiers Valley Industrial and
Commercial Development Authority (ACC:DB 7423:233). In 1999, the land was sold to a
partnership known as Leetsdale Industrial II (ACC:DB 10554:362).
In general, a successful chain of title was secured for the parcels on which the Harmony
Brickworks stood. Information was found on owners of both brick factories that are known to
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have existed on the site, although a fairly small amount of information was uncovered on
Hugh Bevington. The only unresolved issue involved determining how much of the extensive
land holdings of the Harmony Society in Leetsdale Borough were used in some way in
connection with the brick factory, and which lands were used for other purposes or reserved
for future development. It is unlikely that archaeological field investigation of the brickworks
site would be able to resolve this issue.

Brick Industry (General)
The original research theme for the brick industry context for this project asked for a
description of typical brickworks from the early nineteenth to early twentieth centuries in
terms of location, building types, activity areas, transportation systems, raw materials used,
and market. It was found that wide regional variations made it difficult to identify “typical”
examples of brick factories during this period. In general, secondary sources indicate that
many early nineteenth-century brick factories were located near sources of clay. Necessary
materials included clay and water, and possibly sand if the clay was not sufficiently sandy in
its natural state. Early factories commonly consisted of simple updraft kilns and wood-frame
sheds where brick drying, molding, and clay processing took place (McCollam 1976:23–25).
Through the course of the nineteenth century, brick factories became more mechanized.
There was less dependence on horses and handcraft techniques, and more reliance on steam
engines and other machinery as the century progressed. Rather than being a smooth
progression, however, mechanization proceeded in an inconsistent, haphazard manner. The
development of technologies did not eliminate the dependence of the nineteenth-century
brick industry on skilled labor (Wallace 1993:18).
In the later nineteenth century, brick factories became specialized according to region and the
type of product manufactured. Due to the wide variety of brick factory types during this
period, research focused on Pittsburgh area brick factories that provided products similar to
those made by the Harmony Brickworks. It was found that the typical Pittsburgh factory that
produced common building bricks from 1890–1900 was somewhat smaller than the Harmony
Brickworks (Hopkins 1897:140–165; Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volumes 1–2). The
operation of about three to five kilns was typical. Plant layout often placed the kilns in a
single row near a large wood-frame building for brick drying and stamping (Sanborn Map
Company 1893). Kilns were usually simple open-top updraft structures that were fired by
gas, coal, or a combination of the two. Machines that pressed soft, wet clay into a series of
wooden molds were commonly used to mold bricks. Steam engines often powered clay
production and brick-molding machinery (Pittsburgh the Seat of the Next N.B.M.A.
Convention 1897:207–210). Historic maps also revealed that while some brick factories in
Allegheny County were connected to rail lines, many did not have rail service. Those
factories without rail access probably depended to some extent on wagons or carts drawn by
horse or mule to transport the bricks to market or to a railroad loading area (Sanborn Map
Company 1893: Volumes 1–2).
American brick factories produced a wide variety of products in the late nineteenth century.
Many plants specialized in a specific type of brick. Paving brick companies were common in
eastern Ohio. Fire brick production was also highly specialized and required a specific type
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of clay with a high kaolin content. Most plants in Allegheny County produced various grades
of building brick and did not specialize in paving brick or fire brick (Hopkins 1897:136).
In general, a wealth of information was available on the nineteenth-century brick industry
and on brick manufacturing in Allegheny County during the late nineteenth century. This
information adequately covered the research themes listed in the Scope of Work for this
project. This did not appear to be an area where archaeological field investigation of the site
could add to our knowledge.

Brick Industry (Site-Specific)
It is likely that the process to manufacture bricks at the Harmony Brickworks changed over
time. The details of brick manufacturing at Hugh Bevington’s brickworks are not known, but
since the plant operated in the 1870s and consisted of only two kilns and a drying house,
manufacturing was likely a simple operation in which most tasks were completed by hand.
Clay was likely mined on the property with shovels and processed in a mixing pit powered
by horses. The bricks were likely molded by hand in wooden molds, and then stacked in a
kiln of simple design. A 1954 history of Leetsdale supports the hypothesis that operations at
the Bevington factory were mostly manual (BVT 1954:24). Without a more detailed
description of the operating methods and facilities in use at the Bevington brick factory,
however, it is impossible to determine specific features of the kilns, clay processing facilities,
or brick molding operations. These are areas for which archaeological field investigation may
provide additional information, if remains of Hugh Bevington’s brickworks have survived.
More is known about the operational facilities of the Harmony Brickworks. The
manufacturing process at this plant was more mechanized, but operations nevertheless
remained fairly labor-intensive. After clay was excavated from the site, a steam engine
hauled the clay to the processing area (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). The
clay was reportedly high-quality and needed minimal processing (Hopkins 1897:156–157).
Bricks were molded using a Henry Martin soft-mud machine that forced soft clay into a set
of five wooden brick molds. The Martin machine appears to have been powered by a steam
engine (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). A large building that appears on
factory maps that date from 1894 may have been a large drying house for the bricks. After
drying, the bricks were then loaded into one of seven kilns at the factory. From historic
photographs, the kilns appear to have been simple open-top updraft structures (Harmony
Society’s Brickworks 1898:295). The bricks were removed from the kilns and in many cases
were transported from the factory by railroad. Company correspondence heavily documents
this use of rail transportation (PSA:HSM 247).
It is unknown which types of brick Hugh Bevington’s brickworks produced. While the
Harmony Brickworks produced a few paving bricks on a limited basis, the factory’s main
product was building brick. The most common products were various grades of building
brick (PSA:HSM 256). The lowest-grade product was salmon or chimney brick, which was
soft and light orange in color. The factory sold a number of middle-grade filler bricks, which
were harder, but filler brick was largely used in invisible areas because of its imperfections.
The highest grades of brick were face brick or stock brick, which were used on visible
portions of walls. The company also sold smaller quantities of sharp-edged pressed brick,
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although this was not one of the main product lines (PSA:HSM 250:23). The factory also
occasionally produced shaped bricks for some clients (PSA:HSM 249:342). There is no
evidence that the Harmony Brickworks ever manufactured fire brick.
At its time of operation, the Bevington Brickworks was located on about 50 acres. The
Harmony Society purchased this land for its own brickworks. The Society may have owned
other property in Leet Township that may have been used for clay mining. The plant itself
appears to have remained on the Bevington tracts for the entire history of the Harmony
Brickworks.
The Ohio River may have served as a transportation route for the Bevington Brickworks, but
this cannot be confirmed. Harmony Brickworks records make ample mention of the use of
railroads to transport bricks to market (PSA:HSM 247). While there are a few sparse
references to river transport, it does not appear to have been heavily used (PSA:HSM 247).
Railroad transportation seems to have been the predominant means to transport bricks from
the Harmony Brickworks to market.
There is little firm evidence of the production methods used at the Bevington Brickworks,
and this is one area where archaeological field investigation may be able to reveal important
information not contained in the historical record. The manufacturing and transportation
operations used at the Harmony Brickworks are well documented by journal articles, maps,
company correspondence, ledgers, and other records. However, there are undoubtedly details
of the manufacturing methods that were not recorded in the historical record. Details of the
design and character of some of the equipment, especially the clay processing facilities, were
only sparsely mentioned in the company documents and other literature. Archaeological field
investigation may help us better understand how the Harmony Brickworks operated.

Architecture
There is little evidence concerning the buildings at Hugh Bevington’s brickworks. The only
significant piece of information on the specific facilities is that the factory had two kilns and
one wood-frame drying shed. It is likely that this small operation used simple open-top
updraft kilns, but this cannot be conclusively determined from the historical record. This is
clearly an area where archaeological field investigation may reveal additional information.
We know from an 1894 historic map of the Harmony Brickworks that the facility contained
five closely spaced buildings that match the placement pattern of kilns in Sanborn maps of
other brick factories. A series of crude kilns can be seen in a photograph of the plant
published in an 1898 article (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295). Based on this
information, it appears that the plant operated five updraft open-top kilns measuring roughly
40 feet by 80 feet. Company records also indicate that the factory used Wingard updraft kilns
(PSA:HSM 249:377). Two other brick buildings on the map appear to be kilns based on their
size and position. Archaeological investigation can confirm the position of the five large
kilns and determine whether the two smaller buildings were indeed kilns, or if they were
some other type of support structures. Fieldwork may also determine the details of airflow,
fire box design, foundation walls, floors, and sub-floors in the kilns. Field investigations may
also reveal the type of brick used for the kilns and the extent to which fire brick was used in
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their construction. Company records also indicate that fire brick, fire clay, and grate bars
were ordered at various times to repair the kilns (PSA:HSM 248). Archaeological field
investigation may be able to find evidence of the nature and extent of these repairs.
A larger structure also appears on the 1894 Harmony Society map. This building is colorcoded as a wood-frame, very large structure. It is consistent with brick factory buildings
labeled on Pittsburgh Sanborn maps as structures that accommodate brick drying, clay
processing, and molding (Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volumes 1–2). Archaeological
investigation may confirm or refute the hypothesis that this building was used primarily as a
brick-drying house. If the building was a drying house, archaeological investigations may
also be able to determine if the drying floor was heated or unheated. If the floor was heated,
field investigation may also determine whether the heating system was based on coal- or gasfired furnaces, steam, or some other system. The field investigation may reveal whether heat
and exhaust were carried through pipes, brick flues, or some other means. Fieldwork may
also determine the construction method used to build the drying floor, and provide some
insights into the building’s overall structural supports through analysis of foundations and
post remains. The investigations may also determine if the building was constructed at one
time, or if its 1894 appearance was the result of a series of additions and accretions. Finally,
fieldwork may also indicate whether pieces of equipment such as boilers, engines, brick
presses, or clay processing pits were located in this building, and if so, which parts of the
building this equipment occupied. Investigation of the outline of this building for additional
information should be a major component of the archaeological field investigation for this
project.
A photo of the Harmony Brickworks that appears in an 1898 journal article indicates that the
brick factory at that time had a long, narrow building with a large chimney (Figure 4.30).
This structure was located close to the five kilns (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295).
There is also evidence in company records that the Harmony Brickworks drying house
burned in 1897, and that in 1898, the factory built a steam drying tunnel that had been
purchased from the Wolff Dryer Company of Chicago (PSA:HSM 249:268). The structure in
the 1898 photograph closely matches advertisements for Wolff dryers in the publication Clay
Record (Wolff Dryer Company 1898:2; Figure 4.39).
The field investigations may be able to locate the remains of the steam drying tunnel
mentioned in company records. The location of the steam drying tunnel in the 1898
photograph is not completely clear. The tunnel may have been built on top of the ruins of the
destroyed drying house to the east of the five large kilns, or it may have been located west of
the kilns. No post-1894 maps of the Harmony Brickworks were located in the literature
survey. Therefore, archaeological field investigations may be able to provide vital
information on the post-1897 layout of the Harmony Brickworks, including evidence of the
location of the steam drying tunnel. The 1898 photograph also does not clearly show which
construction material was used to build the dryer, whether it contained the system of
underground radiators seen in the Wolff advertisement, or exactly how large the tunnel was
when built. The field excavations may also reveal construction details of the tunnel drier that
were not evident in the available literature.
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Economics
There is no available economic data on Hugh Bevington’s brickworks, other than the fact
that the actual physical facilities were small. Industrial census data on the factory was not
located, and U.S. population census data revealed little about the factory. Economic data on
the Harmony Brickworks were more plentiful. From company payrolls, ledgers, and financial
records, we know that the facility employed a crew of approximately 20 to 30 men (Harmony
Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). The employees included a superintendent in charge of
overall plant operations, business matters, and coordination with the trustees of the Harmony
Society. A main foreman oversaw the actual production of the bricks. There may have been
other foremen who were in charge of overseeing workers completing specific tasks such as
digging clay or molding bricks. In terms of workers, the payroll lists a variety of
specializations. These specific positions included mixers, shovelers, and sanders for
processing and mining the clay. Machine men, engineers, and crimpers molded bricks and
maintained machinery. Setters stacked brick in the kilns, burners operated the kilns, and
palette layers, wheelers, and loaders transported the bricks. The payroll records also refer to a
teamster and a night watchman (PSA:HSM 249:105). An 1898 article on the factory
indicated that it employed 20 men at wages ranging from $1.25–$2.50 per day (Harmony
Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296).
No evidence has been found that members of the Harmony Society were employed at the
brickworks for any significant amount of time, or that any of the workers were affiliated with
the Society or shared its religious beliefs. It appears that the factory’s purpose was to provide
income for the Society, not to provide work for its members. Many accounts indicate that
Society leaders sought to prevent contact between rank-and-file Society members and the
workers and managers at Harmony Society industries. Other than Henry Blackstone, the
superintendent, it appears that brickworks employees rarely interacted with Harmony Society
personnel (PSA:HSM 248). While the historical and archaeological record thoroughly
documented some aspects of the Harmony Brickworks, information on the kiln workers’
labor conditions, social life, and housing was scarce. Any information on these conditions
that could be recovered as part of the archaeological investigations would make a valuable
addition to an area of the research that did not produce extensive results.
It is more difficult to assess the overall production of the facility and its finances. The on-site
availability of high-quality clay should have been an advantage. The goal of the factory was
production of 20,000 bricks a day (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295–296). Some
kiln ledgers and other documents record production details, but usable tallies of yearly
production were not located in the company records. A tally of profit/loss figures for the
plant was located in the records, although the company’s accounting appears to have been
irregular and it is unclear how accurate these figures are (PSA:HSM 247). Overall, the figure
of 20,000 bricks a day seems to conform to what other similar brick factories in Allegheny
County were producing (Hopkins 1897:140–165). The Harmony Brickworks recorded
overall revenue and profit and loss figures from 1892–1901. The plant reported $41,971 in
revenue and a profit of $3,712.72, or roughly 8.8 percent. By 1894, revenues had dropped
below $27,000, and the plant reported a financial loss every year from 1894–1896
(PSA:HSM 247). It is not completely clear why the factory was so unprofitable, but there
seem to be a number of possible factors. The plant was flooded repeatedly, and a fire in 1897
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seriously damaged the facility (PSA:HSM 248). The factory also appears to have produced a
very large quantity of low-grade salmon or chimney brick, which were difficult to sell at a
good price (PSA:HSM 247).
The Harmonists purchased what was essentially a defunct brick factory in 1888. The tax
assessment of the kilns and drying house for 1888 was $1,000 (PSA 1888:ACTR). By 1900,
the year before operations at the factory stopped, the tax assessment for buildings that were
strictly related to the brick factory was $1,000: $700 for the seven kilns, and $300 for the
drying house and its machinery. Other support buildings like barns, wagon sheds, and stables
added up to another $5,000, but it is not clear whether all of these properties were part of the
brickworks, or whether these properties were associated with other land that the Harmony
Society owned in Leet Township (PSA 1900:ACTR).
The payroll records end in October 1901, reflecting the end of operations at that time. Also in
October 1901, an inquiry was made into selling the Henry Martin brick machine (PSA:HSM
250:105). There is no clear explanation of why the plant closed, but its unprofitability and the
larger desire of John Duss to liquidate the business assets of the Society are likely reasons. It
is unlikely that archaeological field investigation will reveal any additional information about
the specific finances of the Harmony Brickworks. However, the excavations may reveal
evidence of problems such as deteriorated equipment or poor maintenance of kilns or other
structures that may have hampered the efficiency of the Harmony Brickworks. Such a lack of
maintenance may have contributed to the factory’s failure to earn consistent profits, and may
have hastened its eventual demise.

Religion
As a utopian group of religious believers, the Harmony Society believed in the sharing of
assets and property among Society members. Hard work and industry were valued, and the
Society also felt that accumulating material wealth for travel to the Holy Land upon the
return of the Savior was a worthy goal (Larner 1962:119). The Society therefore was heavily
involved in the promotion of industries (Arndt 1972:367). As with its other industries, the
Harmonists founded the brickworks at least in part to provide income for Society members,
and to increase the total assets of the Society. The factory also provided employment for
residents of Leet Township, and the Society may have felt that it was their mission to
stimulate the local economy. Since the Society seems to have attempted to separate members
from workers in the Society’s industries, there is no evidence that the brickworks was
intended to function as a means to recruit new members or spread their belief system. The
business also seems to have been related to ambitions by Duss and others to develop real
estate in the area, in the sense that the brick factory could provide raw materials for those
who wished to develop lands offered for sale by the Society (PSA:HSM 248; Duss ca. 1894).
There is evidence that the Harmony Society had tried its hand at brickmaking before. No
evidence was found in this study that brickmaking was part of life in the early nineteenth
century at Harmony or at New Harmony. However, Raymond Shepherd, Old Economy
Village Historian, mentioned that he thought the Harmonists had made bricks at a number of
locations during their years at Economy. However, he felt that these brick production
operations were small-scale temporary kilns, and that the purpose of these operations was to
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provide bricks for the construction of Harmony Society buildings such as the structures that
made up the Society’s Economy settlement. Mr. Shepherd thought that bricks were made
during the early to mid-nineteenth century at Economy, and also possibly at French Point and
Legionville. However, Mr. Shepherd thought that the Society was not engaged in the
mechanized, industrial production of bricks for the market until construction of the Leetsdale
brickworks (Raymond Shepherd, personal communication 2000).
Harmony Society records also always refer to the Leetsdale factory as the brickworks. No
indication has been found in the company records to suggest that there was a second factory
in operation at any time during the operation of the Leetsdale plant. This suggests that while
the Harmony Society was previously involved in small-scale brickmaking, the Leetsdale
operation was its first and only attempt at commercial, large-scale industrial brickmaking.
Ample documentation was found regarding the Harmony Society and its religious practices.
Little information was uncovered suggesting that Harmony Society members were actively
involved in the operation of the factory. Available evidence seems to suggest that the plant
was operated by the Harmony Society to make money and to support the real estate
development ambitions of some Society leaders. This is not an area in which archaeological
field investigation appears to have great potential to reveal information, unless evidence of
religious practices at the brickworks is discovered.
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES

Figure 4.1: Project location
(Rand McNally Road Atlas 1994:83).
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Figure 4.2: Project location on Ambridge Quadrangle 7.5' USGS map.
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Figure 4.3: 1906 G. M. Hopkins Plat Map of Northern Pittsburgh, James B.
Oliver Est. Plan. Gazzam’s development plan is visible to the upper right.
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Figure 4.4: Portion of an 1876 real estate atlas of
Leetsdale, indicating that two kilns were present on the
future site of the Harmony Brickworks. Dotted oval on
banks of Ohio River may indicate clay mining area
(Hopkins 1876).
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Figure 4.5: Portrait
of Jacob Henrici
(Baumann 1983:vi).

Figures 4.6–4.7: Portraits of John and Susie Duss (Baumann 1983:vi).
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Figure 4.8: In the early nineteenth century, molding
bricks by hand was a labor-intensive process
(Wallace 1993:23).

Figure 4.9: An ad for the Henry Martin Company in
an issue of The Clay Worker (Henry Martin Brick
Machine Mfg. Co. 1901:488) featured its Letter A
model brick-molding machine. The Harmony
Brickworks used this model in its brick production.
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Figure 4.10: This typical brickyard scene shows workers in western Pennsylvania using
the Henry Martin brick-molding machine (Hopkins 1897:112).

4A-7

Figure 4.11: The inner workings of the Henry Martin Model A brick-molding machine
(Gurcke 1987:18).

Figure 4.12: Striking bricks on a Henry Martin brick-molding machine at the Hidden
Brick Company, Vancouver, Washington (Gurcke 1987:102).
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Figure 4.13: Repressing machines, such as this “Victor” model by a Dayton, Ohio
company, were used to make pressed bricks from soft-mud pressed bricks. No evidence
has been found that would prove that the Harmony Brickworks had such a machine
(Grimsley 1906:157).

Figure 4.14: Men at a western Pennsylvania brickworks place unfired bricks onto a
drying floor (Hopkins 1897:137).
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Figure 4.15: A typical steam drier (Moore 1902:196).
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Figure 4.16: The Eudaly downdraft kiln was advertised in an issue of The Clay Worker
(Eudaly 1891:557) magazine as a state-of-the-art structure. These kilns produced a
higher number of high-quality bricks than ordinary updraft kilns. The Harmony
Brickworks inquired to the Eudaly Company about their products, but relied on more
primitive updraft kilns.

Figure 4.17: This illustration of a Reppell updraft kiln appeared in an issue of The Clay
Worker (Reppell 1892:698). Its brick walls with a less permanent frame roof are typical
of updraft kilns of the nineteenth century.
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Figure 4.18: Plan view of a typical open-top updraft kiln stacked with bricks ready for
firing (Dunn 1901:165).

Figures 4.19–4.20: Front and cutaway side elevation drawings of an open-top updraft
kiln stacked with raw bricks to be fired (Dunn 1901:165–166).
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Figure 4.21: This brickyard scene from a western Pennsylvania company shows men
unloading bricks from a kiln after firing and cooling (Hopkins 1897:134).
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Figure 4.22: The layout of the John Lanz and Company Brick Yard, located in
Pittsburgh, is typical of Allegheny County brickworks of the late nineteenth century
(Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volume 2, Sheet 59).
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Figure 4.23: Early nineteenth-century brickworks used tempering pits to work clay to
an even consistency and moisture (Brick Making 1886:342).

Figure 4.24: The Hugh Bevington brickworks probably employed a hand mold, such as
this one, to make bricks (Grimsley 1906:115).
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Figure 4.25: Layout of the Harmony Brickworks as shown on an 1894 Harmony Society
map entitled “Map of Land of the Harmony Society Near Leetsdale, Pennsylvania.”
(Wilkins and Davison map, 1894; modified by Hardlines Design Company, August
2000).
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Figure 4.26: The W. A. Scott and Son Brickyard, located in Pittsburgh, is an example of
a brickworks that housed clay processing, brick molding, and brick drying in one
structure (Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volume 2, Sheet 71).

Figure 4.27: The Harmony Brickworks may have used “Wind Guard” brick kilns
similar to those shown in this Sanborn Map view of the Diebold Brick Company of
Canton, Ohio (Sanborn Map Company 1891: Sheet 18).
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Figure 4.28: The Sankey Brothers Brickyard, located in Pittsburgh, used seven kilns
with “board shed over each kiln.” This was a common practice on updraft kilns
(Sanborn Map Company 1893: Volume 1, Sheet 54; Sankey Brothers’ Brickworks
1898:49-50).
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Figure 4.29: The 1894 Harmony Brickworks map with probable building functions
indicated (Wilkins and Davison map, 1894; modified by Hardlines Design Company,
August 2000).
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Figure 4.30: The Harmony Brickworks as shown in a trade magazine article entitled, “The
Harmony Society’s Brickworks, Economy, PA.” The updraft kilns are to the left of the
photo, and the tunnel drier is to the right (Harmony Society’s Brickworks 1898:295).
This view shows the factory after the 1897 fire. The steam drying tunnel was installed in
late 1897 and is visible to the right. Since the photograph shows the site following the fire
and subsequent reconstruction of some facilities, the image does not completely match the
1894 map shown in Figure 4.29 (see discussion on pages 53–54).
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Figure 4.31: Men using wheelbarrows to load raw bricks into a kiln to be set
(Hopkins 1897:154).

Figure 4.32: Men at a western Pennsylvania brickworks begin the process of setting raw
bricks into a kiln to be fired (Hopkins 1897:148).
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Figure 4.33: This photo from a 1954 history of Leetsdale is identified as the Harmony
Brickworks. In actuality, it is probably the Penn Brickworks of Leetsdale
(BVT 1954:45).
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Figure 4.34: One of the real estate schemes of the Harmony Society in its later years
was the expansion of the town of Economy, as shown in this map
(PSA, 1893: Manuscript Group 185, Microfilm Roll 3314).
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Figure 4.35: Updraft kilns, such as these at Booth and Flinn of Pittsburgh, were
prevalent in Allegheny County brickworks (Pittsburgh the Seat of the Next N.B.M.A.
Convention 1897:207).
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Figure 4.36: The Royal Brickyard, located in Canton, Ohio, used five Eudaly downdraft
kilns. Several Ohio brickyards of the nineteenth century operated these kilns, while
Pittsburgh-area brickworks tended to use the more primitive updraft kilns (1891
Sanborn Map of Canton Ohio, Sheet 28).
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Figure 4.37: One of the innovations at Booth and Flinn of Pittsburgh was the use of a
steam shovel to quarry shale and clay (Hopkins 1897:141).

Figure 4.38: The railroad system within the Harmony Brickworks probably would have
used cars such as this to transport bricks around the site (Grimsley 1906:130).
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Figure 4.39: An illustration of the Wolff Company’s Iron Clad Drier
(Wolff Dryer Company 1898:2).
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APPENDIX B: INVENTORY OF THE HARMONY BRICKWORKS

Inventory taken at the Harmony Brick Works, April 18, 1897*
1 boiler (fixed for b[illegible])
1 stationary engine?
3 pulleys and 3 belts
1 machinists vise
1 lantern? --- cros[illegible]
1 clock
1 oil tank for engine oil
1 10 gal?
1 5 gal can
3 small oil cans
1 1 gal can for coal oil
4 monkey wrenches
2 large [illegible]
2 pipe wrenches
1 draw knife
1 small anvil
2 hand saws
2 braces
1 set (6) auger [illegible]
3 large bits
5 lbs att[illegible]
1 t- square
1 n[illegible] trowel?
(3?) ice
1 box copper rivets
1 rivet? set
1 puus[illegible]
1 drill
1 s – [illegible]- - hammer
1 cold chisel
1 hatchet
1 box and packing worth $2.—
28 gals common black oil
8 gals engine oil
2 pieces brass boxing (new)
1 belt clamp
100 ft canvas 3" hose (3 sections)
2 brass nozzles
1 gr—stove ( )
also
for same
1 duplex pump and fixture complete
1 s[illegible] gauge
1 6 ft st[illegible] addi[illegible]
¼ lb cog grease
1 cross cut saw
2 stove
3 blocks and rope
1 friction clutch
1 scythe
1 50 lbs Iron pinch bar
1 bath tub and fixtures
2 picks
2 alligator wrenches
1 spike [illegible]
2 jacks
1 sand s[illegible]

½ bbl rosin
8 trucks
21 moulds
1 shovel [sto[illegible]]
16 shovels
2 garden hoes
3 p [illegible] ks?
2 [illegible]
2 H Martin brick machines in running order, belts and 2
excavating? belts for clay
2 [illegible] hand presses
2 [illegible] water buckets
3 dumping jacks
steel pallets – enough for 60,000 brick at rate of 5 brick
for each
2 clay cars (1 in wkg order)
10 wheel barrows
1 coil pipe for heater
1 4" cast iron elbow
1 set double tres? & cable
2 pinch bars
1 shovel
1 [illegible] box
8 pcs barrow backing
1 reel and sections cotton hose
29 bags of sample brick
2 [illegible]
2 sets [illegible]
1 set double
2 black hi[illegible]
1 clay pick?
2 sets [illegible] for [illegible]
from ¼ to 3"
2 pipe cutters
1 set firing tools
buildings viz
Dry floors, kilns
sheds, barns, h[illegible]
shops, office, water tank
pipe line,1 catil for clay cars
35 ft 3" car plank
office fixtures
1 stove, 2 desks, 1 clock
[illegible]for [illegible]
[illegible] 1 stool [wheel?], looking
glass, towel racks w/ spittoon
1 stove shield, 1 waste basket
[illegible]&c[illegible]
1 pipe? vise
2 axes
1 [illegible]pulley
[illegible]pipe fittings
1 2 horse brick wagon
Ross Rice
John L. Jessen

*from Pennsylvania Historical and Museums Commission, Microfilmed Harmony Society Records, 1786–195,
Roll 249, page 105. Old Economy Historic Site, Office of the Historian.
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APPENDIX C: TAX RECORDS FOR HARMONY SOCIETY LAND IN
LEET TOWNSHIP

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1887*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF
PROPERTY
Real Estate Savings Bank

VALUATIONS

32 acres land

4800

REAL

2-story brick house

2500

2-story frame house

200

2-story frame house

300

1 brick kiln & drying house

1000

NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF
PROPERTY

PERSONAL

TAXES
OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

8800

35.20

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1888*
VALUATIONS

TAXES

REAL

TOTAL

COUNTY

8800

35.20

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

STATE

POOR

6.60

STATE

POOR

STATE

POOR

Real Estate Savings Bank
32 acres land

4800

2-story brick house

2500

2-story frame house

200

2-story frame house

300

1 brick kiln & drying house

1000

NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF
PROPERTY

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1889*
VALUATIONS

TAXES

REAL

TOTAL

COUNTY

33550

134.20

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

Henrici and Lenz
166 acres land

13500

2-story frame house

1500

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

2 wagon sheds

400

1 wash house

150

Wagon house

300

2 cows

500

8 horses

500

32 acres land

4800

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln, drying house &
machinery
From Real Estate Savings Bank

2000

½ acre land From Ben Freicht

100
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26.48

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1890*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

82011

246.03

STATE

POOR

Henrici and Lentz
166 acres of land

13509

2-story frame house

1500

2-story frame house

400

2 frame barns

3000

Wagon shed

400

Wash house

150

Wagon shed

300

32 acres land

4800

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln houses & machinery

2000

120 acres land from Shields

24000

2 acres land from Chivers

150

Small frame house from Chivers

400

House from Anderson

1000

Barn from Anderson

750

32 acres land DS Wilson

1730

2 lots from Jus Hattice

60

½ acre land

100

2-story frame house from Bevington

1400

2-story frame house and wash house

1400

2-story frame house

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1400

Two 2-story frame houses

1200

Four 2-story frame houses

3200

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

2 frame barns

1800

2 frame stables

1000

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Small frame house

300

2-story frame house unfinished

500

3-story brick and frame house
unfinished
7 horses

1200

2 cows

600
60
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61.51

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1891*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

90040

270.12

STATE

POOR

Henrici and Lenz
166 acres land

13500

2-story frame house

1500

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

Wagon shed

400

Wash house

150

Wagon shed

300

32 acres land

4800

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln houses & machinery

2000

120 acres from Shields

24000

2 acres land from Chever

150

Small frame house from Chever

400

House from Anderson

1000

Barn from Anderson

750

32 acres land from DS Wilson

1730

2 lots from Jas Hattice

60

½ acre land

100

2-story frame house from Bevington

1400

2 story frame and wash house

1400

2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1400

Two 2-story frame houses

1200

Four 2-story frame houses

3200

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

2 frame barns

1800

2 frame stables

1000

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Small frame house on Fiets lot

300

2-story frame houses unfinished

500

3-story frame and brick house

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

4000

Two 2-story frame houses

2000

One 2-story brick house

2000

9 horses

700
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45.02

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1892*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

101340

177.35

STATE

POOR

Henrici and Duss
166 acres of land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

3000

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

Wagon shed

400

Wash house

150

Wagon shed

300

32 acres land

6400

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln houses & machinery

2500

120 acres from Shields

30000

2 acres land from Chever

300

Small frame house

400

House

1000

Barn

750

32 acres land

2400

2 lots

150

½ acre land

150

2-story frame house

1500

2 story frame and wash house

1400

2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1000

Four 2-story frame houses

2800

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

2 frame barns

1800

2 frame stables

1200

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Small frame house

400

2-story frame house

1000

3-story brick and frame

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

3500

Two 2-story frame houses

2000

One 2-story brick house

2000

5 horses

400
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50.67

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1893*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF
PROPERTY
Henrici and Duss

VALUATIONS
REAL

166 acres of land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

3000

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

Wagon shed

400

Wash house

150

Wagon shed

300

32 acres land

6400

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln houses & machinery

2500

120 acres from Shields

30000

2 acres land from Chever

300

Small frame house

400

House

1000

Barn

750

32 acres land

2400

2 lots

150

½ acre land

150

2-story frame house

1500

2-story frame and wash house

1400

2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1000

Four 2-story frame houses

2800

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

2 frame barns

1800

2 frame stables

1200

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Small frame house

400

2-story frame house

1000

3-story brick and frame

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

3500

Two 2-story frame houses

2000

One 2-story brick house

2000

4 horses

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

300
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TOTAL

COUNTY

101240

176.55

STATE

POOR

50.62

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1894*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

104140

208.28

STATE

POOR

Henrici and Duss (note to side of
ledger reads "The Union Co.")
166 acres of land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

3000

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

Wagon shed

400

Wash house

150

Wagon shed

300

32 acres land

6400

3 brick houses

6000

2 stables

400

Brick kiln houses & machinery

2500

120 acres from Shields

30000

2 acres land from Chever

300

Small frame house

400

House

1000

Barn

750

32 acres land

3400

2 lots

150

½ acre land

150

2-story frame house

1500

2-story frame and wash house

1400

2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

1000

Four 2-story frame houses

2800

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

2 frame barns

1800

2 frame stables

1200

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Small frame house

400

2-story frame house

1000

3-story brick and frame

1200

Two 2-story frame houses

3500

One 2-story brick house

2000

Two 2-story frame houses

2000

6 acres land

1500

2-story frame house from Mrs. H
Neely

700

4C-6

52.07

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1895*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

106315

212.63

STATE

POOR

The Union Company
166 acres land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

3000

2-story frame house

400

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

2 wagon sheds

400

32 acres land

6400

Three 2-story brick houses

6000

2 small stables

400

1 small frame house

400

7 brick kilns

700

1 dry house and machinery, 2 wagon
sheds

2500

2-story frame house

1000

118 acres land

29500

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Seventeen 2-story frame houses

17000

6 frame barns

6000

3 sheds

300

½ acre land

500

2-story frame house

1000

Small stable

150

1 wash house

150

18 acres land

1800

Three 2-story frame houses

2400

25 acres land from SW Black

4375
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53.16

LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1896*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

ROAD

POOR

106365

212.73

53.18

26.59

The Union Company
166 acres land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

3000

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

2-story frame house

400

2 wagon sheds

400

32 acres land

6400

Three 2-story brick houses

6000

2 small stables

400

1 small frame house

400

7 brick kilns

700

1 dry house and machinery, 2 wagon
sheds

2500

2-story frame house

1000

118 acres land

29500

Two 2-story brick houses

4000

Seventeen 2-story frame houses

17000

6 frame barns

6000

3 sheds

300

½ acre land

500

2-story frame house

1000

Small stable

150

1 wash house

150

18 acres land

1800

Three 2-story frame houses

2400

25 acres land from SW Black

4375

½ acre land from WH Seaman

50

Leet Township Tax Records 1897
Tax Record Books Missing
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LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1898*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

ROAD

POOR

103790

55.69

51.90

51.90

The Union Company
166 acres land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

2500

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

2-story frame house

400

2 wagon sheds

400

32 acres land

6400

Three 2-story brick houses

4500

2 small stables

300

1 small frame house

400

7 brick kilns

700

1 dry house and machinery

300

2 wagon sheds

300

2-story frame house

1000

118 acres land

29500

Two 2-story brick houses

3000

Seventeen 2-story frame houses

11900

6 frame barns

3000

3 sheds

900

Small stable

100

Wash house

100

18 acres land

5400

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

25 acres land

12500

½ acre land

150

Leet Township Tax Records 1899
Tax Record Books Missing
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LEET TOWNSHIP TAX RECORDS 1900*
NAME OF OWNER,
OCCUPATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

VALUATIONS
REAL

TAXES

PERSONAL

OCCUPATION

TOTAL

COUNTY

ROAD

POOR

124.04

41.35

62.02

The Union Company
166 acres land

14940

Two 2-story frame houses

2500

Two 2-story frame barns

3000

2-story frame house

400

2 wagon sheds

400

32 acres land

6400

Three 2-story brick houses

4500

2 small stables

300

1 small frame house

400

7 brick kilns

700

1 dry house and machinery

300

2 wagon sheds

300

2-story frame house

1000

118 acres land

29500

Two 2-story brick houses

3000

Seventeen 2-story frame houses

11900

6 frame barns

3000

3 sheds

900

Small stable

100

Wash house

100

18 acres land

5400

Three 2-story frame houses

2100

25 acres land (by commissioner
Merer)

7500

½ acre land

150

168 acres land

25200

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE ARCHIVES HAS KEPT A SAMPLING OF TAX RECORD BOOKS FOR ONLY EVERY FIVE
YEARS AFTER 1900.

*All information compiled from PSA: ACTR Record Group 47, 11-1482, for Leet Township.
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW WITH RAYMOND SHEPHERD, OLD
ECONOMY HISTORIAN AND FORMER HISTORIC SITE DIRECTOR

This informal conversation was held at Mr. Shepherd’s office on the afternoon of July 20,
2000. Present were Raymond Shepherd, Historian, of Old Economy Village; Roy Hampton,
Architectural Historian, of Hardlines Design Company; and Diane Beley, Research
Consultant for Hardlines Design Company. Mr. Shepherd opened with a brief introduction in
which he emphasized the hard-working character of Harmony Society members and the
Society’s importance in founding and operating industries in Leetsdale and in Beaver County
communities such as French Point. He emphasized that the Society was involved in many
industries while at Economy, including oil, lumber mills, and cutlery manufacturing.
Mr. Hampton asked if Mr. Shepherd knew of any other brick factories owned by the
Harmony Society. Mr. Shepherd said that he was aware of three brick manufacturing sites
operated by the Harmony Society before they purchased the Leetsdale brickworks property in
1889. An early Harmony Society brickmaking operation was located at French Point, Beaver
County. There was also a brickworks east of Economy along Pitt Street. Mr. Shepherd
thought that the Society had temporary kilns and moved them around depending on where
clay could be found. Mr. Shepherd had also heard that the Harmony Society had a
brickworks at Legionville, Pennsylania. Mr. Shepherd indicated that these brickworks were
all small hand-operated facilities, and that the Leetsdale Harmony Brickworks was the first
attempt by the Society to engage in the large-scale mechanized manufacture of bricks for the
commercial market. He was not under the impression that any of the other brickworks owned
by the Harmonists were still in operation at the time that the Harmony Society founded the
Leetsdale brick factory.
Mr. Shepherd also discussed a number of prominent personalities that were influential in the
Harmony Society during the period that the brickworks was operating at Leetsdale. He
mentioned that Jacob Henrici, the senior trustee of the Society, died in 1892, at which point
John Duss, son of Henrici’s housekeeper, took control of the Society. Mr. Shepherd
mentioned that Duss was a controversial figure within the Society. Mr. Shepherd also warned
that Duss’ writings on the Society were highly opinionated and should not be taken too
literally, since they represented Duss’ side of his controversial term as the Society leader. Mr.
Shepherd also stated that the Harmony Society’s assets and influence in the area were
decreasing at about the same time as Andrew Carnegie was establishing his industries in the
area around Economy and Leetsdale.
Mr. Hampton inquired if there were good sources for the overall history of the Harmony
Society, especially related to the late nineteenth-century period during which the Harmony
Brickworks was in operation. Mr. Shepherd mentioned that Dr. Karl Arndt, a professor of
German at Louisiana State University, wrote an extensive series of histories on the Harmony
Society. Mr. Shepherd stated that Mr. Arndt came to Economy in the early 1930s and became
the Harmony Society documentation librarian. However, Mr. Arndt realized that the position
of Harmony Society records administrator at the time was not a full-time job that would
allow him to earn a living. Therefore, Mr. Arndt found a job elsewhere but returned
periodically to Old Economy to study the Harmony Society records, sometimes accompanied
by historians assigned to the WPA writing project. Mr. Shepherd also mentioned that Mr.
Arndt did not care for Mr. Duss or his point of view, and that Arndt’s writing was a good
counterpoint to Duss’ accounts of the Society’s history. Mr. Shepherd stated that Mr. Arndt
died around 1990, and that his manuscripts and research materials were sent to a historian in
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Canada. This material included a manuscript for a history of the Harmony Society covering
the period 1868–1905.
Mr. Shepherd then mentioned that Duss took many materials from Economy and kept them
for himself. He stated that Duss moved to Florida after the dissolution of the Society and
took railroad carloads of Harmony Society materials with him to Florida. The conversation
concluded with Mr. Hampton examining a map of the brickworks and surrounding Harmony
Society lands, and with Mr. Shepherd introducing Mr. Hampton and Ms. Beley to the
microfilmed Harmony Society records available at Old Economy Village.
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